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Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various public services examinations.
The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations
today.However, an aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from an exam
perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that may or may not be useful for the
exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining
notes for the current
affairs.
Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, relevant from the exam perspective at
oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found wasting their time in search of current affairs material.
It is with this problem in mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information
Bureau(PIB).
The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary of the important news and current
affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and
effort, as you get all the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form.
The Crux is particularly helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.
The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful for both- objective and descriptive sections.
Our aim is to help the candidates in their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication
inspire us to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.
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National

legal suits without the Centre’s sanction.
State to renew plea

Minister of State for Home Kiren Rijiju said
AFSPA, the Armed Forces (Special Powers)
Act, 1958, will continue in Nagaland as it is

hasn’t been finalised there yet.

request to the Centre to revoke AFSPA.
“The discussion on the Naga political situation
is on and we are expecting the Government of
India to solve the problem at the earliest. We
have requested to lift AFSPA but we have been
asked to wait for some time. When the solution
(Naga deal) comes, automatically AFSPA will
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Nagaland is the only State in the northeast, apart
from eight police stations in Arunachal Pradesh,

where ASFPA continues to be imposed by the
Union Home Ministry.

Nagaland, Manipur and Assam are the only

three States in the northeast that continue to be
under AFSPA.

Last year, the Home Ministry gave up its power
and asked the Assam government to take a

decision on continuing AFSPA in the State. The

Vol. 45 May 2018

said the State government would reiterate its

m.

a “special case” and the “peace agreement”

Nagaland’s Deputy Chief Minister Y. Patton

co
m

AFSPA will continue in Nagaland:
Rijiju

Act gives powers to the Army and the Central

forces deployed in “disturbed areas” to kill
anyone acting in contravention of law, arrest
and search any premises without a warrant and

provide cover to forces from prosecution and

go,” Mr. Patton said.
NSCN-IM signed a framework agreement with
the Government of India on August 3, 2015 to
find a solution to the Naga issue.
The NSCN-IM has been fighting for ‘Greater
Nagaland’ or Nagalim — it wants to extend
Nagaland’s

borders

by

including

Naga-

dominated areas in neighbouring Assam,
Manipur and Arunachal Pradesh, to unite 1.2
million Nagas.
Mr. Rijiju told The Hindu, “Revocation of AFSPA
in Meghalaya is definitely related to improvement
of the security scenario in the northeast. AFSPA
is imposed both by the State and the Centre. It
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agenda for ‘New India 2022’, which will spell out

‘No politics’

the strategy for expediting economic growth, its

“It is a joint effort by the State government and

vice-chairman Rajiv Kumar said.

the Centre. Security is a subject where both

Kumar said NITI Aayog will start working on

the Centre and the State should come together

a 15-year vision document after finalizing the

without any politics. In Assam also the situation

development agenda document for ‘New India

has improved, that is why the Home Ministry

2022’.

co
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was withdrawn by Tripura (in 2015).

government.”

m.

withdrew it but it is imposed by the State “The NITI Aayog is committed to bringing out a
vision document and a strategy framework as
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He said he was not sure if AFSPA would be originally mandated. The work on the strategy
lifted from Nagaland in future.

document is in an advanced stage and will most

‘Many factions involved’

likely be titled ‘Development Agenda document

“Nagaland is a special case…the peace

for New India 2022’. And once this document

agreement has not come about yet. There are

has been completed and put in public domain,

many underground factions as well. There are

the work on preparing 15-year vision till 2030

issues like rivalry among different factions…I will start,” he said in an interview.
cannot say about the future policy,” Mr. Rijiju

NITI Aayog had earlier planned to come out with

said. On April 1, the Home Ministry revoked

three documents—three-year action agenda,

Vol. 45 May 2018

AFSPA in Meghalaya and restricted it to eight seven-year medium-term strategy paper and a
police stations instead of 16 in Arunachal

15-year vision document.

Pradesh.

The think-tank, in a presentation last year,
had said the foundation for freedom from six

Development agenda for 2022 soon: NITI Aayog

problems—poverty, dirt, corruption, terrorism,

NITI Aayog will soon come out with a development

casteism and communalism—will be laid
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by 2022 when India celebrates 75 years of and sold as Longifene by Mankind Pharma in
independence.

India, this anti-histamine drug has come under

Replying to a query on disinvestment of public

the scanner of regulatory authorities, after it

co
m

sector units (PSUs), Kumar said, “There is now was found that the drug has not undergone
clinical trials to test its efficacy and safety even

equity in some profit-making public sector units

in the country of origin.

by taking steps to improve their performance

India’s drug advisory body, the Drugs Technical

and then monetize part of their equity so that

Advisory Board (DTAB) is likely to deliberate on

m.

an effort to try and unlock the potential value of

the government could benefit. This process the matter at its next meeting slated for May.
“Aggressively promoted as an appetite stimulant

of these public sector units through greater

for young children, the drug is available both

public accountability and generate maximum

as syrup and a tablet. The drug has come

revenues for the government” .

under the lens as it is not marketed as an

The government expects to raise Rs80,000

appetite stimulant even in its country of origin.

crore PSU disinvestment in the current fiscal.

The government is considering to prohibit the
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is intended both to improve performance

Vol. 45 May 2018

sale and distribution of the drug as appetite

Govt moves to prohibit distribution,
sale of Buclizine as appetite
stimulant

stimulant under the provisions of section 26 A

Buclizine, a widely recommended appetite

Mankind Pharma, which acquired the drug from

stimulant for picky eaters, is likely to be

UCB in 2012, said necessary approvals were

prohibited for sale in India, almost 12 years

taken from the Drug Controller General of India

after it was approved to be sold in India, two

(DCGI) in 2006 to sell the drug as an appetite

people aware of the matter said.

stimulant and as an anti-allergic in 2010.

Developed by Belgium-based UCB Pharma

“It is a very well established product in the

of Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940,” said one of
the people cited above.
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chambers of paediatricians. Two out of five “unscientific”.
“There is no medicine that should be used

this product from UCB in 2012 and UCB being a

for enhancing appetite. Growth and nutrition

multinational company wanted their house to be

in children are inter-linked and there is no

in order. So they applied for DCGI approval and

medicine

got it approved in 2006 as an appetite stimulant.

singularly increase appetite. Balanced nutrition,

After that, they applied for other indication as an

absence of disease and physical activity are the

anti-allergic and got an approval in 2010,” said

three best modalities to enhance growth and

a Mankind Pharma spokesperson.

nutrition,” said Dr Sanjeev Bagai, vice-president

co
m

children face appetite problems. We acquired

will

independently

and

m.

which

and director, Manipal hospital Dwarka.
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Mankind Pharma, which is one of the leading

companies marketing Longifene, says the

in India. “We record a turnover of Rs14 crore

Taj Mahal turning brown and green,
says worried SC

from this product and about 42 lakh tablets are

The Taj Mahal was yellow and now turning

sold every year. It is approved in countries like

brown and green, a Supreme Court Bench of

product is safe and has a significant presence

Malaysia, Singapore, Argentina and several Justices Madan B. Lokur and Deepak Gupta
others as appetite stimulant. Probably the

found from photographs handed over to them

Vol. 45 May 2018

market is not available in the innovator country by noted environmental lawyer M.C. Mehta in
and that’s why it is not used as appetite stimulant

open court .

in Belgium,” added the spokesperson.

Mr. Mehta said the upkeep of the UNESCO

While some paediatricians prescribe the product

World Heritage site was in a shambles. River

aggressively and believe that its absence from

Yamuna, which used to flow nearby, has

the market will not be a good idea, others say

dried up. Encroachments and industries have

that prescribing a drug to boost appetite is

cropped up in the neighbourhood of the white
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marble mausoleum. CCTVs hardly work. The Mr. Nadkarni submitted that the maintenance is
done by the Archaeological Survey of India. He

making venture.

said there were also expert bodies like the Indian

“Perhaps you do not care,” Justice Lokur

National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage

addressed Additional Solicitor General A.N.S.

(INTACH), which has worked to preserve an

Nadkarni.

ancient fort in Goa.

‘Seek help’

“These photographs show a lack of will... when

Looking at the photographs repeatedly, Justice

was the last time you visited the Taj?” Justice

Lokur wondered whether the Taj Mahal in its

Lokur asked the government lawyers. When

m.
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government merely views the Taj as a money-
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present discoloured form would end being the they replied that it has been over a decade,
“eighth wonder of the world.” Justice Lokur

Justice Lokur replied, saying “well, you better go

asked the government whether it has or not

and take a look again.” ASG Mehta, appearing

the expertise to conserve the 17th century

for Uttar Pradesh, said the State could assure

monument.

the court that steps to protect and preserve the

“Even if you have the expertise, you are not monument would be accelerated.
utilising it,” the court observed. It urged the

conservation experts, if required, to restore the

DNA profiling Bill in Monsoon
Session, Centre informs SC

monument to its pristine glory.

The government informed the Supreme Court

Foreign dignitaries

that it would introduce the DNA profiling Bill in

The court observed that foreign dignitaries are

the Monsoon Session of Parliament.

still given a tour of the Taj Mahal. This would

The government was responding to a PIL

surely mean that the government is interested

petition filed by NGO Lok Niti Foundation in

in its preservation.

2012 on the use of DNA profiling for identifying

Vol. 45 May 2018

government to get help from international
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after

the

Department

of

Biotechnology

with old cases of missing persons. A Bench, led

forwarded its draft of ‘The Use and Regulation

by Chief Justice of India Dipak Misra, recorded

of DNA based Technology in Civil and Criminal

the submission made by Additional Solicitor

Proceedings, Identification of Missing Persons

General Pinky Anand, for the government, and

and Human Remains Bill, 2016’.

observed that the Centre should take steps as

The Commission recorded that DNA profiling

expeditiously as possible.

was indeed used for disaster victim identification,

The court said that with the competent authority

investigation of crimes, identification of missing

undertaking to bring about a legislation there

persons and human remains and for medical

was no need for a mandamus from the Supreme

research purposes. It, however, also flagged
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unclaimed bodies, especially to match them

Court in this issue.

that privacy concerns and the ethics involved in

However, the counsel for the NGO urged this scientific collection of data were very high.
the court to keep the matter pending as the

The commission said the procedure for DNA

government has been promising a law since

profiling, if given statutory recognition, should

2007. The court said the petitioner was free be done legitimately as per constitutional
to move the top court in case of any future

provisions.

grievances.

Law Commission report

‘Include ahimsa in Constitution’

Vol. 45 May 2018

Last year, the Law Commission of India, in its Odisha

Chief

Minister

Naveen

Patnaik

271st report, prepared the draft Bill named, The suggested that the word “ahimsa” (nonDNA Based Technology (Use and Regulation)

violence) be added to the Preamble to the

Bill, 2017, after examining various judicial

Indian constitution as the “greatest tribute”

pronouncements and constitutional provisions.

to Mahatma Gandhi, as the nation plans to

The exercise was initiated by the commission

celebrate his 150th birth anniversary.
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“I believe the greatest tribute India could pay

skipped the meet.

Gandhiji on his 150th anniversary is to include

Mr. Patnaik said. “This will ensure that future

The

generations, not just Indians but people around

government’s justification for passing the

the world, will be reminded of the profound truth

Aadhaar Act as a Money Bill.

of this principle.”

Countering the Centre’s argument that the sole

co
m

violence, in the Preamble of India’s constitution,”

SC questions passage of Aadhaar
Act as Money Bill
Supreme

Court

questioned

the

He made this suggestion here at the first meeting

intent of the Aadhaar Act is to act as a weapon

of the National Committee for Commemoration

for delivering subsidies to targeted beneficiaries,

of the 150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma

the Constitution Bench led by Chief Justice

Gandhi, which was chaired by President

Dipak Misra pointed to Section 57 of the Act.

Ramnath Kovind at Rashtrapati Bhawan.

This provision contemplates the use of Aadhaar

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, key Union

card as an identification document not only by

ministers, former Prime Minister Manmohan

the government but also by “anybody corporate

Singh, senior BJP leader L.K. Advani and a host

or person.”

of Chief Ministers of states attended this meet.

“A body corporate? That is as far as you can go

Sources said the first meet was to elicit opinions

away from the concept of a Money Bill,” Justice

on how the anniversary should be celebrated.

Chandrachud

Clean India and Gram Swarajya – with a focus

K.K. Venugopal, representing the government.

on open-defecation-free villages with basic

Section 57 says “nothing contained in this Act

infrastructure like power – are expected to be

(Aadhaar Act) shall prevent the use of Aadhaar

focus areas, a source said.

number for establishing the identity of an

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister N Chandrababu

individual for any purpose, whether by the State
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m.

the ‘uniquely’ Indian ideal of ahimsa, of non-

challenged

Attorney-General

Naidu – whose party recently left the NDA – or any body corporate or person...”
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passed as a Money Bill to “by-pass the scrutiny

itself encapsulates its objective as a legislative

of the Rajya Sabha.”

“tool” to provide “good governance, efficient,

Six circumstances

transparent, and targeted delivery of subsidies,

Mr. Ramesh, represented by senior advocate

co
m

Mr. Venugopal submitted that the Act’s Preamble

benefits and services.” The expenditure for P. Chidambaram, had earlier argued that a Bill
is declared as a Money Bill only in six specific

the Consolidated Fund of India.

circumstances or matters incidental to them as

Below poverty line

enumerated in Article 110. The Aadhaar law

m.

these welfare activities would be drawn from

Mr. Venugopal said the Act might have several does not relate to any of these circumstances.
The petition had termed the passage of the

the Aadhaar Act comes within the ambit of the

Aadhaar law a “constitutional fraud.” On March

definition of Money Bill under Article 110 of the

11, the Aadhaar Bill was passed by the Lok

Constitution.

Sabha after the Speaker ruled it as a ‘Money

The AG countered that the Act contemplates

Bill’. It was then transmitted to the Rajya Sabha.

the plight of 300 million people in the country

The Upper House had on March 16 returned

living below the poverty line. “Money has to

the Bill with five amendments moved by Mr.
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“ancillary provisions,” but taken in its entirety

come necessarily from the Consolidated Fund Ramesh.
of India to cover the expenditure of the delivery

the Act is unnecessary or unrelated to the main

Supreme Court qualifies SC Act
judgment

purpose/pith and substance of the Act, which is

The March 20 judgment further required prior

giving subsidies,” Mr. Venugopal argued.

sanction to be taken from the appointing authority

The AG was countering arguments raised

before arrest if the accused is a government

in a petition by Rajya Sabha member Jairam

servant and permission of the Deputy Police

Ramesh that the Aadhaar Act of 2016 was

Commissioner concerned in case the accused

Vol. 45 May 2018

of targeted subsidies. Not a single provision in
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is a private individual.

take action... can’t there should be a system of

“In certain cases there may be something, while immediate punishment... the State should take
steps... Communities should learn to respect

There may be cases which the police officers

each other,” Justice Goel responded.

co
m

in other cases there may be absolutely nothing.

themselves feel are absurd. Such cases may be Mr. Venugopal said the judgment had seriously
enquired into... not all cases. We said the police affected the morale of the SC/ST communities,
for whom the law was a source of protection

said it is a ‘must’,” Justice Goel orally observed.

from centuries of suffering and social stigma.

The Bench is hearing a series of review petitions

Terming the March 20 judgment a piece of

filed by the Centre and some States, including

“judicial activism,” Mr. Venugopal submitted
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‘may’ conduct a preliminary enquiry and never

Tamil Nadu and Kerala, against their March 20

that “you cannot declare a law in this country

verdict.

when it contradicts the existing law.”

Justice Goel said “what is happening now is He said the judgment gives sanctioning power

Vol. 45 May 2018

that everybody is arrested under the law even if for arrest to ordinary government servants.
the probe officer is convinced there is no case.”

These government officers can now decide

Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal said the

whether their subordinates should be arrested

judgment has led to more crimes being

or not on a complaint filed by Dalits.

committed against Dalits. He cited recent

“Sanction is a matter for the legislature. It is

incidents of how bridegrooms were pulled down

not for the courts to grant sanctioning powers...

from their horses and beaten up by mobs.

the judgment has empowered thousands

Immediate punishment

and thousands of civil servants with arresting

“Our judgment does not incite anyone to powers,” Mr. Venugopal argued.
commit crimes. The SC/ST community has Added condition
the full protection of this court. Why authorities Mr. Venugopal said, given a chance, the
Visit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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enquiry would be used as an excuse to deny

At an election rally in Karnataka last week, PM

Dalits their fundamental right to access justice.

Narendra Modi said the Congress government

register an FIR on the complaint filed by a Dalit.

co
m

Now the added condition of a preliminary

PM takes a dig at Congress over
Gen Thimayya-Krishna Menon ties:
Explaining the spat

likelihood is less that a police officer would

At this point, Justice Lalit reasoned that the of Jawaharlal Nehru had insulted two military
icons and army chiefs who hailed from the

from registering an FIR, nor does it impose a

southern state: Field Marshal Kodandera

m.

court’s judgment does not ban the police

Madappa Cariappa and General Kodandera

an accused, if guilty, should not be punished.

Subayya Thimayya.

“The judgment is merely a filter against the

“But how did the Congress government

arrest of a person too readily and mechanically,”

treat Field Marshal Cariappa and General

Justice Lalit said.

Thimayya… General Thimayya was insulted

Mr. Venugopal submitted that the court cannot

by Prime Minister Nehru and defence minister

lay down general guidelines for the entire

Krishna Menon,” Modi said at Kalaburagi
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particular line of action and nor does it say that

.

Vol. 45 May 2018

country and should be case-specific. At most, It isn’t clear whether his reference to this
the court can only fill gaps in the present

happening after the general’s win over Pakistan

legislation and not lay down guidelines on an

in 1948 was meant to describe Thimayya’s

ad hoc basis, especially when these guidelines

achievement and provide context (in which

are inconsistent with the parliamentary law.

case, it is right), or the timing (in which case, it

The Supreme Court judgment has caused

is incorrect because the Menon-Thimayya spat

disharmony and “great damage” to the country, happened almost a decade later). Cariappa,
Mr. Venugopal said, urging the Bench to review

India’s first Field Marshal, was army chief from

its verdict.

1949-53, and Thimayya held the position for
four years (1957-61) before India and China
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It is no secret that the defence minister of the

Context

day, Menon, had deep suspicion of Thimayya,

Thimayya had an outstanding military career.

fondly known as Timmy, and their differences

He commanded a brigade in World War II during

led to the general submitting his resignation in

the Burma Campaign and was awarded the

1959, which was withdrawn only after Nehru

Distinguished Service Order (DSO), served as

intervened. “He (Thimayya) was humiliated

co
m

went to war in 1962.

the commander of Indian forces in Jammu and by Menon about the threat posed by China.
Thimayya put in his resignation and was

m.

Kashmir in 1948 and was acclaimed globally as
chairman of the Neutral Nations Repatriation

prevailed upon by Nehru to withdraw it,” said

Commission in Korea in 1953. Thimayya’s Bhaskar. “And Nehru then misled Thimayya
and made him look petulant and ridiculed him

worldwide. US president Dwight Eisenhower

in Parliament. This was a low point for the

wrote a letter to PM Nehru highlighting the role

general ...” However, Bhaskar added that Nehru

of Thimayya and Indian troops in Korea. “He was

also superseded two top officers to appoint

the only Indian officer to command an infantry

Thimayya the army chief in May 1957. “So it’s

brigade in World War II, a very big deal in those

a mixed bag (whether or not Thimayya got his

days. Serving in the Korean armistice was also

due).” Menon and Thimayya had run-ins over a

a very complex task that he handled ...” said

raft of issues from top appointments to induction

Commodore (retd) C Uday Bhaskar, director of

of weaponry and the China policy. “Nehru was
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military acumen and leadership were recognised

Vol. 45 May 2018

the Society for Policy Studies. He added that open to the idea of appointing Timmy as the
Thimayya headed a United Nations-led peace

chief of defence staff. But Menon stood in the

mission in Cyprus post-retirement (1962-65),

way. That was the level of Menon’s bitterness

which was “unprecedented.” The government towards the general,” said a senior officer.
awarded him Padma Bhushan in 1953.

Significance

What happened?

Menon always underplayed the Chinese threat.
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“Menon would chuckle and say: Where are the

leadership for driving the country to a war it

threats; if it is Pakistan then, you tell me you can

wasn’t prepared for.

handle it, and I say, China will not attack India,’

uneasy relationship between Thimayya and

Even as the decision to hand over the

Menon and how China was getting increasingly

maintenance of tourist amenities at the Red

belligerent.

“A

desperate

m.

Amazing Life, authored by military historian

co
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CB Khanduri. One of the chapters details the

After Red Fort row, Pubjab govt
wants Jallianwala Bagh in ‘Adopt a
Heritage’ scheme

reads a passage from the book Thimayya: An

inter-personal

Fort to a corporate group has generated

situation once again began to build up and

controversy, Punjab’s Congress government
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tension heightened, as Menon set to poison has written a letter to the Union tourism ministry
Nehru against Thimayya, repeatedly telling him

to include key historical and religious sites of

that Thimayya was a stumbling block to Nehru’s the state in the government’s ‘Adopt a Heritage’
‘Forward Policy,’...” reads a passage. As part

scheme. These include Jallianwala Bagh and

of the forward policy, Nehru ordered the army

Gurudwara Anandpur Sahib.

to build military outposts in disputed areas.

The Congress last week opposed the handing

“As the Chinese began to talk vituperatively

over of Red Fort to the Dalmia Bharat group,

Vol. 45 May 2018

of Nehru, he was still maintaining his dignity. alleging that this was akin to bartering away
Thimayya, however, knew that the Chinese

“the symbol of the freedom movement”. The

were not merely thundering...” Khanduri wrote.

party also said prominent monuments must not

In March 2014, Australian journalist Neville

be given to corporates.

Maxwell made public portions of the Henderson

In the letter dated February 20, 2018, Captain

Brooks-Bhagat committee report on the India- Amarinder Singh’s government asked for
China war, triggering a debate on India’s worst

seven monuments to be considered. HT has

military defeat. It blamed the civilian and military a copy of the letter. The seven monuments
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include Jallianwala Bagh; Shaheed-E-Azam

The Joint Parliamentary Committee on the

Sardar Bhagat Singh Museum, Khatkar Kalan;

Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2016 began

National Martyrs Memorial, Ludhiana; Takht-i-

a hearing in Assam

amid protests across

co
m

Akbar, Kalanaur (Gurdaspur); Gurudwara Sri the Brahmaputra Valley against the Union
Anandpur Sahib; Gurudwara Sri Fatehgarh

government’s alleged move to make the State

Sahib; and Gurudwara Sri Chamkaur Sahib.

a “legitimise Hindus who have migrated from

Punjab’s Tourism Minister Navjot Singh Sidhu,

Bangladesh after 1971”.

and messages.

m.

who signed the letter, didn’t respond to calls Though the Bill, introduced in the Lok Sabha
on July 15, 2016, seeks to grant citizenship
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However, before the controversy broke out, to non-Muslims who had fled persecution
Sidhu, in an interview with HT, had supported

in Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan,

the scheme.

indigenous groups in Assam view it as a move

When asked about the Punjab government’s to legitimise post-1971 Hindu migrants.
letter, Congress’ communication department

They see it as a violation of the provisions of

Vol. 45 May 2018

chief, Randeep Singh Surjewala, who is the Assam Accord of 1985 — it ended a sixcampaigning in Karnataka for the upcoming

year anti-foreigners’ agitation — that prescribes

assembly elections, said he would not comment

deportation for everyone who entered the State

until he spoke to Sidhu.

illegally after the midnight of March 24, 1971.

Speaking on the row caused by the government’s

Long list

decision, SK Mishra, former secretary, ministry of

Representatives of 159 organisations and

tourism, said the issue was being unnecessarily

political parties, including the BJP’s regional

politicised.

ally Asom Gana Parishad (AGP), met the

Protest over citizenship for Hindu
migrants

16-member JPC team headed by Rajendra
Agarwala. Almost everyone opposed the move
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sold in India.

Bill.

Through a 2007 notification, the Environment

The committee has four MPs from Assam —

Ministry had exempted processed foods from

Bhubaneswar Kalita and Sushmita Dev of the

this requirement. This has been stayed by the

Congress, and Ramen Deka and Kamakhya

courts.

Prasad Tassa of the BJP.

There was also dispute between the FSSAI, a

“The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill is against

Union Health Ministry body, and the Environment

the interest of Assam, and threatens the cultural

Ministry on who checks if a particular food had

m.

co
m

and demanded withdrawal of the “anti-Assam”

a GE provenance.

of the State. We have argued against it,” former

“The companies will check the GM content and

Chief Minister Prafulla Kumar Mahanta said.

we will conduct further testing and checks,” said

Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal said no

Mr. Agarwal.

step would be taken without accommodating

The draft also defines safe levels of fat, sugar

the views of all stakeholders. “The JPC will take

and salt in processed food.
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and linguistic identity of the indigenous peoples

a decision only after weighing divergent views,”
he said.

Meghalaya says no to citizenship
Bill

New guidelines for labelling food
planned

Opposition to the Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill, 2016, has now come from the Meghalaya

Vol. 45 May 2018

The government has been contemplating a government where the BJP is in an alliance.
system for labelling genetically modified foods

The BJP is pushing for the Bill that seeks to

for at least 2 years. Current laws, however,

grant citizenship to non-Muslim migrants from

prohibit any GM food — unless cleared by the

Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan.

Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee, a

The Conrad K. Sangma-Cabinet has decided

Union Environment Ministry body — from being

to say no to the Bill proposed by the BJP at
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of caste certificates. However, now they realise

Prestone Tynsong said. The decision was taken

that this was only a minor victory.

ahead of the Joint Parliamentary Committee’s

As candidates approach them again, the

scheduled visit to the hill State on May 10-11.

workers, who were brought to rubber plantations

co
m

the Centre, Meghalaya’s Deputy Chief Minister

Both Mr. Sangma and Mr. Tynsong belong to the after the 1964 Indo-Sri Lanka Agreement on
National People’s Party, which heads the multi- rehabilitating Indian-origin indentured labourers,
point to notices outside their quarters, ordering

One of these MLAs, Alexander L. Hek, is a

them to vacate immediately or face action.

Minister in the Sangma Cabinet.

m.

party alliance that includes two BJP legislators.

“If this amendment is passed, it will pose a great

“They have to shoot us to evict us. I have
nowhere to go and I will die here,” says a
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threat to the people of Meghalaya who are in belligerent Palaniyandi, 62, who lives in the
minority,” Mr. Tynsong said.

Nettar colony with seven family members.

Vol. 45 May 2018

The

Karnataka

Forest

Development

From Sri Lanka to Sullia

Corporation, which started more than 44 sq.km

Before the 2013 Assembly elections, a group

of rubber plantations in the district to absorb

of rehabilitated Sri Lankan Tamils stood their

926 refugee families in the late 1960s, provides

ground in Sullia, in the foothills of the Western

jobs for two generations of them. In the Nettar

Ghats, for over three months, demanding their

colony, 10 of 40 families are facing eviction, and

“rights” as Indians.

165 families in 42 plantation colonies have got

While they had voter ID cards, they had been

notices.

denied caste certificates since the 1990s after

“For most of my 35 years of work (he worked

the local administration misread a Supreme

along with his ageing father), I earned a

Court order and termed them “foreign nationals.”

pittance. Before that, it was a pittance. How

The protests worked, and the Congress

can we save up for life after retirement with

government eventually ordered the distribution

this,” asks Ratnaswamy, 63, who lives with his
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wife and 28-year-old mentally challenged son.

communities-land-foundation]. This Bill bodes

He has been given eviction notices about six ill for the people of Assam besides threatening
months ago.

to lit a communal fire,” Mr. Gogoi said.

co
m

Divided by valley

Assam Cong. seeks referendum on
citizenship Bill

While the Congress in largely Assamese-

A divided Congress in Assam has sought a

Bill, the party’s unit in the Bengali-speaking

referendum on the “controversial” Citizenship

Barak Valley in southern Assam supported it.

m.

speaking Brahmaputra Valley opposed the

The Congress in Barak Valley was among 255

Committee ended its three-day hearing in the

organisations that met the 16-member JPC.

State.

Kamalakhya Dey Purkayastha, Congress MLA
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(Amendment) Bill as the Joint Parliamentary

Organisations batting for rights of the indigenous

from southern Assam’s Karimganj district, said

people are opposed to the Bill that the BJP citizenship should not be denied to anyone
government had introduced on July 19, 2016

figuring in the 2014 electoral rolls even if his

to grant citizenship to non-Muslim minority

or her nationality is in doubt. Former Congress

communities in Afghanistan, Bangladesh and

Minister Gautam Roy, supporting the Bill, took

Pakistan fleeing religious persecution.

the middle path. “The migrants should be

“We want a referendum on the issue,” former distributed across India and Assam should not
Chief Minister Tarun Gogoi said. His “public

be made to bear their burden,” he said.

Vol. 45 May 2018

vote” suggestion coincided with a signature

Sahitya Sabha, an influential opinion-shaping

Row over
Meghalaya

literary body.

Protests by social and students’ organisation

“The BJP came to power in Assam on the promise

greeted the Joint Parliamentary Committee

of

(JPC) on Citizenship (Amendment) Bill of 2016

campaign against the Bill launched by the Asom

protecting

jaati-maati-bheti[indigenous

citizenship
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issue. While almost all organisations and non-

The bill, which the BJP-led NDA government

BJP political parties in Assamese-speaking

wants to push through, seeks to grant citizenship

Brahmaputra Valley opposed the bill, the

to minority communities from Afghanistan,

Bengali-speaking Barak Valley supported it.

Bangladesh and Pakistan who entered India

co
m

as it began its two-day hearing in Meghalaya.

religious persecution.

Centre shifts focus to liberalization
of higher education

Organisations such as Khasi Students’ Union,

The long promised new education policy is still

m.

before December 31, 2014 to escape from

Federation of Khasi-Jaintia and Garo People

in the pipeline, but the Union government seems

and Hynniewtrep National Youth Front staged

to have taken up a new task — liberalization of
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protests outside the State Convention Centre in higher education.
Shillong where the 16-member JPC team, led

Over the past few months, the Indian higher

by BJP Lok Sabha member Rajendra Agarwal, education sector has been witnessing a gradual
conducted the hearing.

transformation from a restrictive regime to a

The protests followed the decision of the Conrad

liberalized one in all three key aspects: finance,

K. Sangma Cabinet in the State to oppose the

academic and administrative.

bill.

“Higher education liberalization is a requirement

“Constitutionally, Meghalaya is a tribal State, and the government is taking steps to achieve
and naturalisation of illegal immigrants into

it. You will see key regulatory bodies like the

Vol. 45 May 2018

full citizens will only result in influx to capture University Grants Commission and All India
our

already-limited

social,

economic

and

Council for Technical Education (AICTE) getting

political spaces,” a spokesperson of one of the

reformed for better management of higher

organisations said.

education,” said a top official of the human

The JPC’s three-day hearing in Assam since

resource development ministry.

Monday saw the State being divided on the “From legislative measures to executive orders,
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the ministry is now busy reducing the restrictive “liberalized regulatory regime” and said on the
regime in the sector. In the next six months, you

sidelines of an event recently that the Indian

will see some more initiatives,” he said.

higher education sector often complains about

co
m

What he was referring to is a series of restrictive rules but now the government is
making a conscious effort to liberalize it.

over the past few months. It enacted the IIM

“Of late, there seems to an intention of liberalizing

Act, allowing Indian Institutes of Management

the sector. Autonomy and liberalization are

(IIMs) to become virtually free of government

a necessity for the higher education section

m.

initiatives the ministry has already initiated

to thrive. The moment you allow freedom

autonomous colleges allowing them freedom

and competition, the best will survive and

to prescribe courses, become more industry

others will strive to improve quality as it will

linked and start self-financing courses to

be a requirement for survival,” said Harivansh

become financially sustainable. Besides, it has

Chaturvedi, director of the Birla Institute of

put in place a non-banking financial corporation

Management and Technology in Greater Noida.
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control. It has brought in a set of guidelines for

to aid infra growth of educational institutions on Chaturvedi, who is also the alternate president
a borrow and pay concept — a move that will

of the Education Promotion Society for India, a

reduce the financial burden on the government

confederation of private education providers,

and make institutions accountable for their own

said technical education colleges under AICTE

infra and research growth.

should also be granted autonomy based on

Vol. 45 May 2018

In March, the Union government for the first time their rankings and accreditation scores.
provided graded autonomy to 62 universities

While some of the recent moves are important,

and colleges both in private and public space

a new education policy is almost paramount

to operate with relatively less interference from

and the government should bring that in to give

the education regulators.

direction to the education sector, Chaturvedi

HRD minister Prakash Javadekar called this a

said. A new education policy is being deliberated
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for last four years.

In a novel initiative, the women inmates of the

Of all the steps the government has taken, the Sabarmati Central Prison at Ahmedabad have
taken up the task of making sanitary napkins.

agency and its expansion in the past couple

The enterprise will serve not only as a source

of months is perhaps the most under-rated

of income for them but also promote better

co
m

establishment of a higher education financing

but far reaching, said the official cited above. menstrual hygiene among women inmates in
jails across Gujarat, an official said. The sanitary

worth over Rs2,500 crore to nearly a dozen top

pads, made at the manufacturing unit installed

m.

The government has already sanctioned loans

schools.

last week by a city-based NGO in the women’s

“While individual sub-sectoral moves like

barrack of the Sabarmati jail, will be given free
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autonomy for IIMs, graded autonomy for a of cost to all women inmates lodged in various
group of colleges and universities have their

prisons of the state, the official said.

merits, the financing agency will perhaps

The Navjivan Trust, an organisation founded

reduce government spending by Rs10,000

by Mahatma Gandhi, acted a bridge between

crore per year, and push top higher educational

the NGO, Karma Foundation, and the jail

institutions to become more accountable and

authorities in shaping up this innovative

finically prudent. That’s a bigger change from project of providing some meaningful work to
the way public funded institutions function —

the womeninmates. The work to manufacture

you get autonomy, you decide your growth path sanitary pads at the unit in the Sabarmati

Vol. 45 May 2018

and you raise money and pay back from your jail premises was formally launched on May
own resources. That’s a bigger liberalization

11. The Karma Foundation’s managing trustee,

move,” said the official.

Priyanshi Patel, said the idea of starting the

Sabarmati jail’s ‘padwomen’ take a
step towards empowerment

project struck her when she visited the jail six
months back and saw women inmates spending
their time without doing any work.
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This will provide income to these inmates,”

STUNNED by the description of Bal Gangadhar

Patel said. The sanitary pads made in the

Tilak in a Class VIII reference book in Rajasthan

Sabarmati jail will be given free of cost to all

— which said the social reformer and freedom

co
m

install a sanitary napkins manufacturing unit.

family tells Rajasthan to ban book,
referring him ‘Father of Terrorism’

“The Navjivan Trust then suggested meto

women prisoners across the state, she said. In fighter was called the “Father of Terrorism” —
future, the NGO would also take up the task the Tilak family in Pune has taken up the matter
with the Rajasthan government.

m.

of selling these napkins at subsidized rates

through government agencies, Patel said. “The They have urged the Rajasthan government to
ensure that the derogatory remark is removed

of making sanitary pads after they come out of

and sought a ban on the book. The family of

the jail,” she suggested.

Lokmanya Tilak has also demanded action

At present, onemanufacturing unit has been

against those who published the book and

installed where about 12 women prisoners can

approved its content.

work at a time. “We will gradually increase the

“We are shocked and angry that anybody could
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women inmates can also start a small business

Vol. 45 May 2018

number of manufacturing units,” Patel said. The make such a derogatory remark about the man
in-charge superintendent of Sabarmati jail, V H

who gave 50 years of his 64-year-long life to the

Dindor, expressed happiness that the women

nation…this is how they treat him… calling him

prisoners have now got some work to do.

names, like they have done in the book meant

The Navjivan Trust’s managing trustee, Vivek

for schoolchildren in Rajasthan… this is beyond

Desai, said they would encourage more NGOs comprehension,” said Mukta Tilak, the Mayor of
to come forward and bring up such projects for

Pune and great-granddaughter-in-law of Tilak.

the benefit of the Sabarmati jail inmates.

Tilak, a BJP leader, said not only has the freedom

utraged, Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s

fighter been shown in poor light, but the “nation
has been insulted”. “I have written a letter to the
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Rajasthan government and requested it to not

Minister Vasundhara Raje over the issue.

only get the derogatory reference removed…

circulation anymore. It has insulted not just the

The government is planning to issue an

co
m

should ensure that the book does not remain in

Centre plans ordinance on SC/ST
Act

but to ban the book itself. The government

memory of Tilak, but the entire nation,” she said. ordinance to overturn the Supreme Court’s
The controversial part of the reference book,
by

private

English-medium

affiliated to the Rajasthan

schools accused of discriminating against Dalits under

m.

used

verdict that bars immediate arrest of individuals

Board of Secondary Education, reads: “Bal

the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act and introduce a Bill
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Gangadhar Tilak demonstrated a path towards to insulate the Act from further judicial scrutiny.
national movement; therefore, he is called as

The government may introduce the Bill in the

the father of terrorism.” While the mistake has monsoon session of Parliament to incorporate
been attributed to erroneous translation and was

the legislation in the Ninth Schedule of the

reportedly rectified in the revised edition of the

Constitution. Any law under it cannot be

book, the Tilak family said “colossal damage” challenged in court.
has been done to the image and dignity of the

“While the Bill is a permanent arrangement

freedom fighter.

to ensure that the provisions of the Act are

“This seems to be part of the BJP regime’s

not diluted again, the ordinance is an interim

Vol. 45 May 2018

agenda to change history at the state and arrangement to overturn the ruling,” a senior
national level… There can’t be anything government official said. The ordinance will
more insulting than calling Tilak the father of make it clear that the provisions of the Act shall
terrorism,” said Ramesh Iyer, general secretary

remain valid, despite any judgment or any other

of Pune city Congress. The Hindu Janajagruti

law.

Samiti has complained to Rajasthan Chief

“Once promulgated, the ordinance will overturn
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the ruling,” an official of the Law Ministry said.

May 8.

“The next hearing is scheduled for May 16, The draft scheme originally proposes as final
and much will depend on it,” said an official of any decisions taken by the implementing

co
m

the Social Justice and Empowerment Ministry. authority under the proposed Cauvery Water
An official said: “Once included in the Ninth

Management Scheme, 2018 in furtherance of

Schedule,

the Cauvery Tribunal award as modified by the

the

legislation

gets

protection

under Article 31-B (validation of certain Acts Supreme Court verdict of February 16.
But in a situation where the riparian States of

m.

and Regulations) and is not subject to judicial
scrutiny.”

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala or the Union
Territory (UT) of Puducherry do “not co-operate”,
the authority would turn to the Centre for help.

The Centre will have the final say in inter-State

final and binding on all parties concerned.”

disputes over Cauvery water. The decision of

A three-judge Bench led by Chief Justice Dipak

the Centre will be “binding.”

Misra said the court would not get into “the

This is the crux of the draft Cauvery water

propriety or legality” of the scheme. It said it did

management scheme filed in the Supreme

not want to trigger another round of litigation

Court during the short pause between polling

among the three States and the UT.
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Centre’s say is final on Cauvery, SC
told

The decision of the Centre “in the matter will be

Vol. 45 May 2018

and counting in the crucial Karnataka Assembly But while thus leaving the Centre as the final
elections.

arbiter of inter-State Cauvery disputes, the draft

With the Centre facing the threat of contempt

scheme does not mention if an aggrieved State

of court, the apex court saw Union Water

can approach the Supreme Court in appeal

Resources Secretary U.P. Singh, with copies against the Centre’s decision itself.
of the draft scheme in hand, present in the

Based in Bengaluru

courtroom in response to a summons issued on

The Centre, represented by Attorney-General
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K.K. Venugopal, asked the court to name the

Chief Justice Dipak Misra responded to the

implementing authority. Mr. Venugopal said

pleas for a Constitution Bench to take over the

the Centre was open to any nomenclature — issue .
The three-judge Bench posted the case for

However, the Centre wants the Cauvery

August 6 to hear arguments.

authority to be headquartered in Bengaluru.

Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal, for the

From there, the authority would monitor

Centre, said the issue was “sensitive”.

storage, apportionment, regulation and control

The Centre’s interlocutor has had a series of

m.

co
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Board, Authority or Committee.

talks with the stakeholders and should be given

reservoirs and regulation of water releases with

more time.

the assistance of the Cauvery Water Regulation

Mr. Venugopal said the case should be taken

Committee. The authority would also decide

up by the court after three months. He said

the “distress formula” in water-sharing. Mr.

the Centre would also make submissions on

Venugopal submitted that the riparian States

the constitutionality of Article 35A, which gives

and UT could be given copies of the draft.

Jammu and Kashmir special status.

The court scheduled the next hearing for May

Article 35A of the Constitution gives the State

16.

Legislature carte blanche to decide who all
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of the water. It shall supervise the operation of

Vol. 45 May 2018

are the “permanent residents” of the State

Article 35A case for statute Bench?

and grant them special rights and privileges in

The Supreme Court will examine fervent pleas

public sector jobs, acquisition of property within

for a five-judge Constitution Bench to decide

the State, scholarships and other public aid and

whether special status granted to Jammu and

welfare programmes.

Kashmir is unconstitutional.

The provision mandates that no Act of the State

“That [reference of the petitions to a Constitution

legislature coming within the ambit of Article

Bench] we will see... yes, we will examine,”

35A can be challenged for violating the Indian
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Constitution or any other law of the land.

petitioners, submitted.

Petitioner said Article 35A was in violation of the A second petition filed by Jammu and Kashmir
native, Charu Wali Khanna, has challenged

Article 35A was incorporated into the Indian

Article 35A for protecting certain provisions

Constitution in 1954 by an order of President

of the Jammu and Kashmir Constitution

Rajendra Prasad on the advice of the Jawaharlal

which restricts the basic right to property if a

Nehru Cabinet.

native woman marries a man not holding the

Parliament was not consulted when the

Permanent Resident Certificate.

m.
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fundamental right of equality under Article 14.

President incorporated Article 35A into the

Prasar Bharati, I&B rift continues

issued under Article 370.

The standoff between the state broadcasters
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Indian Constitution through a Presidential Order

Article 368 (i) of the Constitution mandates that

Prasar Bharati and the Information and

only Parliament can amend the Constitution by Broadcasting Ministry continued as the Board
introducing a new Article.

meeting failed to resolve any of the contentious

The court is hearing a writ petition filed by a non-

issues, including terminating the services of all

governmental organisation, We the Citizens, contractual employees.

Vol. 45 May 2018

which challenges the validity of both Article 35A Various committees that have audited the
and Article 370.

organisation,

including

the

Sam

Pitroda

It challenges that Article 35A is against the “very

committee, have noted that the state broadcaster

spirit of oneness of India” as it creates a “class

is overstaffed. Doordarshan News alone has

within a class of Indian citizens”.

over 280 contractual workers, most of whom

“One of the lawyers claimed that someone from

form the core team that generates content for

Pakistan can stay in Kashmir, but someone

the channel. , DD and All India Radio officials

who has been here is hit by Article 35A,” reiterated their stand that letting go of the
senior advocate Ranjit Kumar, for one of the

contractual workers would virtually shut down
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said.

“Instead, both the organisations have suggested

The Prasar Bharati reiterated the financial and

other

including

legal implications of the closure of DD Free

repatriating officials who have been working on

Dish, saying that shutting down the service

deputation in the two organisations,” a Board

would result in a revenue loss of Rs. 300 crore

member told The Hindu .

a year, wrecking its finances. The DD Free

Issue deferred

Dish service was inaugurated in 2004 with 33

cost-cutting

measures,

co
m

the public broadcasters.

m.

The I&B Ministry, however, has restated its channels. It now carries 104 television and 40
radio channels and reaches 20 million homes.

be fired to make the organisations leaner and

When DD Free Dish was started, the general

financially viable. For now, the issue has been

entertainment channels were auctioned for Rs.

deferred.

25 lakh a year. They now command Rs. 8.5

On the issue of shutting down DD Free Dish

crore a year.
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position that the contractual workers should

(formerly DD Direct, the country’s only free-to-

service) again, both the Ministry and the Board

Rathore replaces Irani as I&B
Minister

remained at loggerheads with the Ministry

He is the new Minister of State with independent

air digital direct-broadcast satellite television

Vol. 45 May 2018

pushing for closure. The Ministry also wants charge of the Ministry.
general entertainment channels to be replaced

Change at the I&B is part of a mini-reshuffle in the

by channels run by the Union Ministries.

Cabinet effected by the PM, who has assigned

The Prasar Bharati Board has contended that

the vital Ministry of Finance to Railways Minister

this will make the bouquet uninteresting. The Piyush Goyal, who will be at the helm of the
viewership of Doordarshan will “crash and

Ministry of Finance till Arun Jaitley fully recovers

Tata Sky and Zee Entertainment Dish TV will

after his successful kidney transplant surgery .

go laughing all the way to the Bank,” the Board

Ms. Irani helmed the Ministry for little less than
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10 months. She had replaced Venkaiah Naidu

which the office of the President was dragged

who resigned after he was elected to the post of

into a controversy.

Vice-President of India.

appointed Minister for Human Resource and

The long promised new education policy is still

co
m

divested of an important portfolio. She was

Centre shifts focus to liberalization
of higher education

This is the second time that Ms. Irani has been

Development in May 2014. After a little over two in the pipeline, but the Union government seems

m.

years, she was replaced by Prakash Javedkar. to have taken up a new task — liberalization of
higher education.

the relatively obscure Ministry of Textiles for

Over the past few months, the Indian higher

over a year before getting I&B in July last year.

education sector has been witnessing a gradual

Ms. Irani’s stint at the I&B was controversial

transformation from a restrictive regime to a
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She remained away from the limelight handling

from fighting with the Prasar Bharti Board to liberalized one in all three key aspects: finance,
issuing a notification on “fake news”, which

academic and administrative.

was eventually withdrawn at the behest of the

“Higher education liberalization is a requirement

PMO. The latest row involved the President and the government is taking steps to achieve
of India regarding the National Film Awards it. You will see key regulatory bodies like the

Vol. 45 May 2018

ceremony. “The government was fed up with University Grants Commission and All India
constant controversies generated by her,” a top

Council for Technical Education (AICTE) getting

functionary in the government told The Hindu,

reformed for better management of higher

adding that “the government felt embarrassed

education,” said a top official of the human

at every controversy she created.”

resource development ministry.

After the awards function row, the Rashtrapati

“From legislative measures to executive orders,

Bhavan had to convey to the Prime Minister’s

the ministry is now busy reducing the restrictive

Office (PMO) its unhappiness at the manner in regime in the sector. In the next six months, you
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will see some more initiatives,” he said.

higher education sector often complains about

What he was referring to is a series of restrictive rules but now the government is
making a conscious effort to liberalize it.

over the past few months. It enacted the IIM

“Of late, there seems to an intention of liberalizing

Act, allowing Indian Institutes of Management

the sector. Autonomy and liberalization are

(IIMs) to become virtually free of government

a necessity for the higher education section

control. It has brought in a set of guidelines for

to thrive. The moment you allow freedom

autonomous colleges allowing them freedom

and competition, the best will survive and

m.

co
m

initiatives the ministry has already initiated

others will strive to improve quality as it will

linked and start self-financing courses to

be a requirement for survival,” said Harivansh

become financially sustainable. Besides, it has

Chaturvedi, director of the Birla Institute of

put in place a non-banking financial corporation

Management and Technology in Greater Noida.
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to prescribe courses, become more industry

to aid infra growth of educational institutions on Chaturvedi, who is also the alternate president
a borrow and pay concept — a move that will

of the Education Promotion Society for India, a

reduce the financial burden on the government

confederation of private education providers,

and make institutions accountable for their own

said technical education colleges under AICTE

infra and research growth.

should also be granted autonomy based on

Vol. 45 May 2018

In March, the Union government for the first time their rankings and accreditation scores.
provided graded autonomy to 62 universities

While some of the recent moves are important,

and colleges both in private and public space

a new education policy is almost paramount

to operate with relatively less interference from

and the government should bring that in to give

the education regulators.

direction to the education sector, Chaturvedi

HRD minister Prakash Javadekar called this a

said. A new education policy is being deliberated

“liberalized regulatory regime” and said on the

for last four years.

sidelines of an event recently that the Indian

Of all the steps the government has taken, the
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establishment of a higher education financing

government employees to get their pension,

agency and its expansion in the past couple

minister of state for personnel Jitendra Singh

of months is perhaps the most under-rated

has said.

co
m

but far reaching, said the official cited above. In 30th meeting of the Standing Committee
of Voluntary Agencies here recently, he said

worth over Rs2,500 crore to nearly a dozen top

Aadhaar is an additional facility to enable

schools.

the use of technology for submission of life

“While individual sub-sectoral moves like

certificate without the need for visiting banks.

m.

The government has already sanctioned loans

autonomy for IIMs, graded autonomy for a His assertion assumes significance as there
were reports of some retired employees facing

merits, the financing agency will perhaps

difficulty in getting the pension in the absence

reduce government spending by Rs10,000

of Aadhaar linkage with their bank accounts.

crore per year, and push top higher educational

The minister clarified that Aadhaar has not

institutions to become more accountable and

been made mandatory for getting pension
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group of colleges and universities have their

finically prudent. That’s a bigger change from for government employees, according to the
the way public funded institutions function —

minutes of the meeting.

you get autonomy, you decide your growth path Aadhaar is a 12-digit number, issued by the

Vol. 45 May 2018

and you raise money and pay back from your Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI),
own resources. That’s a bigger liberalization

that acts as identification and address proof.

move,” said the official.

There are about 48.41 lakh central government
employees and 61.17 lakh pensioners.

Aadhaar not mandatory for central
govt employees to get pension:
Govt

Singh cited various initiatives started by the

Aadhaar card is not mandatory for central

“For instance, minimum pension has been

central government for the welfare of its
employees and pensioners.
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conduct preliminary enquiries before arresting

been increased to Rs 20 lakh, fixed medical

persons accused of insulting or hurting Dalits.

allowance has been increased to Rs 1,000 per

This direction went against the very grain

month,” the minister said.

of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes

“Constant attendance allowance has been

(Prevention of Atrocities) Act of 1989, which

co
m

increased to Rs 9,000, ceiling of gratuity has

increased from Rs 4,500 to Rs 6,750 with effect mandates immediate arrest of the accused.
Justice Goel said, in an obvious criticism of the

income-tax e.g. standard deduction, tax-rebate

1989 Act, that “even Parliament cannot deny

m.

from July 1, 2017. Some benefits relating to

etc. on interest made available in the Finance

the fundamental right to life and liberty.”

Bill, 2018,” he said.

Fair procedure
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Justifying the March 20 verdict banning

Even Parliament can’t deny right to
life and liberty: SC

immediate arrest under the 1989 Act, Justice

We are not living in a civilised society if a person

reasonable procedure before arrest is expected

can be put behind bars without fair procedure,

in every provision of law. A person’s liberty

Goel observed that adherence to a fair and

Justice A.K. Goel, the Supreme Court judge cannot be shackled without due procedure.
who authored the March 20 judgment banning

Justice Goel pointed out that the 1989 Act allows

Vol. 45 May 2018

immediate arrest under Dalit protection law, arrest of accused persons “without anybody’s
observed.

scrutiny and based on a one-sided version.”

Justice Goel, heading a Bench comprising

The hearing occurred even as a move is on by

Justice U.U. Lalit, addressed the Centre while

the Centre to promulgate an ordinance under

hearing a review petition filed by the Centre

the 1989 in a bid to overcome the effect of the

and States, including Tamil Nadu and Kerala,

March 20 verdict, which had unleashed violence

against the March 20 judgment.

across the country.

The judgment had directed the police to Justice Goel abruptly cut short the hearing. The
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Bench then scheduled the case to July, after the the judgment had led to more crimes committed
court re-opens post summer vacations. Justice

against Dalits.

Goel is retiring on July 6. The review petitions

In the previous hearing, Justice Goel had

The Ministers said they should not be penalised

explained that the police need to conduct a

for checking the population explosion while

preliminary enquiry before arrest only in cases

many other States such as Uttar Pradesh and

m.

co
m

retirement.

States petition Kovind on finance
panel

would be heard again after Justice Goel’s

Bihar, which have been unable to do so, are

atrocity committed on Dalits is outright “absurd”

awarded for their lack of initiative.

or “absolutely” frivolous.

The memorandum demanded that the population
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where they feel a complaint filed about an

The Supreme Court had never intended, in

data of 1971 should be used for devolution of

its March 20 judgment, to make preliminary

funds as was used by all the previous Finance

enquiry before arrest a mandatory condition in

Commissions.

Vol. 45 May 2018

each and every complaint filed by Dalits under ‘Check populist steps’
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes

The Ministers have said the terms of reference

(Prevention of Atrocities) Act of 1989, Justice

seek to control “populist measures.” The

Goel qualified the verdict.

memorandum has demanded that this be

The direction was meant to avoid prosecution

deleted promptly. The States and the Union

of innocent people in frivolous cases filed under

Territory concerned have been arguing that it is

the Atrocities Act.

for the popularly elected governments to decide

Justice Goel said “what is happening now is what is ‘populist’ and what isn’t.
that everybody is arrested under the law even if The other amendments sought include deletion
the probe officer is convinced there is no case.”

of the reference to Direct Benefit Transfers

But Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal had said

(DBT).
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The 15th Finance Commission has said that

and asked for it to be implemented before the

the States will be assessed on progress made

monsoon session of Parliament.

by them in promoting DBT. The Narendra Modi

The changes proposed by the apex court in

co
m

government has been flaunting increase in DBT the earlier draft scheme included changing the
name of from authority to board, shifting of the

The FMs also want the reference to “flagship

headquarters to New Delhi and removing the

schemes of the government of India” to be

clause that said the centre’s decision is final.

deleted. The TOR says that “achievements

The centre on 14 May proposed, in its draft

in implementation of flagship schemes of the

scheme for sharing of Cauvery water between

government of India” will be criteria to determine

the four southern states, the setting up of a
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m.

as a key achievement.

a State’s share from Central funds. The Ministers

nine-member authority to ensure smooth water

have argued that this was blatantly against the

distribution.

federal values in the Constitution.

Thereafter, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala

Vol. 45 May 2018

suggested certain changes to the draft, claiming

Supreme Court accepts govt’s
Cauvery water-sharing resolution

that it was not in consonance with the earlier

The Supreme Court

The body has finally been named the Cauvery

accepted the amended

order of the court.

draft scheme submitted by the centre that will

Water

Management

Authority

and

the

govern Cauvery water distribution between

headquarters have been shifted to New Delhi.

Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala and Puducherry. The function of the authority will be to ensure
A bench headed by Chief Justice Dipak Misra

effective implementation of the Cauvery River

found the amended draft scheme in consonance

Water Disputes Tribunal’s order of 2007 along

with its 16 February order and Section 6A of

with modifications made to it by the apex court

the Inter-State River Water Disputes Act, 1956 in February.
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challenging the 2007 award passed by the

residual storage in various reservoirs on 1 June

Cauvery River Water Disputes Tribunal which

every year.

determined the utilizable quantum of water in

The authority will also take stock of the utilization/

the Cauvery at 740 tmcft.

releases and storage in the river basin every

The award had made an annual allocation of

two months and assess the trend of inflows so

419 tmcft to Tamil Nadu in the entire Cauvery

co
m

This will involve determination of the total

as to authorize withdrawal of water to the states. basin, 270 tmcft to Karnataka, 30 tmcft to Kerala,
and 7 tmcft to Puducherry. It was notified by

m.

On 16 February, the court asked Karnataka
to release 177.25 thousand million cubic feet

the government in 2013. Out of the 419 tmcft

(tmcft) of water to Tamil Nadu as against an allocated to Tamil Nadu, 192 tmcft would be
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earlier quantum of 192tmcft. The new water supplied by Karnataka.
sharing scheme would be applicable for the

Over the years, the apex court has passed a

next 15 years. The court had also directed the

series of orders setting different limits to the

central government to constitute the Cauvery

volume of water to be released by Karnataka to

Water Management Board within six weeks to

Tamil Nadu.

supervise implementation of the order.

On 12 September 2016, the court asked

The Cauvery water dispute is more than 150

Karnataka to release 12,000 cusecs of water

years old and has its origins in the 1894 and

per day for seven days, revising its earlier order

1924 agreements for water sharing between the

of 5 September to release 15,000 cusecs per

then presidency states of Madras and Mysore.

day till 16 September.

These agreements will remain in force despite

The state was thereafter directed on 20

the Reorganization Act, 1956, having taken September to release 6,000 cusecs of water a
effect, the order stated.

day to Tamil Nadu from 21 to 27 September.

The judgment was passed on a batch of

This was extended for three more days until 30

appeals by Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala,

September.
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(Amfi) asked mutual fund house to insist

If you have been reading about the Supreme

new investors provide Aadhaar details for

Court verdict on Aadhaar, you might be

investments. However, later the directive was

wondering whether you should have an Aadhaar

withdrawn. “You don’t need an Aadhaar to

or not? We tell you where it is mandatory and

invest, reinvest or for redemption of mutual

where it isn’t.

fund at the moment at least,” said Srikanth

Bank account

Meenakshi, founder and chief executive officer,

After the apex court indefinitely extended the

FundsIndia.com. You can continue to provide

co
m

The complete guide to Aadhaar

m.

deadline to link Aadhaar, the Reserve Bank of documents such as PAN, voter ID and passport
India (RBI) amended its know-your-customer

as identity proof.
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(KYC) guidelines to include Aadhaar as an Insurance
identification document. The directive says if you Although

the

Insurance

Regulatory

and

are eligible for enrolment of Aadhaar, you have

Development Authority of India (Irdai) says

to provide the Aadhaar number, Permanent

Aadhaar linking is not mandatory, experts say

Account Number (PAN) or form No. 60. Proof

it is being considered compulsory all practical

Vol. 45 May 2018

of application of enrolment for Aadhaar will also purposes. “For old policies, there is a bit of a
be accepted if the enrolment is not older than

reprieve. It is treated as mandatory. For new

six months and in case PAN is not submitted.

policies, you need to submit Aadhaar within

If you are an existing account holder, you don’t

six months. The process doesn’t go through

need to link to Aadhaar as of now. If you are

without Aadhaar. If you threaten the insurer,

opening a new account, you will have to submit

may be they will agree. But by and large, they

Aadhaar within six months of opening it. Non-

don’t go ahead without Aadhaar. In case of claim

resident Indians don’t need to submit Aadhaar.

settlement, it is mandatory,” said Kapil Mehta,

Mutual fund

said Kapil Mehta, co-founder, SecureNow.in.

Earlier, Association of Mutual Funds of India

Small savings
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Gold

schemes such as post office deposit, post office

If you are buying or selling gold, you don’t

time deposit, national savings certificate and

need to provide your Aadhaar card details.

public provident fund is optional. In a notification,

“Aadhaar is mandatory in sectors where there

the department of economic affairs, ministry of

is a government regulator. We need an OTP-

co
m

Currently, providing Aadhaar for small savings

finance, said that it has extended the date to based mechanism to sustain Aadhaar-based
KYC in gold sector,” said Surendra Mehta,

depositors were required to submit Aadhaar

national secretary, India Bullion and Jewellers

m.

submit Aadhaar until further notice. Earlier, the

number at the time of opening of account or

Association Ltd. Currently, it is mandatory to

purchasing certificates. Every depositor who

provide your PAN card details if you buy gold
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didn’t give the Aadhaar number at the time of jewellery worth more than Rs2 lakh.
application was required to provide it too. But
not anymore as of now.

AGP confronts Shah on Bill

Real estate

A day after the Karnataka setback, BJP

If you are going to buy a new house, you don’t

president Amit Shah drew flak from his party’s

need to produce Aadhaar card. Currenly, there

ally in Assam over the Citizenship (Amendment)

is no proposal to provide Aadhaar for any kind of

Bill, 2016.

Vol. 45 May 2018

property transactions. Realty developers ask for The Asom Gana Parishad (AGP) expressed
PAN card and other documents for completing a

its displeasure over the BJP’s bid to push the

deal. However, developers say making Aadhaar

Bill, at the third conclave of the North East

compulsory in real estate would be useful to Democratic Alliance (NEDA), a forum of noncollect tax. Amit Ruparel, managing director, Congress parties of the region helmed by the
Ruparel Realty, said, “Linking Aadhaar with real BJP, here.
estate will help government collect more taxes

Protesters held

from multiple home-buyers.”

This followed protests by NGOs such as
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Krishak Mukti Sangram Samiti against the Bill

Bora said.

before Mr. Shah’s arrival. KMSS leader Akhil

Mr. Shah avoided the Bill issue, and urged the

Gogoi and others were arrested and whisked

NEDA constituents to focus on making Mizoram
NEDA has

13

regional

co
m

away from the conclave venue. “The BJP must “Congress-mukt”.

scrap this Bill that threatens the existence of parties including the AGP and Mizo National
the indigenous peoples of Assam besides going

Front, which wants to wrest Mizoram from the

against the spirit of the Assam Accord,” AGP Congress.

Mizoram, where Assembly elections are due

m.

president Atul Bora, also a Minister in the BJPled coalition government in Assam, said at the

this year, is the last of the eight States in the

conclave.

Northeast where the Congress is in power.
The Chief Ministers of six States attended

— Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and

the meeting. Sikkim Chief Minister Pawan

Christians — from Afghanistan, Pakistan and

Kumar Chamling skipped the conclave, but the

Bangladesh after six years of residence in India.

ruling Sikkim Democratic Front party had sent

‘Against Assam accord’

representatives.
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The Bill aims at granting citizenship to minorities

The AGP says this will make the Assam Accord

1971, redundant.

Anti-Sterlite protest: Green consent
pending, plant shut, wanted to
raise capacity

“If the Citizenship Bill is passed, it will change

CONCERNS over pollution have dogged Sterlite

Assam’s demography. We feel that there should

Copper unit that has been in operation in

of 1985, which seeks deportation of all illegal

Vol. 45 May 2018

immigrants entering the State after March 24,

not be any division of people on religious lines. Tuticorin since its inception over two decades
We hope Amit Shahji will realise the gravity of ago. At the heart of the fresh protest at the unit,
the situation in Assam and do his best to protect

one of the country’s biggest copper smelters

the interests of indigenous communities,” Mr. that is owned by Vedanta Ltd — a majorityVisit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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owned subsidiary of London-listed Vedanta

The Tribunal then overturned the government

Resources — is a brownfield expansion of the

order, following which the state moved the

plant, entailing a doubling of the capacity of the Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, the Tuticorin plant has been shut

Protesters at the site have cited pollution from

since March 27 this year, with the company citing

the copper plant, including issues relating to

the closure as a part of 15-day maintenance.

disposal of copper waste and effluents from

Incidentally, the company had consent to

the operational unit, demanding its permanent

operate the plant until March 31 this year.

m.

co
m

smelter to 800,000 tonnes per year.

On February 2, Kuldip Kaura, chief executive

Group’s Hindalco Industries Ltd are the two

officer (CEO), Vedanta Resources, said during

biggest copper producers in India.

an analyst conference call: “The copper
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closure. Vedanta’s Sterlite and Aditya Birla

Alongside Hindustan Copper Ltd, a central

smelter… we have the requisite permits, and

government public sector unit that has the

project has already been awarded and the

capacity to produce 99,500 tonnes of copper per

construction work has commenced. This is

year, Hindalco Industries and Sterlite dominate

two-year project duration; this should have

India’s copper market. Hindalco has a capacity

the project commissioned towards the end of

to produce 5 lakh tonnes and Sterlite 4 lakh

financial year 2020.”

tonnes of copper annually at present.

Three months later, on May 3, Kaura said:

Vol. 45 May 2018

While the plant has been the subject of protests “Copper India business recorded a production
over pollution since its commissioning in 1997,

of 4,03,000 tonnes this year (2017-18)… Our

a gas leak in March 2013 from the plant came

operations at Tuticorin are currently shut down

as a fresh trigger that led to the then Chief

as our application for renewal of the consent to

Minister, J Jayalalithaa, ordering its closure. operate has not been approved… The consent
After this, the company moved the National

to operate at Tuticorin was not approved and

Green Tribunal against the state government.

we have engaged with the authorities with the
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The legal challenges surrounding the Sterlite

raised and we believe the resolution for this

plant in Tuticorin has been on ever since

should happen soon.”

it received clearance from the Tamil Nadu

In successive letters sent by Sterlite Copper

Pollution Control Board (TNPCB) in August

to the Ministry of Environment and Forests, it

1994, alongside clearances from the Ministry

sought an 18-month extension of the validity

of Environment and Forests in January 1995.

of the environment clearance for the Copper

As soon as it received the permissions, these

Smelter Plant-II project. The two letters are

were challenged before the Madras High

m.

dated January 29 and February 8 this year.

co
m

responses to some of the questions which they

Court in 1996 by the National Trust for Clean
Environment.

Copper has filed an application for “obtaining

The company, however, went ahead and set up

environmental clearance for proposed capacity

the plant that commenced production in 1997.

enhancement” of the “Copper Anode production

Fresh petitions were filed seeking directions

from 1200 tonnes per day to 1440 tonnes per day

to take suitable action against the company

by process optimisation in the existing copper

for alleged failure to take safety measures due

smelter plant-I” in Tamil Nadu’s Thoothukudi.

to which there were pollution and industrial
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In the second letter in February, Sterlite

Vol. 45 May 2018

The January 29 letter, also states that the Expert accidents at the plant.
Appraisal Committee (Industry-I) in its meeting

In September 2010, the High Court allowed and

held on 18-20 November, 2015, “recommended

disposed the writ petitions with the direction to

the proposal for extension of validity of the

the company to close down its Tuticorin plant.

Environmental Clearance for a further period of The company went in appeal to the Supreme
3 years i.e. up to 31 December, 2018.”

Court which passed an interim order staying the

The MoEF website, under environmental

High Court order.

clearances, states that last clearance was

Then, on the morning of March 23, 2013,

granted on July 23, 2015.

complaints of eye irritation and suffocation were
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reported by people in the vicinity of the plant,

for the Consent to Operate.”

following which the facility was inspected by

emissions of sulphur dioxide were found within

The Centre has directed Coal India to supply

overall limits and that it was not the case that

coal out-of-turn to State and PSU utilities,

the public had been affected by it.

a move that has irked independent power

co
m

Collector issued a press release stating that the

Out-of-turn coal to PSE utilities irks
IPPs

the District Environmental Engineer. Later, the

m.

On March 29, the TNPCB ordered closure of producers (IPPs) that are already reeling under
a shortage of the fuel.

noxious emissions. Meanwhile, the Supreme

“ln order to avoid possible shortage of coal at

Court, in its order dated April 2, 2013, set aside

thermal power plants it has been decided that

the High Court order but directed the company

wherever it is operationally feasible based on

to deposit Rs 100 crore within three months with

various factors like coal stock availability, where

the Collector. The money was to be utilised for

suitable transport arrangements are in place,

taking measures to improve the environment,

out-of-turn coal allotment may be made to State
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the plant after local residents complained about

including water and soil in the vicinity of the and central PSU gencos to meet the surge in
plant.

coal requirement for power generation,” the

In a statement, Vedanta Limited said: “It is

Coal ministry wrote in a letter to Coal India.

with great sorrow and regret that we witnessed

IPPs, which are under stress on account of high

Vol. 45 May 2018

today’s incidents around the protest at Tuticorin. levels of debt and less than optimum plant load
The company has appealed to the government

factors that have left them struggling to keep

and authorities to ensure the safety of our

the projects afloat, are not amused.

employees, facilities and the surrounding

‘Sanctity of contracts’

community. The Sterlite Copper plant is

“Discrimination based on ownership of assets

currently non-operational as we await approval

puts into question the sanctity of commercial
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Producers (APP) . “This would lead to more

Former President Pranab Mukherjee paid rich

stress for the bankers. This is against the PM’s

tributes to India’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal

director

general,

Association

of

co
m

Power

Nehru the architect of modern India:
Pranab

contracts signed by CIL,” said Ashok Khurana,

stated policy of level playing field and ease of Nehru, on his death anniversary here , saying
doing business.”

that but for him, India would have gone down

The APP has written to the government seeking the path of other newly liberated countries of
Asia and Africa.

m.

a level playing field. “We have requested that

He was speaking at the release of an illustrated

sector plants. In fact prioritisation beyond

biography of Nehru authored by Tamil Nadu

contractual obligation should be on basis of

Congress leader A. Gopanna at the Constitution

efficiency, so that same quantity of coal can

Club here. Former Prime Minister Manmohan

produce more power,” Mr. Khurana said.

Singh and former Vice President Hamid Ansari
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same priority should be extended to private

While state-owned NTPC currently operates at were present.
a plant load factor (PLF) of more than 70%, IPPs

“The history of modern India is closely associated

are averaging about 55% PLF. The scramble for

with a few personalities. Pandit Jawaharlal

scarce coal has coincided with summer when Nehru is one of them. It is not because he was

Vol. 45 May 2018

demand for power is setting new records. This the first Prime Minister or even because, till
week, India’s electricity demand crossed 170

today, he remains the longest-serving Prime

gigawatts.

Minister for 17 years. It is because he was truly

“Centre creates hurdles for coal starved power

the architect of the modern, democratic set-

projects by prioritising PSU run projects,” the

up in India,” Mr. Mukherjee said. “But for him,

CEO of an IPP, said on condition of anonymity.

India would have gone the way in which many

“It will take a heavy toll on the ailing sector.”

other newly liberated countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America went.” Praying rich tributes
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to Nehru as someone who built and nurtured

back in history and rewrite it,” he said. “Such an

India’s institutions, Mr. Mukherjee added, “[He effort is not going to succeed. History is history.
was] a great democrat and it was possible for It has to be read. You can draw inspiration from
it.History cannot be changed...,” Mr. Ansari said.

will say yes to a man. I want an India where

‘First and the greatest’

thousands and thousands will oppose the

Commending the author’s effort in gathering

proposals of one man, one group, one party’.”

7,000 photographs in 10 years (700 of which

co
m

him to say: ‘I don’t want an India where millions

m.

“Therefore, when we pay homage to this great have been used), N. Ram, Chairman of The
soul of India, we do a duty to ourselves, and

Hindu Group of Publications, lauded Mr. Nehru

perhaps it compels us to take a pledge — as, “India’s first and greatest Prime Minister, bar
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whether we can keep it or not — that we cannot none.”
betray this man, his vision, his dream and also

“An attempt is being made in recent times to

his discovery of India,” he said.

suggest that Jawaharlal Nehru’s outlook, ideas

‘Distortion of history’

and contribution to India’s development have

Former Vice President Hamid Ansari took a dig

been overtaken by other forces, have been

at what he saw as recent attempts to distort outdated, and so on, and harsh criticisms are
history.

levelled. And this is the time, with the launch of

Vol. 45 May 2018

“A long time back, a book was written by H.G. this book, to emphatically reject that attempt,”
Wells called The Time Machine . The idea

Mr. Ram said. “Nehru saw, as the service

behind that book was that there would be a form

of India, primarily the abolition of poverty, of

of technology by which we could go back to visit

disease, of ignorance, and that tryst with destiny

what might have happened in the past. Well, it

is yet to be fulfilled.”

was a great success. But today, I notice another Mr. Ram added, “We need to remember today
set of inventors — not writers, inventors — trying

his solidarity with liberation struggles, including

to create a time machine by which you can go

the Palestine struggle, when there is an attempt
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to dilute the foreign policy of India.”

government order was upheld by the Supreme

Some of the photographs in the 528-page

Court in 1996 in the Vellore Citizens Welfare

volume were sourced from the archives of The Forum verdict, which said though “industry is of
vital importance to the country as it generates

co
m

Hindu.

foreign exchange and provides employment

Legal opinion divided over Sterlite
closure

avenues, it has no right to destroy the ecology,

Legal experts are divided in their opinions over

hazard.”

m.

degrade the environment and pose as a health

the decision of the Tamil Nadu Pollution Control

An expert agrees that if the Tamil Nadu Board’s

Board to cut the electricity and shut down the closure order is challenged in court, the test

Noted environmental lawyer M.C. Mehta terms it

justice were observed by the Board before the

as “fire-fighting” by the Tamil Nadu government,

exercise of such power.

which had “slept for years” only to wake up after

Justice Muralidhar, in the Splendor Landbase

the recent bloodshed in police firing.

verdict, interprets the correct procedure for

Tanneries closure

use of Section 31A and 33A to shut down an

However,

Vol. 45 May 2018

would be whether the principles of natural
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Sterlite plant at Thoothukudi in Tamil Nadu.

former

Solicitor-General

Mohan

industry.

Parasaran said the Board flexed its “wide”

For one, no “corrective steps” can be taken by

powers under Section 33A of the Water

a Pollution Control Board under Section 31A

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act of,

and 33A “without issuing a show cause notice

1974 and Section 31A of the Air (Prevention

and without giving an opportunity to the alleged

and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 only after violator to rectify the defects detected during
complying with the “due process requirements”.

an inspection of the premises carried out in

He compares this use of executive power to the

accordance with the relevant rules”.

closure of over 900 tanneries in Tamil Nadu. The Experts point out that the Supreme Court has
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risen 15 percentage points over the past year

Legal Action case judgment that a Pollution

to 24%, the survey data shows.

Control Board can order closure of any industry

One of the key reasons behind Modi’s declining

or stop basic facilities to it only if such a direction

approval ratings appears to be rising discontent

co
m

categorically held in its Indian Council for Enviro-

is necessary for effective implementation of the with the economic performance of the Modi
provisions of the Water or Air Act. That is the

government. A majority of people now believe

test ahead.

that the government has failed to deliver on
its election promise of “achhe din” or better

m.

Why Modi govt needs to pay close
attention to economic sentiments

days. (See Chart 1)
The

growing

disenchantment

with

the
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Although Narendra Modi continues to remain government seems to be linked to a decline in
the most popular leader in the country, his

consumer sentiment witnessed over the past

approval ratings seem to be on a decline as anti-

couple of years. Data from consumer confidence

incumbency grows. That’s the key message surveys conducted by the Reserve Bank of India
from successive rounds of “Mood of the Nation”

(RBI) show that consumer sentiments have

surveys —large-scale, nationally representative

been on the decline since 2016. RBI consumer

surveys conducted by Lokniti-CSDS since mid-

sentiment survey is based exclusively on an

2017.

urban sample of 5,000 respondents, and hence

The latest poll conducted in May 2018 showed

fails to capture the sentiments in rural India.

Vol. 45 May 2018

that if snap Lok Sabha elections were to be
held today, only 34% of people would prefer

Narendra Modi to return as Prime Minister,

down from 37% in January and 44% a year
ago. The proportion of people choosing Rahul
Gandhi as their preferred Prime Minister has
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government failed to live up to the initial hype.
But data from other surveys, such as the CMIE- The time-series data shows that there was a
sharp spike in sentiment about the economy in

rural and urban India, also point to the same

the immediate aftermath of demonetization in

trend. (See Chart 2)

November 2016.

co
m

BSE, which capture a larger sample in both

Disaggregated data on consumer sentiments But there has been a sharper decline since
then, with sentiment about the economy dipping

and the poor differ widely in their assessment

below pre-demonetization levels. It is likely

m.

published recently by RBI shows that the rich

of their economic conditions as well as in their that people revised their expectations as the
expectations about the future.

evidence on demonetization’s failures began
trickling in. (See Chart 5)

any improvement in their household income

While sentiment picked up briefly in December
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Poorer respondents were less likely to report

or employment scenario compared to richer 2017, this appears to have been a blip.
respondents. They also remain more pessimistic

The March survey again shows a decline in

about future prospects. (See Charts 3 and 4)

perceptions about the state of the economy.

The old and the retired also reported lower

The subdued sentiments do not bode well for

improvement in their household income, and

a government that is nearing the finishing line.

were more pessimistic than others, the RBI And reviving sentiments won’t be easy at a time
survey data shows.

when the risks to the macro-economic stability

Vol. 45 May 2018

It is worth noting that both these groups —the are growing.
poor and the elderly —are far more disenchanted

according to the latest Lokniti-CSDS survey.

What drove economic growth in four
years of Modi government?

This

risen

Consumption—both private and government—

after demonetization, as the bold move by

has been the main driver of growth since

with the government as compared to others,

disenchantment

might

have
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report last year pointed out that for 2016-17,

were to put it in one line, the history of the Indian

“absent the implementation of the 7th Central

economy in the past four years has been the rise

Pay Commission and one-rank-one-pension

of consumption, both private and government,

(OROP) for defence services embedded in

co
m

Narendra Modi came to power in 2014. If we

from 67.95% of gross domestic product (GDP) government consumption, real GDP growth
would have been lower by 2 percentage points.

The details are given in the accompanying

Private consumption spending alone contributed

chart. While consumption has driven growth,

two-thirds of the growth of aggregate demand”.

m.

in 2013-14 to 70.23% by 2017-18.

The report added that consumption-led growth

from 34.02% of GDP in 2013-14 to 30.75% in

could lead to a slackening of future growth if

2017-18. Exports have done miserably—the

it entails growing imbalances due to limits to

share of exports of goods and services has

capacity creation and rising debt burdens,

plunged from 25.43% of GDP in 2013-14 to

particularly for households, and it talked of “the

18.87% in 2017-18, calling into question the

imperative for a judicious balance in the growth

competitiveness of Indian industry. The saving

drivers for non-disruptive and sustainable long-

grace is the share of imports, too, has come

term growth”. Capital expenditure and exports
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the share of capital formation in GDP has fallen,

down, thus keeping the current account deficit badly need to catch up.
within reasonable limits.

Government consumption was boosted by
the seventh pay commission award and the

Vol. 45 May 2018

increase in pensions for the armed forces. What
about private consumption?
Households have been saving less, with the
household savings rate falling from 20.3%
of GDP in 2013-14 to 16.3% in 2016-17. The

The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI’s) annual

RBI report says the fall in inflation and the
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consequent rise in real incomes, together with the crowding-in effect of the rise in government
salaries and pensions may have boosted private consumption.
Rising private consumption has also been the result of increased borrowing by households. In

co
m

March 2014, RBI data shows personal loans by banks amounted to 18.3% of total non-food credit;
four years later, by March 2018, personal loans amounted to 24.8% of non-food credit. Indeed,
in 2017-18, personal loans were almost half of the total increase in non-food credit advanced by
banks.

m.

As a percentage of GDP, personal loans by banks went up from 9% of GDP in 2013-14 to 11.4%
by 2017-18. To be sure, a part of this borrowing was used for housing. But a sizable part also
financed consumption—for example in 2017-18, 29.3% of all incremental non-food credit went
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towards financing personal consumption. The RBI report warned, “Consumption as a driver of
growth has been associated with low growth multipliers... with some evidence that side effects
such as rising household indebtedness could turn out to be growth-retarding in the medium-term”.
Nevertheless, in spite of the rise in personal loans in recent years, credit to households as a
percentage of GDP is much less than other emerging markets such as China, Indonesia, Thailand
and far lower than in the developed nations. But there is no doubt that rising household borrowing
and lower household savings have led to increased private consumption, which, together with

Vol. 45 May 2018

government consumption, has been the main driver of the Indian economy in the past four years.
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Economy

withdrawal of women from the labour force
over the past 15 years. Third, employment

The jobs debate has kept economists busy.
Their estimates of how many jobs are being
created in India vary wildly. Consider the

with care since more children are staying
back in college rather than seeking work.
Fourth, the formalization of the Indian
economy means that there are profound
structural

shifts

m.

most recent disagreement. Surjit Bhalla

numbers for the young need to be handled

co
m

The difficulty of making sense of
Indian jobs data

of The Observatory Group estimates that

2017. Mahesh Vyas of the Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy believes the
number is barely a tenth of that. Their

exchange should be seen against the wider

debate on whether India has been growing
without generating enough jobs for a young
population.

Indian labour market data is devilishly
difficult to analyse. There are several

Vol. 45 May 2018

place

in

the

composition of the labour force.
The

decision

by

the

government

to

release payroll data last week—based
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15 million jobs were created in fiscal year

taking

reasons why this is so. First, a large part of
the labour force is in the informal sector,
where information is very difficult to collect
on a monthly basis. Second, sample survey
data is often confusing because of the

on the number of accounts in key social
security schemes such as the Employees’
Provident Fund Organization, the National
Pension Scheme and the Employees’ State
Insurance Corporation—is thus welcome.
Economists Soumya Kanti Ghosh of the
State Bank of India and Pulak Ghosh of the
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
have been pioneers in this work, and their
paper had also sparked off heated debate.
Such payroll data could eventually give us
a good idea about job creation in the Indian
economy.
The new data series needs to be handled
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with care. It tracks the growth in payrolls

the Employment-Unemployment Survey

rather than actual job creation, as even its conducted by the National Sample Survey
Office

or

the

Quarterly

Employment

adjusted. More data points are needed.

Survey of the Labour Bureau are riddled

Payrolls give us some sense of what is

with problems. In a recent interview with

happening in organized sector enterprises,

television channel CNBC TV 18, former

co
m

proponents warn. It needs to be seasonally

but it is possible that job growth there chief statistician T.C.A. Anant said that
the other missing elements will begin to

m.

could be balanced by job losses in the

fall into place later in the year, especially

interesting that economists on both sides

information about employees working in

of the argument accept that the role of the

enterprises covered by social security laws.

formal economy is growing rapidly).

What now? Technology can play a part.
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unorganized parts of the economy (it is

However, there is little doubt that the Household surveys could be conducted
release of monthly payroll data is a big every year rather than every five years
step in the right direction. The NITI Aayog

using new technologies that bypass time-

task force on improving employment data

consuming data collection methods. The

had said in its report last year that there

new goods and services tax network (GSTN)

are four primary sources of employment

offers an excellent opportunity to use Big

data—household

surveys,

enterprise Data analytics to extract employment data

Vol. 45 May 2018

surveys, administrative data and data for all enterprises covered by the new tax.
from government schemes. The release of

All sorts of data related to employment

payroll data last week deals with the third can be stored in a central data warehouse
of these four possibilities. There is now

into which every level of government, from

an urgent need to improve capabilities in the panchayats up, feeds information. The
the other three. Existing data sets such as

economists in the Union finance ministry
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and interstate trade, respectively. The same

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has allowed

skills should be used to generate better job

foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) to invest

statistics.

in treasury bills issued by the central

co
m

Railways and GSTN to estimate migration

RBI allows FPIs to buy T-bills; debt
limit stays

have already used Big Data from the

All this will take time. So expect no miracles. government.
India is an extremely complicated country,

The central bank’s move comes close on

and the sort of credible monthly data that

the heels of foreign portfolio investors being

m.

is available in more advanced economies is permitted to invest in corporate bonds with
minimum residual maturity of above one

it is good that the first steps towards

year.
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extremely difficult to deliver here. However,

overhauling employment statistics have “The

requirement

that

investment

in

been taken with the release of the payroll securities of any category [G-secs, State
data. The employment situation is one of the Development Loans or, in terms of this
key variables considered by policymakers circular, corporate bonds] with residual
the world over. Indian policymakers are

maturity below one year shall not exceed

flying blind in the absence of credible

20% of total investment by an FPI in that

employment numbers.

category applies, on a continuous basis,”

Till then, the trend in wages is the best the central bank said in a circular issued.

Vol. 45 May 2018

proxy for understanding job creation.

Consistency

Prices carry a lot of useful information. Incidentally, the April circular was issued
Rising wages across all job categories over

to bring consistency across debt categories

the past decade are strong proof that the

and hence it was stipulated that investments

extreme narrative about jobless growth is by an FPI in corporate bonds with residual
just not true.

maturity below one year should not exceed
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20% of the total investment of that FPI in

aware of the matter said. The market

corporate bonds.

regulator is also checking if InterGlobe,

“At any point in time, all securities with which flies India’s largest airline IndiGo,

be reckoned for the 20% limit, regardless

co
m

residual maturity of less than one year will disclosed the resignation news in time, and
if there are any violations of insider trading

of the maturity of the security at the time rules, these people said on condition of
of purchase by the FPI,” the RBI said in anonymity.
Ghosh

stepped

down

as

InterGlobe’s

m.

Tuesday’s circular.
According to the circular, if there are

whole-time director with effect from 26

investments in securities with less than

April, however, the news was disclosed to
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one year residual maturity as on May 2, stock exchanges only on the evening of 27
and it constitutes more than 20% of the

April, a full 24-hours later. Earlier that

total investment in any category, the FPI

day, shares of InterGlobe fell as much as

will have to bring such share below 20% 6.1%.
within a period of six months from the date

“Sebi is particularly looking at the 24 hours’

of the circular.

delay in informing the stock exchanges of
Mr. Ghosh’s resignation and the reason
behind delaying the disclosures,” the first

Vol. 45 May 2018

Sebi probes plunge in IndiGo shares

The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Sebi) is looking into a plunge in shares

of InterGlobe Aviation Ltd just before the

company announced the departure of its
top executive Aditya Ghosh, two people

of the two people quoted earlier said.
According to the Securities and Exchange
Board of India’s Listing Obligation and
Disclosure

Requirement

(LODR)

rules,

all price-sensitive information including
change in management /top personnel
changes

must

be

disclosed
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exchanges immediately.

In an emailed response, the company said

The second of the two peole cited above

it has not received any query from the

said the market regulator also wants to

market regulator.

co
m

know who all knew of Ghosh’s resignation “In any event, please note that IndiGo has
before the exchanges were informed.

complied with all stock exchange listing

“This information becomes all the more

requirements relating to the announcement

important in the wake of stock movements

of Mr. Aditya Ghosh’s resignation as

m.

which was trading at least 6% lower. President and Whole-Time Director of
Trading pattern will need to be scrutinised. IndiGo,” said a spokesperson for IndiGo.
“It can be termed as violation of the listing

collate the share price data to examine any

regulation, if there is a delay in informing

possible breach of the insider trading rules.

the resignation to stock exchange. It is

Resignation of key managerial personnel

equally critical, considering the fact that

(KMP) is a price-sensitive information and

the stock is part of BSE 200 and Nifty 500,”

needs to be disclosed to stock exchanges

a lawyer advising companies on securities

in a timely manner,” the second person

law said on condition of anonymity.

added.

“This is a potential violation and Sebi

Ghosh, who continues to hold the position

definitely can ask them the reasons.
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Sebi has already asked exchanges to

of president, will leave the company on 31 Technically, a delay is a delay,” said another

Vol. 45 May 2018

July.

securities lawyer who regularly represents

The airline’s promoter Rahul Bhatia will companies at the Securities and Appellate
assume charge as interim chief executive
officer (CEO) till the company finds a new
president and CEO.
An email sent to Sebi was not answered.

Tribunal. He too did not wish to be named.

Has Make in India boosted FDI in
manufacturing?
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Foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows to

incorporated post October 2014.

India declined in 2017 after having risen in Hence, for the remaining companies, the
each of the previous four years. Meanwhile decision to invest had already been made
or foreign investors had decided to take

co
m

the composition of FDI flows suggests

that these would not be providing much over or buy into the existing companies, the
impetus to government’s “Make in India”

paper stated. The authors concluded that

initiative (see Charts 1 & 2).

the “Make in India” initiative had minimal

m.

Latest available data show that the share impact in attracting FDI for new projects in
of FDI in equity in the initially identified manufacturing.

Thus, government’s target to increase the

than half in 2016-17 and 2017-18 (up

share of manufacturing in the country’s
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sectors under “Make in India” was less

Vol. 45 May 2018

till December 2017). Government had GDP to 25% by 2025 remains an uphill
identified 25 sectors as “Make in India”

task.

sectors,

The actual share of manufacturing in GDP

including

food

processing,

automobile, construction and mining.

fell to around 16.6% in 2017-18, according

Out of these, available data for 20 sectors

to the official advance estimates, down

have been considered.

from 16.8% a year ago.

However, a lot of the FDI in the above

The

manufacturing-oriented sectors might not

long-term

be “greenfield”, i.e. not representing fresh

manufacturing sectors is worrying because

seemingly

lacklustre

foreign

interest

investors

in

of

India’s

investment. An analysis of FDI inflows between FDI is generally considered an important
October 2014 and March 2016 by Biswajit Dhar avenue for technology transfer.
and S. Chalapati Rao K revealed that

According to Biswajit Dhar, professor of

only 1.6% of the manufacturing firms

economics at Jawaharlal Nehru University,

that received FDI during this period were

“government had decided the sectors under
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The current slowdown in FDI coincides

not be the priority sectors for the investors.

with concerns of slowing portfolio flows to

If the government is expecting investment

emerging markets amid monetary policy

in manufacturing, it needs to address

tightening in the US.

infrastructural gaps first.”

According to Ritesh Kumar Singh, a

However, India is not the only country

Mumbai-based

experiencing decline in FDI inflows. Most

slowing growth in net inflows due to lower

of the major emerging market economies

FII or FDI inflows would be negative for

co
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the (Make in India) scheme but these may

economist,

m.

corporate

too have experienced decline in their FDI rupee exchange rate especially when we
inflows, when measured as a ratio to their

have a high trade deficit.
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GDP size. Due to the volatile nature of

considered (see Chart 3).

GST Council to decide on simplifying
return filing

After falling 18% in 2017, global FDI flows

The main item on the agenda for the

could come under further pressure in 2018

GST Council meeting

FDI flows, four-year averages have been

is likely to be the

Vol. 45 May 2018

“as US companies repatriate cash due to simplification of the return filing system
the one-time tax on undistributed foreign

into a single form and a decision on whether

earnings”, said OECD in a recent report.

businesses can avail of provision credit or

Thus, the outlook on FDI inflows for India

not, according to tax analysts.

is now quite different from even a year ago,

According to the GST law, the return filing

when investment banks were optimistic and

process involves three forms — two of

some even predicted that it would reach which have been kept in abeyance to ease
around 2.5% of India’s GDP. FDI inflows to

the compliance process for businesses.

India as a share of GDP actually declined The GST Council is to decide on how best
from around 2% in 2016 to 1.6% in 2017.

to reduce these into a single form.
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“Tomorrow’s [Friday] meeting will primarily “Right now, there are at least three return
deal with the revised returns issue,” said forms as prescribed by the law,” said M.S.
Pratik Jain, Indirect Tax Leader, PwC India. Mani, Partner at Deloitte India. “That threestage process is going to be brought down

co
m

“The Sushil Modi-led Group of Ministers

met with all the stakeholders over the last to a one-stage process. The debate over that
one month, such as CII, FICCI, and some one-stage process is whether the buyer will
select indirect tax experts, and received

be able to take the credit irrespective of the

m.

inputs from them. So that’s what the seller’s payment of the tax or should the
Council will discuss, which model of return

buyer be able to take provisional credit,

filing to go for,” he added.

and later on if the seller does not pay, then
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So far, there are two models of return the buyer reverses the credit.”
filing under consideration, with the key ‘Advantage buyer’
difference between the two being whether

“That is where there is a lot of debate,” Mr.

businesses can avail of provisional credit

Mani added. “To me, it seems that they will

when the supplier has not yet filed returns,

settle on a system where the buyer can

or if they can only avail of the credit based

take the credit even if the seller does not

on the returns filed.

pay, because it is unfair to blame the buyer

“What we have been waiting to hear is for the seller’s mistakes.”
what the Council wants to do regarding The other issue that could come up for

Vol. 45 May 2018

provisional credit,” said Archit Gupta, discussion is the revival of the reverse
founder and CEO of Cleartax. “Once they

charge

mechanism,

applicable

for

put GSTR-2 and GSTR-3 on hold, what is registered dealers doing businesses with
the manner in which they want people to

unregistered dealers.

report their purchases and should people

“There was one provision in the law that

continue to claim provisional credit?”

when a registered dealer bought from an
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unregistered dealer, then the registered behind the delay of the roll-out by these
dealer pays tax on behalf of the unregistered

States could be a topic of discussion during

dealer and takes the input tax credit,” Mr.

the meeting, according to tax analysts.

co
m

Mani explained. “While this was revenue

‘No input tax credit for Krishi cess’

of compliance issues for the registered

Maharashtra’s Authority for Advance Ruling

dealers. Therefore, the government kept

recently declared Krishi Kalyan Cess (KKC)

this in abeyance. After discussion, this is

in the service tax return of input service

expected to be revived.”

m.

neutral for the buyer, it created a lot

distributor (ISD) in the electronic credit
ledger under Central Goods and Services

discussion include the delay among certain

Tax Act (CGST) will “not be admissible” as

States in rolling out the e-waybill system

input tax credit.

for intra-state movement of goods. While

The authority was listening to a plea filed

the e-waybill system was rolled out across

by Kansai Nerolac Paints Limited.

the country for the inter-state movement

The company is engaged in the business of

of goods on April 1, the billing mechanism

manufacture of paints and is also engaged

for the intra-state movement of goods was

in the provision of works contract service
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Other issues that could come up for

Vol. 45 May 2018

to be rolled out across States in a phased as well.
manner.

The plea was filed under Section 97

As of April 25, 17 States and Union

(application for advance ruling) of the

Territories have implemented the system

GGST, 2017 and Maharashtra Goods and

for intra-state movement, but the rest of

Services Tax Act, 2017.

the

country,

including

manufacturing

States such as Maharashtra and Tamil
Nadu, have still not done so. The reasons

GST Council approves single form
for filing of returns
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The Goods and Services Tax Council

State governments had suggested,” Union

decided to convert the GST Network into Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said at a
a

100%

government

enterprise,

and press conference after the video-conference
meeting. “The Sushil Modi Group of

the current three.

Ministers has found reconciliation between

co
m

implement a single form for GST filing from

the two.”

Finance Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said

m.

the Council approved a single, monthly
return form that would become applicable
in six months. The current system of filing

decided to create a Group of Ministers to
review the plan for imposition of a cess on

sugar. The cess was meant to subsidise
sugarcane farmers as their production cost
is much higher than the selling price.
Returns filing reconciled

The Council has also decided to create

another GoM to consider implementation

Vol. 45 May 2018

the GSTR-1 and GSTR-3B forms would
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At its 27th meeting, the Council also

of a 2% incentive for digital transactions.
“There has been a discussion over the last

several months on one method of return
filing that Nandan Nilekani had suggested
and another that the officials from the

continue till then. “After six months, there
will be a single monthly return for everybody,
except composition dealers and those who
file returns with zero transactions,” he
said. “They can file quarterly returns.”
After this, for six more months, businesses
will be able to avail provisional credit in
the new form, even if their sellers have not
uploaded their sales invoices.
“During these six months, the GST Network
will continuously feed the dealer data
about what is the gap between what he is
claiming as provisional credit and what is
the actual amount he should be getting
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institutions

SEBI proposes changes to public
issue norms; moots shorter time
period for IPO price announcement
SEBI proposed changes to public issue
norms, including shorter time period for
price band announcements and lesser

the time of IPOs. The watchdog has also

size for anchor investors to Rs. 2 crore,
from the current Rs. 10 crore, for public

issues by small and medium enterprises.

These proposals are based on suggestions
by the regulator’s Primary Market Advisory
Committee.

classify credit rating agencies, debenture
trustees (DTs) and registrar and share
transfer agents (RTAs) in this category.

Economic centre of gravity shifting
to Asia Pacific region, says ADB
president
With

the

economic

centre

of

gravity

shifting to the Asia and the Pacific (APAC)
region, Asian Development Bank (ADB)
president Takehiko Nakao

committed

to “reinventing” the bank to meet the
challenges of a transforming Asia.
In his opening address at ADB’s 51st annual

Sebi proposes stricter ownership,
governance norms for rating
agencies, RTAs
Vol. 45 May 2018

exchanges,

considered MIIs now. SEBI proposed to
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mooted reducing the minimum application

Stock

depositories and clearing corporations are

m.

disclosures about group companies at

(MIIs).

co
m

based on sellers’ invoices,” he said.

meeting, Nakao said the multilateral lender
is developing a new long-term ‘Strategy
2030’ which will renew its commitment to

Markets regulator SEBI proposed stricter eradicate poverty in the region and expand
ownership and governance norms for vision to achieve a prosperous, inclusive,
credit rating agencies, debenture trustees resilient and sustainable APAC.
and registrar and share transfer agents as

“Today, the economic centre of gravity is

applicable to other market infrastructure shifting to Asia and the Pacific, and almost
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all our developing member countries have

South Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific.

advanced to middle-income status. Yet,

“We will promote regional public goods such

large challenges remain, and new ones are

as transportation and logistical networks,

emerging,” Nakao said.

and

“There is still persistent poverty. We

diseases. We will support a regional

must address rising inequality, growing

approach to energy security, education,

environmental

tourism, and financial stability. ADB will

and

rapid

against

communicable

co
m

pressures,

protection

m.

urbanisation. Aging in some countries cooperate with existing and emerging
international and regional initiatives,” he

others present opportunities as well as

said.

challenges,” he added.

Earlier in the week, addressing a press
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and an increasing youth population in

Stating that ADB plans to complete the

conference, Nakao had said the Manila-

process of formulating the ‘Strategy 2030’

based bank is looking at ways on how to

by mid-2018, he said the multilateral

fund the ‘One Belt One Road’ initiative,

lender will pursue differentiated approach

which would connect China with the rest of

for lending to various developing member

Eurasia and is also open to collaborate with

countries. “Our task ahead is to reinvent China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment

Vol. 45 May 2018

ADB

and

meet

the

challenges

of

a Bank (AIIB).

transforming Asia and the Pacific,” Nakao

The ADB was founded in 1966 and was

said.

mandated to lift people out of poverty and

Highlighting

10

priorities

in

‘Strategy

fund projects which will benefit society at

2030’, Nakao said ADB will foster regional large. Since its inception, ADB has been
cooperation and integration, building on led conventionally by a Japanese governor,
its experience in sub-regional cooperation

with larger quantum of funding coming

initiatives since the 1990s in Central Asia,

from Japan and United States. The ADB
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A move by the Chinese authorities to exempt

from the Asian region.

import duties on 28 drugs, including all

Nakao, in his opening address at the ADB

cancer drugs, is unlikely to benefit India

board of governors meet, said implementing

and may be intended to pacify the US

the ‘Strategy 2030’ will require a stronger,

administration, according to the Indian

better, and faster ADB.

pharmaceutical industry.

co
m

has 67 member countries, including —48

“We will continue to use our financial China’s ambassador to India, Lou Zhaohui,
tweeted the news on 3 May, holding that it

m.

resources efficiently and creatively... We

was good news for India’s pharma industry

We will modernise business processes to

and medicine exports to China, and that

speed up our services to clients. A ‘One

he believed it would help reduce trade

ADB’ approach will break down silos and

imbalance between China and India.

bring together expertise across ADB. We

“#China will further improve business
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will expand our presence on the ground.

Vol. 45 May 2018

will continue to work with a wide range of environment by halving time required to
partners,” he said.

open a business, State Council decided at

India is a founding member of the ADB and

an executive meeting chaired by Premier

is currently the fourth-largest shareholder

Li Keqiang on May 2nd. #China’s door to

and the largest borrower of ADB sovereign

the outside world will open wider. #Indian

lending since 2010. The multilateral lender

businesses are welcome!,” he further said

has so far committed sovereign loans

on Twitter.

totalling $35.9 billion to India.

The move is not India specific and is

China exempting import tariffs on
28 drugs unlikely to boost India’s
pharma exports

applicable to all members of the World
Trade Organization.
India’s trade minister Suresh Prabhu hailed
the move by China. The minister posted
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on Twitter that it will boost drug exports

tariff and non-tariff issues being faced by

from India and benefit the Indian pharma Indian exporters,” he said on Twitter.
However, D.G. Shah, secretary general

high quality drugs at affordable prices.

at Indian Pharmaceutical Alliance, said

India and China had in March agreed to

tariffs were not an issue as far as China

draw up a medium- and long-term road

is concerned. “With China, the major issue

co
m

industry, which is known for exporting

map with action points and timelines is non-tariff barriers. They take three-five
years to approve a drug registration. Even

m.

to address the $51 billion trade deficit
between them, but no progress has been

after approval, commercialization of the

made on that front yet.

drug takes a long time because of the non-

higher

competitiveness

in tariff barriers,” he said.
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Although

manufacturing is the main reason behind

As most of the cancer drugs are patented,

China’s huge trade deficit, Indian exporters

this concession is meant for the US and

often

complain

of

Chinese

non-tariff will benefit US Big Pharma companies,

barriers.

said Shah.

At the Joint Economic Group meeting

Currently, a six-member US delegation

with

is visiting China to resolve trade issues

his

Chinese

counterpart,

Zhong

Shan, in March, Prabhu said China had between the two countries that have
agreed to balance trade. “Both sides had brought both sides to the brink of a trade

Vol. 45 May 2018

agreed to take steps to promote trade in

war.

pharmaceuticals, including resolution of

Our government is making all efforts to

Review insolvency code regulations,
NCLT tells bankruptcy board

balance trade with China. We will keep

The National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)

working with Chinese government for other

has suggested to IBBI that there is a need

issues of Indian pharma exports to China.
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to review the insolvency code regulations

pleas from stakeholders on issues such as

to ensure that they are not “misused or

transparency, arbitrariness and delays in

misinterpreted“.

the process. “The adjudicating authority

(RP) should be competent and independent

co
m

It also said that the resolution professional (NCLT) is facing too much interruption
from various stakeholders. Till date we

so that there are no interruptions in the have never come across any frivolous
application. All come with a genuine

insolvency cases.

grievance. All challenge the independence

‘Claims ignored’

m.

process which lead to delays in disposal of

of

the

resolution

professional

and

Besides, it has said that the claims of lack of transparency, competency and
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operational creditors are neglected or arbitrariness in the matter of resolution
ignored as the Committee of Creditors

process,” said NCLT.

(CoC) (banks and financial institutions) Citing Binani Cement case, NLCT said:
have control over the entire process.

“In the case in hand, 12 applicants came

Nobody is taking care of operational

forward ...for not following the process

creditors’ claims, said the NCLT Kolkata

mandated under the code by the resolution

Bench in its order passed last week on the

process. The arbitrary way of dealing with

Binani Cement matter.

the cases has always led to interruptions

“It is time to recognise their voice also in the and also caused delay in disposal of cases.”

Vol. 45 May 2018

committee of creditors,” it said, suggesting
changes to the Insolvency and Bankruptcy

GST: firms get scrutiny notices

Board of India (IBBI).

GST officers have started sending scrutiny

In the 60-page order, the tribunal has also notices to companies whose tax payment
raised concern about the functioning of

did not match the final sales return, after

RPs, saying it has been receiving several

revenue authorities detected underpayment
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earnings.

Besides, firms whose final sales return

In talks with contractors, who can deliverer

GSTR-1 did not match GSTR-2A, which

pre-fabricated walls, the railways plans to

is a purchase return auto-generated by

generate revenue through advertisement to

co
m

of GST by about 34%, a source said.

system from his seller’s return, have also recover the cost of the build. The sources
said the idea is to share revenue with

As per revenue department’s analysis, in

contractors, thus enabling the railways to

March, 34% of businesses paid Rs. 34,400

get the walls built at minimum cost.

m.

received the notices.

crore less tax between July-December “With the plan for the Delhi-Mumbai highspeed corridor underway, the need for such

3B).

walls is imperative for issues of safety.
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while filing initial summary return (GSTR-

The firms had paid Rs. 8.16 lakh crore,

We are mulling the option of generating

whereas analysis showed that their tax

revenue from them through advertisement

liability should have been Rs. 8.50 lakh as they are high density areas and will
crore.

get maximum exposure. Pilot projects are

Vol. 45 May 2018

already underway and we are hoping to

Indian Railways to build walls along
high-speed corridors, generate
revenue through ads

put up walls across the network starting

The Indian Railways is considering a

revenue

proposal to generate revenue through

advertising, land monetisation, catering

advertisement on walls along the tracks

and parking amid intense competition

with urban areas,” said one of the sources.
The railways is trying to boost non-fare
through

right-of-way

charges,

on high-speed corridors, people familiar from airlines and road transport to carry
with the matter said, amid a push by the passengers and goods. Not just revenue,
national transporter to boost its non-fare

the wall will also help the railways maintain
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safety on tracks, get rid of encroachers, tenure or contract jobs across all industries,
signalling

a

shift

in

its

employment

disturbances.

generation strategy from job security to job

Officials in the ministry also said that

creation.

various options are being assessed such

The move is aimed at giving companies

co
m

reduce interference with cattle or other

as a proposal to build sound-proof walls more flexibility in hiring employees and is
to reduce sound pollution in areas with expected to boost job creation. It will also
help India climb the World Bank’s ease

m.

railway tracks.
A pilot project implemented in the South

of doing business ranking as it removes

Delhi area around a busy railway track

restrictions on firing of employees.
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has shown that such walls reduce sound of The changes, made through a gazette
approaching trains by around 20 decibels.

notification dated 16 March, come at a time

The walls to be built around 7-8 feet high

when the government is looking to address

will have the option of selling space both the problem of jobless growth—a major
outside and inside portions of the wall.

political challenge for the government

The building of these walls is the first step ahead of the general election due in 2019.
towards

converting

the

Delhi-Mumbai

The new rules allow companies to hire

Vol. 45 May 2018

corridor into a high-speed zone, and track workers on contract for a fixed term,
changes allowing express trains to run at a

extending the labour contract rules first

maximum speed of 160km per hour.

introduced in 2016 for the textiles and
apparel industry.

Govt amends labour rules
encourage contract jobs
The

Narendra

Modi

government

to

Accordingly,

the

gazette

proposes

to

replace “fixed term employment workmen

has in

modified labour rules to encourage fixed

the

apparel

manufacturing

Industrial

Employment
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Orders) Central Rules, 1946, with “fixed

while the overall unemployment rate in

term

the

India is around 3.5%, it is much higher for

rules, no notice of termination will be

the 15-24 age group or those believed to be

employment”.

According

to

co
m

needed, irrespective of whether workers first-time workers. The unemployment rate
are contracted for a month, week or the

for this age group is expected to be 10.7%

duration of a specific project.

in 2019, up from 10% in 2014.

Further, workers won’t be entitled for any

India gets $200 million loan for
nutrition mission

m.

notice pay if the contract is terminated.
The rules assure that pay parity and

statutory benefits will be applicable to fixed- India

signed an agreement with the
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term contract workers. Fixed-term workers World Bank for a $200 million loan for
who have served for three consecutive

implementing

the

National

Nutrition

months will get two weeks’ notice and those Mission across 315 districts of the country.
who have not will be informed of the reason

Approved by the Union Cabinet last year,

for their retrenchment in writing.

the mission aims at reaching 10 crore

To protect existing permanent workers, the

beneficiaries, mainly children upto the

rules provide that no employer will convert

age of six years, pregnant women and

Vol. 45 May 2018

the posts of permanent workmen into fixed- lactating mothers and adolescent girls. The
term employment.

programme will be implemented in three

These rules are expected to allow free

phases between 2017 and 2020 across all

labour movement and facilitate a hire-and-

districts of the country.

fire policy for companies, overriding the

Targeted reductions

existing retrenchment requirements.

The mission targets a 2% reduction in

According to an International Labour

both under-nutrition and low birth weight

Organization report released in January, per annum. It also aims to bring down
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and adolescent girls by 3% per year until
2020.
The government will also strive to reduce
the prevalence of stunting from the current
level of 38.4% (as per the National Family
Health Survey 4) to 25% by 2022.

The rupee breached the psychological
barrier of Rs. 67 against the dollar amid
strong demand for the U.S. currency from
importers, as crude oil rose to $75 a barrel.
The rupee depreciated 26 paise to close the
day at 67.13 to a dollar as compared with

m.

The National Nutrition Mission has an

Rupee hits 15-month low; crosses
67/$

co
m

anaemia among young children, women

approved budget of Rs. 9,046.17 crore.

The total contribution of the Centre will be

crore will be contributed by the States.
The remaining will be funded through

the government’s tie-up with multilateral
agencies such as the World Bank.
All-round upgradation

At the current rates of exchange, the loan
translates to Rs. 1,344.6 crore — 14% of the

total budget approved by the government
and 30% of the amount it plans to borrow.

Vol. 45 May 2018

lowest level for the rupee since February 8,
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Rs. 2,849.54 crore and nearly Rs. 1,700

66.87 in the previous session. This is the

The project will include investments in

improving the skills and capacities of ICDS
staff and community workers.

2017 when it had ended at 67.19 against
the dollar.
Rs. the worst performer
The rupee has been the worst Asian
currency performer this year so far against
the dollar, losing 5.1% since January.
Oil jumped to its highest levels since late2014 to cross the significant $75 a barrel
tag, boosted by Venezuela’s deepening
economic crisis and a looming decision on
whether the United States would reimpose
sanctions on Iran.
Brent crude, an international benchmark,
was trading at $75.57 per barrel in early
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Asian trade.

more than 1,400 stocks gaining ground as

Currency dealers said there was ‘huge’

against 1,272 declines.

dollar demand from oil importing firms The broader Nifty of the National Stock
Exchange settled the day at 10,715.50,

co
m

which weighed on the domestic currency.

India is a large importer of crude oil; so, if rising 97.25 points or 0.92%.
oil prices go further up, it could worsen the The surge in the morning session was
fiscal deficit. Foreign institutional investors triggered by the ‘surprise’ announcement
regarding open market operations by the

m.

sold Rs. 630 crore in equity .
The yield on the 10-year benchmark

Reserve Bank and later on, the rally was led

government bond eased almost 11 basis

by public sector banks, metals and media
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points to close at 7.62%, after the Reserve sectors with six sectors gaining more than
Bank of India announced open market 1% each, said V.K. Sharma, head (private
operations for next week.

client group & capital market strategy),

The equity markets, however, climbed, led

HDFC Securities.

by gains in select stocks from the banking

and metal sector; the benchmark Sensex

Vol. 45 May 2018

gained 292.76 points or 0.84%

UN report for social inclusion

to close A UN report on the Asia-Pacific region

at 35,208.14. The 30-share pack saw 23

has urged the regional powers to invest in

stocks gaining ground as against seven

inclusive and sustainable growth. The UN

declines.

Economic and Social Survey of Asia and

Stocks such as Axis Bank, Tata Steel,

the Pacific 2018 was launched here

and

ICICI Bank, State Bank of India, Reliance urged countries to take advantage of high
Industries and ONGC were among the top

growth rate and share the benefits with the

gainers in the Sensex. The overall market

national society.

breadth was also slightly positive with “Governments of countries in the AsiaVisit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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advantage of the currently favourable

TRAI seeks to amend interconnect
norms

economic conditions in order to address

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

Pacific

region

are

advised

to

take

issued a draft document that

co
m

vulnerabilities and enhance the resilience, (TRAI)

inclusiveness and sustainability of their proposes to amend certain norms of the
economies,” stated the report.

interconnection

regulations

that

were

The report was launched at the Indian released in January this year.
‘Widening time frame’

m.

Council for Research in International
Economic Relations (ICRIER) by Rupa

The

Chanda, head of ESCAP’s South and

Interconnection (Amendment) Regulations

Asia

Office,

and

Telecommunication

Jaimini 2018’, among other things, proposes that
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Southwest

‘Draft

Bhagwati, RBI Chair, Professor, ICRIER.

the time frame for provisioning of ports for

The report described South and Southwest

initial interconnection and augmentation

Asia as the fastest growing sub-region

be increased to a maximum of 42 working

of the Asia-Pacific region and urged the

days.

countries to increase social spending. Both

The regulator has also proposed that each

the speakers urged rationalisation of tax

service provider shall provide its forecast

base and sought careful consideration of busy hour outgoing traffic for each POI

Vol. 45 May 2018

before implementing economic reforms. (point of interconnection), at intervals of
“For less developed countries, the role of

every six months to the interconnecting

external sources of finance, such as official

service provider. The first such forecast

development

has to be given within two months from

cooperation,

assistance,

and

global

South-South

development the commencement of these amended

partnerships... remains critical,” said the regulations. Additionally, a service provider
report.

can ask another operator for additional
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ports, if the projected utilisation of the

AI space and [in] using data across their

capacity is likely to exceed 85% over a 60- platforms,...particularly

payments

platform they have created.”

The regulator has sought views and

Mr. McMillon said Flipkart had leadership

comments from the industry by May 18 on

positions in some of the most attractive

the draft.

categories in the Indian retail market,

said India

would become a key centre of learning for

large appliances.

‘PhonePe crucial’
“The

buying a controlling stake in Flipkart for
$16 billion.

“We are learning how to build and how to
partner to build retail ecosystems around
the world. India will now become the key

centre of learning for our entire company,”
McMillon,

president

and

CEO,

Walmart, said in an analyst call.

He emphasised that Flipkart was more

than just a marketplace and its logistics

PhonePe

payments

business

supports the growth and development
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the global operations of the firm with its

Doug

including apparel, mobile, electronics and

m.

U.S. retail giant Walmart

co
m

day period.

Walmart bets big on India, eyes
learnings

Vol. 45 May 2018

the

of

e-commerce,

delivering

innovations

to merchants and customers to simplify
transactions.” Flipkart’s supply chain arm
eKart serves more than 800 cities, making
5 lakh deliveries daily. “We will be able to
learn how pieces of the ecosystem work
and take the learning to other parts of the
world… there is a strong technology team
here.. we will get learning out of Flipkart,”
he said.

and payments business made it unique.

‘RBI steps in to soften rupee fall’

Judith McKenna, COO, Walmart said not

The rupee hit a fresh 15-month low against

only was Flipkart innovative with problem

the U.S. dollar as importers rushed to

solving, but also “doing some great work in

purchase dollars after the U.S. pulled out
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fiscal deficit by 0.1% of GDP, if domestic

prices climbing.

fuel prices are unchanged.

After a weak opening, the rupee hit the

Currency experts said a depreciating rupee

day’s low of 67.48 to a dollar, as compared

could prompt the central bank to advance

with Tuesday’s close of 67.08, prompting

interest rate hikes.

state-run banks to sell dollars on behalf

‘3-6% depreciation risk’

of the Reserve Bank, currency dealers

“We estimate the threshold for higher

said. The RBI has always maintained

global oil prices for India is $70-75/bbl,

m.

co
m

of a nuclear deal with Iran that sent crude

that it intervened in the foreign exchange wherein macrostability risks widen but
remain manageable,” Tanvee Gupta Jain,

particular level for the rupee.

economist, UBS Investment Bank, said.
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market to cut volatility and not to target a

The rupee ended the day at 67.27 to a

“However, oil strengthening and sustaining

dollar, a fresh 15- month low. This is the

around

lowest closing for the rupee since February

macro fundamentals. [Then], we see a risk

7, 2017, when it had settled at 67.41.

of INR 3-6% depreciation against the USD

According to a UBS Securities report, since

from the current level and at least 50 bp

$75-85/bbl

could

undermine

India is a net oil importer with inelastic policy rate tightening in FY19.”
demand, global crude oil price movement

macro stability risks and economic growth

Chinese medical device maker
Lepu enters India

prospects.

Chinese medical device maker Lepu Medical

Vol. 45 May 2018

tends to have an important bearing on

The

report

said,

quoting

Petroleum Technology (Beijing) Co. has entered the

Planning & Analysis Cell, that a $10/bbl

Indian market through a subsidiary and

oil price rise raises India’s current account

is keen to explore opportunities for local

deficit by $15 billion (0.6% of GDP) and the

manufacturing as well as collaborations.
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Fifth global subsidiary

of the leading markets in America and

Vice president Aaron Lin said Lepucare

Europe.

(India)

Vascular

Solutions

Pvt.

Ltd., Besides exploring local manufacturing,
Lepu wants to form collaborations for

by the firm globally, with the U.S., the

tapping opportunities in the areas of

Netherlands, France and Turkey home to

telemedicine and mobile medical services,

the other units.

Mr. Lin said, replying to queries.

The Chinese firm, whose turnover last

Glenmark Pharma gets USFDA nod
for skin treatment cream

m.

year was a little more than $700 million,

co
m

the subsidiary, is the fifth such set up

is engaged in development, manufacturing

devices, equipment, mobile medical service
and pharmaceuticals.

The company plans to kick-start the India
operations later this month and accordingly

has recruited experienced professionals,
Mr. Lin said here .
Lepu’s

product

coronary

catheters,

Vol. 45 May 2018

Glenmark Pharmaceuticals has received
final approval from the USFDA for the
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and distribution of high-tech medical

stents,

portfolio

comprises

dilatation

interventional

balloon

accessories,

generic version of Temovate cream used to
treat inflammation and itching. “Glenmark
Pharmaceuticals

Inc.,

USA

has

been

granted final approval by the USFDA for
Clobetasol Propionate cream USP, 0.05%,
the generic version of Temovate Cream,
0.05%, of Fougera Pharmaceuticals, the
firm said in a BSE filing.=

whole range of PCI (percutaneous coronary

RBI bars Dena Bank from fresh
lending

intervention) products are to be introduced

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has barred

initially in the country.

state-run lender Dena Bank from extending

occlusion devices and pacemakers. The

Lepu sees demand in India outpacing that fresh credit in view of deteriorating financial
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health due to mounting non-performing framework.
assets (NPAs). In addition, the lender has Though several banks are under the PCA
also been barred from recruiting more staff. framework currently, Dena Bank is the

co
m

“We wish to inform that the RBI, vide their first lender to face curbs on lending. RBI
letter dated May 7, 2018, has restricted the

may decide to lift the restrictions in case

bank from assuming fresh credit exposure

the bank improves profitability and reduces

and recruitment of staff,” Dena Bank said the ratio of bad loans.

The lender reported that loss for the Jan.-

m.

in a notification to the stock exchanges.

March quarter had widened to Rs. 1,225.42

for the credit facilities already sanctioned,

crore compared with the same period of the

but cannot sanction fresh loans.

previous year, when the loss was Rs. 575.26
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This means the bank can disburse loans

crore. For the financial year 2017-18, the
bank had posted a net loss of Rs. 1,923.15
crore. This is the third consecutive year the
bank has posted a net loss.

In May 2017, the RBI had placed the lender
under the prompt corrective action (PCA)
framework, which imposed restrictions

Vol. 45 May 2018

including a ban on dividend payments.
Despite

the

earlier

restrictions,

the

financial health of the bank had not shown
any signs of improvement, prompting the

banking regulator to freeze fresh lending.
The latest action is also a part of the PCA

Gross NPA at 22.4%
The gross non-performing assets of the
bank, as percentage of gross advances, was
22.4% as on end March as compared with
16.17% a year earlier. In absolute terms,
bad loans rose to Rs. 16,361.44 crore from
Rs. 12,618.73 crore.
The bank’s net NPAs were up to 11.95%
or Rs. 7,838.78 crore from 10.66% or Rs.
7,735.12 crore.
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The bank’s return on assets for 2017-18

Indian e-commerce firm.

was -1.59 as compared to -0.67 a year “I think what we need to do is what at
earlier. According to RBI’s PCA norms, the some level China did: [tell foreign players

co
m

bank is at the second level of risk threshold that] we need your capital, but we don’t
since it reported three consecutive years

need your companies,” Flipkart’s then

of negative RoA and net NPA of more than

chairman Sachin Bansal told participants

9%. The third and final risk threshold is

at a panel discussion at Carnegie India’s

12% net NPA.

m.

four years of negative RoA and more than Global Technology Summit in Bengaluru
in December 2016.
‘Why depend on U.S.?’

with a 11.09% capital adequacy ratio and

“We are making a mistake by not thinking

an 8.81% common equity tier-I capital not

of Internet and technology as a strategic

breached any risk threshold.

sector and depending too much on China
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Only on the capital front, has the lender

and the U.S. to build that for us... we have

Will Walmart’s entry hurt ‘swadeshi’
firms?

the capability, and we have the knowhow to do this in India ourselves for our

Walmart is in and Sachin Bansal is out. markets,” he went on to add. Much water

Vol. 45 May 2018

For Walmart, the entry costs $16 billion. has flowed since then. Well, Walmart is
For Sachin, the exit fetches more than

just setting foot in India in a big way. Of

$1 billion. And, who is the winner? The

course, with its money. Mr. Bansal, who

question will have to wait for a long while declared that he wasn’t afraid of “Amazon
for an answer. Nevertheless, it will be

or Alibaba”, is out of Flipkart, a company

interesting to travel back in time. Surely, he co-founded with Binny Bansal several
the irony of the Flipkart-Walmart deal will summers ago.
not be lost on long-term observers of this

One could discuss the reasons for his exit
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till the cows come home. Yet, his views at

a healthy ecosystem in the still-evolving

that point of time could not be dismissed as Indian e-commerce space?
just that of an individual. What he said then Walmart’s foray into Indian e-commerce

of the thought process within Flipkart, a
‘swadeshi’

firm

fighting

co
m

as a co-founder was viewed as a reflection space may change the fortunes of swadeshi
players in the online retail space such

multinationals as ShopClues, Snapdeal, BigBasket and

such as Amazon. A year after this speech,

Paytm. Will they have the staying power

m.

Mr. Bansal brought together like-minded — financially and strategy-wise — to blunt
the Walmart onslaught? Perhaps, this will

against deep-pocketed foreign rivals. After

see a round of consolidation in the online

all that comes the mega Walmart deal!

retail space with biggies such as Amazon
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people to form Indiatech.org, a lobby group

What does one make of all this? When

and Alibaba stepping up their investment

competition became intense, Flipkart’s

either directly or through acquisitions.

leadership found it convenient to let its Surely, there will be lot more action on the
chairman make a vociferous, protectionist ground in the coming days in the online
pitch. But later when the opportunity

sphere.

Vol. 45 May 2018

presented itself, the shareholders just The Walmart-Flipkart deal may also bring
cashed in. Somewhere along the way, this

about churn in the offline retail space,

e-commerce firm has diluted its Indianness

dominated by formidable names such as

with the induction of foreign holding. What

the Mukesh Ambani-led Reliance Retail,

Mr. Bansal had articulated in the Carnegie

Future Group and D-Mart. Will Flipkart-

summit is largely irrelevant for Flipkart

Walmart mark the end of a dream for a

now.

swadeshi e-tailer? Or, will it reignite the

And, the question is: a Walmart in

swadeshi fire among the Indian biggies?

Flipkart — is it good or bad for building Will it end the capital dumping debate or
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will it revive it? Only time can tell.

A windfall gain, if channelled properly,
acts as a rocket propellant that thrusts

4 money lessons for Flipkart’s
crorepati employees post Walmart
deal

you to a better financial future. “Windfalls

There will be many surprised crorepati

important to understand how to leverage

techies in India in the next few weeks.

the gains to create financial security,” said

co
m

don’t happen often and for many it’s
once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity.

So

it’s

m.

The $16 billion (Rs1.07 trillion) Flipkart- Shyam Sekhar, chief ideator and founder,
Walmart deal in which US retailer has

iThought. Here are four must-do things.

bought out India’s largest e-commerce firm

Review your financial life
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would have just added to the paper profits A windfall gain certainly makes you feel
of those holding employee stock options

rich but what’s important is that you are

(ESOPs), except for the announcement

able to sustain that feeling. And for that

of a $500 million (Rs 3,363.88 crore) war to happen, it’s important to check your
chest to buy back shares and ESOPs from

attitude towards money and treat it with

existing and former employees. One report

the same level of fairness or correctness as

Vol. 45 May 2018

puts an average windfall gain at about Rs7 you do with your salary. In other words,
crore per person; however, it can come in

go back to the drawing board and evaluate

2-3 instalments.

your financial life.

How does it feel to wake up with an SMS

“There is a tendency to be rushed about

from your bank saying a few crores have

how one uses the windfall gain. But you

been credited in your account. Do you go need to think about how you can utilise
on a spending spree or just quit your job? this money over the next 10 years and not
What you do next will become the building 10 days. Take stock of your financial life,
block for the rest of your life.

chalk out your goals, think about where
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you want to be financially in years to come to tread with caution. “Flipkart employees
and then think about how you can leverage who chose to stick with their stock options
took a bet and have made a huge profit. It’s

Your approach to money need not change

important, therefore, to not use the entire

just because you have more.

money for another bet like funding a start-

Review your asset allocation

up. Set aside a risk capital after reviewing

But what might change are your financial

your basic money goals,” he added.

goalposts. You may want to achieve some

Once you have chalked your goals, the asset

m.

co
m

the windfall,” said Sekhar.

allocation will have to be suitably altered.

goals altogether. “Whenever a big gain

For example, if you want early retirement,

materialises, it changes the individual’s

you will have to cater for regular income.
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of these goals faster or you may have new

mindset as they think differently about how Fight hard against that spending urge
much to allocate towards safety capital, It can’t be all work and no play, but that
growth, real estate and even towards

indulgence, though well deserved, can’t be

philanthropy,” said Rajmohan Krishnan, at the cost of your financial goals. Spending

Vol. 45 May 2018

principal founder and managing director, should come after you have allocated and
Entrust Family Office Investment Advisors

planned for your goals.

Pvt. Ltd.

“Windfalls are once in a lifetime gain. One

This calls for a rebalancing of your asset

should be more grounded and focus on

allocation. “Sometimes people may even

what part of the current goals can be met

want to plan an early retirement or re-

and how to invest to have less pressure in

invest a portion of this gain from unlisted future,” said Suresh Sadagopan, founder
equity back into a venture or a start-up,”

of Ladder7 Financial Advisories.

said Rajmohan.

Focus on cementing your financial future.

But, according to Sekhar, it’s important

It is also a good idea to stagger the spends
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*****

Don’t trust or entrust blindly

What experts say on windfall gains for

Your gain is an opportunity for investment

Flipkart employees after the Walmart

firms to manage your money and make

Deal?

co
m

rather than blow everything up in one go.

money on it. While it may be tempting to Setting aside risk capital is a must:
Whenever a big gain materialises, it changes

not entrust a professional with your money

the individual’s mindset as they think

blindly.

differently about how much to allocate

“Your

financial

manager

needs

m.

hire professionals, tread with caution and

to towards safety capital, towards growth,

understand your goals and then present a real estate and even towards philanthropy.
Sometimes people may even want to plan

fashion solely on the lure of high returns

an early retirement or re-invest a portion

is avoidable. Promise of huge returns is a

of this gain from unlisted equity back into

clear red flags that must not be ignored,”

a venture or a start-up.

added Sekhar.

Reinvestment in listed equity and debt
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matching vision. Investing in a mechanical

Vol. 45 May 2018

Rahul Dravid, former Indian cricket captain- will be a result of how each individual’s
turned-coach, is the perfect example. He

priorities evolve. — Rajmohan Krishnan,

lost Rs4 crore because he bought into the

principal founder and MD, Entrust Family

promise of a 40% return by his investment

Office Investment Advisors

company. It’s important to understand and

Look at goals first, then spend: More often,

trust your planner fully because the cost of people would want to change the goals in
buying into tall promises is huge.

such a situation. But that is not a great

So even as you pop the bubbly, don’t lose idea. One should be a lot more grounded
touch with the person you are—after all and focus on what part of the current goals
that person got you here.

can be met and how they can invest the
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money so that they will have less pressure 2016 no doubt is a path-breaking initiative
in future.

in the whole reform process.

After allocating the money to goals, one Not surprisingly, it has triggered huge
debate and one of the key grey areas that

the balance. It should not be indulging you

had emerged in recent cases pertained to

first and then looking for goals to invest.

rights of the customers in an insolvency

— Suresh Sadagopan, founder, Ladder7

process.

Financial Advisories

The

co
m

can indulge in some spending and invest

Court

had

reportedly

m.

Supreme

Think of next 10 years, not 10 days: Windfalls indicated that it would settle the grey areas
don’t happen often and for many it’s once- in the code to see what role homebuyers
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in-a-lifetime opportunity. So it’s important could play in liquidation proceedings, while
to understand how to leverage the gains to hearing arguments in the Jaypee Infratech
create financial security.

case.

You need to think about how you can When the IBC 2016 was introduced, it
utilise this money over the next 10 years classified company creditors into two
and not 10 days.

categories — financial creditors (banks

Vol. 45 May 2018

Take stock of your financial life, chalk out and financial intuitions) and operational
your goals, think about where you want to

creditors (suppliers and vendors). It did

be financially in years to come and then

not address the position of other creditors

think about how you can leverage the

or customers who could not fit into either

windfall.

of the two categories. The other creditors
comprised

Customer rights still a grey area in
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code

segments

like

homebuyers,

deposit holders and customers who had
made advance payment for purchase, etc.

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), The customer angle came into spotlight
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in the case of homebuyers of Jaypee

a company secretaries firm.

Infratech, customers of telecom firm Aircel

The recent cases of Aircel and Nathella

and Nathella Jewellery.

have again brought into focus the question

corporate insolvency resolution process

co
m

An amendment was brought in to the whether customers who had paid advances
to these companies can file their claims in

regulations in August 2017, whereby a Form F (meant for other creditors) with the
RP since their position as far as repayment

Regulation 9A created a new residuary

is concerned still remains to be determined,

category

of

creditors,

namely,

m.

new rule was introduced.

other he added.

creditors (all creditors other than financial
operational).

This

enables

other Monish Panda Associates, there is no
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and

According to Monish Panda, founder,

creditors to file claims against a firm definite rule on the treatment of customers
under insolvency by filing Form F with

under the IBC. “The rights and reliefs

the Resolution Professional (RP). Despite available to the customer depend upon the
the other creditors’ rule being brought in,

nature of relationship with the corporate

there is still uncertainty for customers who debtor

(company

under

insolvency

had paid advances to the company.

process),’’ he said.

“The key issue still remains whether

In the case of Jaypee Infratech, though

advances paid by customers are treated

homebuyers do not fall under the definition

Vol. 45 May 2018

similar to that of debt owed by the company of financial creditors, the Supreme Court
to banks and other vendors in the normal intervened and directed that the dues owed
course of business and the order of priority to buyers should be paid off first. Based
in which repayment will be made in the upon such intervention, the Insolvency
insolvency process,” said S. Dhanapal, Law Committee has recommended that
senior partner, S. Dhanapal and Associates,

homebuyers with an agreement with the
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developers should be treated as financial

According to A.K. Mylsamy & Associates

creditors.

LLP, customers/consumers in general do

“A similar approach is being followed in not know whether they could also join the
the case of Amrapali [a realtor]. However, list of affected parties in the insolvency

co
m

these exceptional cases cannot be said to resolution process as the IBC had not
defined consumers in any of the categories.

deposits by customers,’’ he felt. According

Legal protection

to Mr. Panda, it is not possible to lay down

Efforts, no doubt, are on to provide legal

one general way of treating customers

protection to safeguard the interests of

m.

lay down the general rule on treatment of

under the IBC considering the complexities depositors. IBC is still emerging and in
early days. The moot question, however,
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of business models and the dynamics of

day-to- day transactions and can only be

is: how do we classify customers of Aircel,

determined on a scheme-to- scheme basis.

Nathella and the like?

Vishal

Gandhi,

founder,

Gandhi

and Their individual exposure to these firms

Associates, said that the law required to be

may be small, no doubt. But, collectively,

changed slightly in cases where “a creditor they form a major chunk of money owed.
is neither a financial nor an operational

Hopefully, the Supreme Court will step

creditor, but yet has a substantial amount

in to clarify this major grey area in the

of money, exceeding a certain threshold, to code, which is proving a pain point for

Vol. 45 May 2018

be recovered.’’

customers of assorted kinds and where a

In situations like that, such a creditor/ quick solution needs to emerge.
customer too should deemed to be a

financial creditor and/or permitted to be

Mobile trading share jumps in 2 years

part of the committee of creditors and have

Mobile phones are increasingly becoming a

a vote, he said.

preferred mode for many investors to trade
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of IIFL.

Latest data from the stock exchanges show

“While we offer app, web and a desktop

that the share of such trading had more than

application to our clients, 70% of our

doubled in the last two years as investors,

volume comes from our app. Further,

especially retail, become more confident

almost 60% of our app users are from tier

with trading through efficient apps amid

1-2 cities and beyond,” added Mr. Gagdani.

growing popularity of discount brokerages

5Paisa claimed that more than 70% of its

and increased use of smartphones.

app users were first time investors in the

m.

co
m

in the stock markets.

On the National Stock Exchange (NSE), the

stock market.

share of mobile trading as a percentage of Incidentally,

the

5Paisa

app

recently
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total turnovers was pegged at 7.7% in April, became the first by any discount broker in
which was more than double the 3.3% in

India to cross one million downloads.

April 2016.

Not much traction

On the BSE, the share of such trading rose While the Securities and Exchange Board
from 1.84% to 4.49% between April 2016 of India (SEBI) gave the regulatory goand April 2018.

ahead for mobile trading in 2010, there

The rising share is further corroborated by

was not much traction in the early years

the fact that mobile trading accounted for as trading apps were not very common and
less than 1% of the total turnover till April the comfort and confidence factor was also

Vol. 45 May 2018

2014.

low.

“The growth potential of mobile trading

“Till two years back, only 10-15% of our

is tremendous as everything that was

total turnover came from our app.

available on web is now in an app,” said

“The share has now risen to 60%,” said

Prakarsh Gagdani, chief executive officer, Nithin Kamath, chief executive officer,
5Paisa.com, a discount broking subsidiary Zerodha, one of the largest discount
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broking entities in India.

The Department of Financial Services had

“The share of mobile trading is bound to

approached its revenue counterpart to clear

increase,” said Mr. Kamath.

the confusion over the levy of Goods and

“We see close to two million trades on our Services Tax (GST) on some free services
offered by banks to their customers. “The

co
m

platform daily with majority happening

through the app. Our app download count revenue department is likely to tell the
financial services department that GST will

The Kite app by Zerodha, along with the

not be levied on free banking services,” an

trading apps of Sharekhan, ICICI Direct,

official said.

m.

is in the range of 8-9 lakh,” he added.

HDFC Securities, Angel Broking, IIFL Amid banks getting service tax notice for
non-payment of the levy on free services,
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and Kotak Securities feature among the

top apps in the finance category in both the Department of Financial Services (DFS)
Android and iOS.

had approached the revenue department

Interestingly, the share of mobile trading

seeking clarity on whether such services

may be significantly higher if one takes would attract GST.
into account only the retail turnover of

The DFS was of the opinion that services

the stock market though such break-up of such as issuance of cheque books, account
data is not currently available.

statements and ATM withdrawals are free

Vol. 45 May 2018

up to a certain limit and not commercial

Free banking services may not
attract GST

activities, and cannot be brought under

Free banking services, such as cheque

IBA too appeals

book issuance and ATM withdrawals, are

The Indian Banks Association, on behalf of

the ambit of GST.

likely to remain out of the ambit of the banks, too had made a representation to
GST, a senior finance ministry official said.

the tax authorities. The service tax notice
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for the period 2012-2017 was served as

pressuring the current account and fiscal

tax officials were of the view that banks deficit and the fact that foreign investors
have yet to capitulate – suggest India could

charging customers by asking them to

be the next shoe to drop,” said Credit

maintain a minimum account balance.

Suisse in its latest report.

‘India could be the next shoe to
drop’
financial

major

Credit

Suisse

believes that the Indian equity market is

index had fallen the least from its highs
when compared to the fall of MSCI Indonesia
or MSCI Philippines, the financial major
says that India’s premium had risen to
64% — close to its highest ever — amidst
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in a worrisome zone due to a combination

of global and domestic macro-economic
factors like high crude prices, current

account deficit and consecutive years of
earnings downgrades.

In its latest India strategy report, Credit
Suisse said that India “could be the

next shoe to drop” while reiterating its
underweight stance on the Indian equity
market.

Vol. 45 May 2018

While highlighting the fact that MSCI India

m.

Global

co
m

were not offering ‘free services’ but actually

Fiscal deficit

“Close to highest ever premiums versus
the region, four consecutive years of

downgrades to consensus EPS, current
account deficit, rising oil prices further

continued downgrades to consensus EPS
and weak return on equity (RoE).

Govt. may soon adopt ‘shell’ firm
definition
A government committee has drafted the
definition of ‘shell-company’ to plug a
loophole in existing laws that empower
enforcement

agencies

to

initiate

legal

proceedings against such entities. The
issue had come up after a large number
of entities, against which action had been
taken, contested their classification as
shell companies.
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The committee also examined the definition

limit to resolve insolvency cases was more

provided by the Organisation for Economic

than adequate. This assumes significance

Co-operation and Development (OECD), in light of demands for more time to resolve
cases filed for bankruptcy.

“a company that is formally registered,

Currently, after a case is admitted in the

incorporated, or otherwise legally organised

National Company Law Tribunal, it has

in an economy but which does not conduct

to be resolved within 180 days, failing

co
m

which has defined a ‘shell company’ as

in a pass-through capacity.”

m.

any operations in that economy other than which the company goes into liquidation.
In exceptional cases, the NCLT may allow
another 90 days for resolution.

with the OECD definition, and hence

‘No time should be lost’
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The authorities encountered some issues

explored other definitions. “They have “The provision for 180 days is too long,”
arrived at one such definition, which is

wholetime

member

of

Insolvency

and

being tested on the basis of the data on such

Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) Mukulita

entities that is available with the Ministry Vijayawargiya said at an event organised
of Corporate Affairs,” said an official. After by CII. “In the present era, we have
determining that the definition is wide

professionals with technology and offices

enough to cover all aspects of such entities,

that are increasing in efficiency.”

the Centre may soon adopt it for inclusion “With the availability of these, why should

Vol. 45 May 2018

and implementation for legal purposes.

any time be lost? The sooner we remove
such cases, the sooner will we clear the way

180 days too long for resolving
insolvency, says IBBI member

for the business sector to move ahead,” she

A member of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy

Dr. Vijayawargiya added that although the

said.

Board of India (IBBI) said the current time IBBI was dealing with all accounts, “RBI
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has concentrated its attention on large and “The...

non-compliances

are

viewed

big accounts because they constitute more

seriously and PNB is hereby warned and

than 25% of the defaulters”.

advised to be cautious in future to ensure

Former RBI executive director Madhukar

compliance with all applicable provisions

co
m

Umarji, also present at the event, said all of the SEBI LODR Regulations,” the capital
defaults should not be seen as criminal

markets regulator stated in a letter written

conduct.

to PNB’s company secretary on May 15.

“When a loan is not repaid, the default LODR refers to the Listing Obligations

m.

is automatically construed as criminal and Disclosure Requirements Regulation
of SEBI which every listed entity has to

be situations where the default is purely a

comply with.
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conduct under the Code. But there could

result of market forces. Therefore, it can’t PNB, which is the second largest lender
be called criminal conduct in all cases,”

after State Bank of India (SBI), released a

Mr. Umarji said.

copy of the letter as part of a stock exchange

Vol. 45 May 2018

announcement .

Nirav Modi: SEBI warns PNB

In its letter, SEBI highlighted the fact

Scam-hit Punjab National Bank (PNB) has

that there was a delay of 1-6 days by the

received a warning from the Securities

bank in making disclosures related to the

and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) for

complaints filed with the Reserve Bank

alleged delay in disclosing the fraudulent

of India (RBI) and the Central Bureau of

transactions related to Nirav Modi and

Investigation (CBI).

Gitanjali Gems and also the complaints

The capital markets regulator further said

made by the bank to regulatory and

that the public sector lender “has not made

investigation agencies in the matter.

any

‘Ensure compliance’

to fraud of Rs. 280 crore in the financial

provision/disclosure
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statements for the quarter ended December Bhushan Steel through Rs 36,400 crore
transparent bid by Tata Steel and also got

The capital market regulator has sent a

12% stake in company,” he tweeted.

copy of the letter to the RBI as well.

Meanwhile, Neeraj Singhal, former vice-

co
m

2017.”

chairman

First under insolvency code:
Bhushan Steel bought by Tata Steel

managing

director

of

Bhushan Steel, is learnt to have moved the
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal

announced the completion seeking a stay on the takeover by Tata

m.

Tata Steel

and

of its acquisition of Bhushan Steel (BSL) Steel.
through

its

wholly-owned

subsidiary

NSE gets U.S. regulator’s exemption
for derivatives
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Bamnipal Steel Ltd (BNPL), wrapping up

the resolution of the first case under the

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), The National Stock Exchange (NSE) has
2016. The bankrupt firm was among the

become the first Indian exchange to get an

12 stressed assets the RBI had referred for

exemption from the Commodity Futures

NCLT proceedings last year.

Trading Commission (CFTC) that will allow

In a statement, Tata Steel said it had taken members of the Indian bourse to trade in

Vol. 45 May 2018

a controlling stake of 72.65 per cent in BSL derivatives for U.S. clients.
and paid the admitted corporate insolvency

“The order issued to NSE permits its

costs and employee dues, as mandated

members to accept U.S. customer funds

under IBC.

directly for the purpose of trading in futures

Finance Minister Piyush Goyal termed

and options contracts on NSE without the

the deal as a “historic breakthrough” in members having to register with the CFTC
resolving legacy issues of banks. “Lenders

as a futures commission merchants,” the

recovered almost entire principal loan of

NSE said in a statement.
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“The [CFTC] issued a Part 30 exemptive of such securities with the U.S. SEC and
order dated May 17, 2018 to the National

thus eases the trades by U.S. investors in

program of regulatory deference to foreign

co
m

Stock Exchange of India (NSE) as part of its India.

Textile industry wants govt. to relax

program of CFTC provides U.S. customers

cabotage rule

with increased access to foreign futures

The textile industry in the south expects the

markets,” the release added.

Union government to soon come out with

m.

regulatory frameworks. Part 30 exemptive

CFTC is an independent agency of the
government

that

regulates

the of cotton from Gujarat to Tamil Nadu by
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U.S.

relaxation of cabotage rules for movement

futures and options markets and monitors

sea.

various organisations related to derivatives This is one of the long-pending demands
clearing, futures commission merchants

of the industry here to bring down the

and swap data repositories among others.

transport cost of cotton.

SEC recognition for BSE

Coastal movement

Incidentally, the development comes just In a recent representation to the Union
days after the BSE becoming the first Indian

government, the Southern India Mills’

Vol. 45 May 2018

exchange to be recognised as a Designated Association (SIMA) said the Ministry of
Offshore Securities Market (DOSM) by the

Shipping had taken several steps to enable

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

coastal movement of cotton from Gujarat

(SEC).

to Tamil Nadu.

The DOSM status allows the sale of Textile processing facilities are spread
securities to U.S. investors through the across clusters in different States and
trading venue of BSE without registration

hence,

transport

cost
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determining the cost competitiveness of Indian flag vessel.
the industry.

Relaxation of the rule will enable several

“Against this background, we request you foreign flag vessels to move cotton from
one Indian port to another at competitive

of cotton transport from either Mundra

prices, according to industry sources here.

or Pipav Ports to Thoothukudi, Kochi,

co
m

to kindly relax the cabotage rule in respect

What’s roiling the rupee

association said.

If you have dollar payments to make, you

m.

Chennai and Krishnapatnam Ports,” the

The southern States account for almost

should beware of the Ides of May. The

60% of spinning capacity in the country.

behaviour of the exchange rate in May

substantial

volume

of

raw 2018 has been eerily similar to that in May
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However,

material —cotton — comes from Gujarat

2013, the month that marked the onset of

and Maharashtra. The industry sees scope

the ‘ taper tantrum’.

for 50% reduction in transport cost if the

Sliding by more than 6% against the

cotton is moved by ship instead of lorries

U.S. dollar since the beginning of 2018,

as done now.

the rupee now figures among the worst-

“Every year, mills in Tamil Nadu buy

performing Asian currencies. The slide

Vol. 45 May 2018

60 lakh to 70 lakh bales of cotton from has been accompanied by the cocktail of
Gujarat,” said P. Nataraj, chairman, SIMA.

factors that always roil the exchange rate.

“This cotton (Shankar 6 variety) is popular

In 2013, hints from the U.S. Federal Reserve

for use in hosiery items,” Mr. Nataraj that it was planning to taper its bondadded.

buying programme saw the rupee slide by

About 10 lakh bales of cotton are being

more than 20% against the dollar in a mere

moved by ships from one domestic port three months from May to August. This led
to another for the last couple of years in India to the brink of a crisis and forced RBI
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to take drastic intervention measures such

2013, India was in the midst of an unbridled

as raising interest rates and curbing gold import binge. In FY13, India splurged
roughly $41 billion a month importing

Should we now brace for a repeat of the

oil, gold, capital goods and miscellaneous

co
m

imports.

episode? Comparing key exchange rate items. It earned only $25 billion a month
drivers between then and now shows risks

from goods exports. After adjusting for

to the rupee are rising, but the situation is services trade, it ran up a CAD of $87.8

CAD under control

billion for the full year. That translated into

m.

not as dire as in 2013.

4.8% of GDP, well above the comfort zone

The main reason why the rupee is always of 2.5%.
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on a sticky wicket is that India runs a Today, India’s imports are far lower, while
persistent Current Account Deficit (CAD). its exports are much the same. In FY18,
That is, the country’s dollar outflows

the import bill averaged $38 billion a

towards import of goods and services

month while exports brought in about $25

(and other short-term payments), usually billion. At the end of the first nine months
exceed its dollar earnings from exports.

of FY18, therefore, India’s CAD stood at

The wider this gap between the greenbacks

$36 billion, which is estimated to go up to

flowing in and those flowing out, the more $48-49 billion for the full year. Forecasters
is the scramble for dollars in India, leading expect India to close FY18 with a CAD just

Vol. 45 May 2018

to a weaker rupee. This is why the absolute

short of 2% of GDP, well below the alarming

and relative levels of CAD are critical to levels of FY13.
judge whether the rupee is in hot waters. Given India’s perpetual dollar shortage,
On both counts, India is better off today RBI stockpiles forex as a buffer against
than it was in May 2013.

payment exigencies. It also draws from this

When taper fears hit global markets in war-chest to sell dollars, if the exchange
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rate turns unduly volatile.

the OPEC’s production cutbacks, tensions

A rule of thumb measure used to gauge

in West Asia, the crisis in Venezuela and

the adequacy of these forex reserves, is the renewed U.S. sanctions on Iran — crude

co
m

number of months’ worth of imports they prices have increased from $60 in January
finance. RBI held foreign currency assets

to over $71 in May.

of $396 billion (excluding gold) last week,

Various forecasters estimate that every

which covered India’s monthly import bill

$10 per barrel increase in crude oil prices

m.

about 10 times. In May 2013, RBI’s foreign can expand India’s CAD by 0.5% of GDP.
currency assets had covered its monthly

Therefore, while soaring oil is bound

import bill by a precarious 6.5 times. to worsen the CAD, the extent of that
deterioration is hard to predict, given that

enough ammunition to intervene if there is

oil price moves are seldom orderly. For

a speculative run on the rupee.

now, India is expected to end FY19 with

Simmering oil

CAD at about $70 billion or about 2.5% of

Oil imports, accounting for 25-30% of

GDP, a significant deterioration from 0.7%
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India’s record forex kitty also gives RBI

India’s import bill, are a key determinant in FY17, but still only at half the levels seen
of the size of the CAD. In 2013, global oil

in 2013. But oil prices will remain a to-

prices (WTI crude) were already on the boil watch factor to gauge the rupee’s direction.
ruling at $90-100 a barrel for two years

Iffy foreign flows

Vol. 45 May 2018

before the taper tantrum hit. Between May The

above

analysis

shows

that

the

and August 2013, they further shot up to fundamental factors driving the rupee aren’t
$110 a barrel, worsening the deficit.

flashing red yet. But foreign investment

In 2018, oil prices, after staying at $30-$60 flows can turn out to be the make-or-break
a barrel from 2015 to 2017, have just begun

variable.

to simmer. Fired up by a host of factors — When a country regularly spends more
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dollars than it earns by way of trade, the FPIs withdraw $2.6 billion from India’s
gap has to be made up by foreign investors

stock and bond markets. This was probably

pumping in dollars, either by way of a key factor precipitating the rupee’s recent
slide.

Portfolio Investments (FPI).

Looking ahead, only the most foolhardy

co
m

Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) or Foreign

FDI has been flowing into India at a brisk soothsayers would try to predict whimsical
FPI flows. But FPI equity investments are

DIPP tells us that India attracted about

broadly influenced by the growth prospects

$36 billion in FDI flows in the first nine

of Indian companies and their valuations

m.

pace in the last four years. Data from the

months of FY18. The year, therefore, will relative to emerging market peers. Here,
the prognosis is not rosy as Indian equities
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end with roughly twice the $22 billion FDI
inflows seen in FY13.

trade at a stiff premium to other EMs after

But then, FDI flows can be quite lumpy and

the four-year bull run.

political uncertainties, such as looming Bond purchases by foreigners depend on
elections can certainly act as a dampener. how interest rates in India compare with
Volatile FPI flows are even more of a wild those in ‘safer’ developed markets, after
card factor. FPIs invested in India in fit

accounting for currency risks. The rate

and starts in 2017. NSDL data tells us that

differentials between Indian bonds and

the country received $31 billion in net FPI developed market ones were quite wide

Vol. 45 May 2018

investments, of which just $8 billion came

until the U.S. Fed began raising its rates.

into equities, while $23 billion flooded into But market interest rates on the 10bonds.

year U.S. treasuries recently topped 3%,

The first five months of 2018 have seen

narrowing the differential with Indian gilts

these flows reverse completely, with FPIs

which trade at about 7.8%. A narrowing

pulling out $3 billion. May alone has seen

gap between the two rates can prompt
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FPIs to pull away from Indian bonds. The

ministry

official

said.

Asked

if

these

strengthening dollar also prompts pullouts. sick banks will be given more funds by
What muddies the FPI outlook further is

the government, the official said capital

co
m

India’s upcoming general elections next infusion will be linked to performance.
year. Political upheavals usually send

Chiefs of the 11 stressed PSBs last week met

foreign investors into fence-sitting mode.

interim finance minister Piyush Goyal and
other senior officials with the department
of financial services with the progress

The finance ministry has no plan to ask

in lieu of the capital they received from the

m.

Finance Ministry has no plan to ask
RBI to relax PCA

report on the reforms undertaken by them
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the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to relax the government, apart from presenting their
prompt corrective action (PCA) framework turnaround plans. The banks under PCA
for stressed public sector banks (PSBs), are: IDBI Bank, Bank of India, Uco Bank,
a top official said . Instead, the ministry

Central Bank of India, Indian Overseas

has directed the 11 stressed PSBs that

Bank, Oriental Bank of Commerce, Dena

are under the PCA to work hard on their

Bank, Bank of Maharashtra, United Bank

turnaround plans by the reforms agenda of India, Corporation Bank and Allahabad
given to them, including focussing more on

Bank.

Vol. 45 May 2018

core competencies, adopting differentiated The meeting took place at a time when
business strategy, selling non-core assets

the central bank has imposed restrictions

and rationalising loss-making operations.

on lending by two of these banks — Dena

“We recently held a meeting with the 11 Bank and Allahabad Bank — until they fix
public banks that are under PCA but we their finances.
have not sought any relaxation in the Four other banks — IDBI Bank (net NPA
framework from the regulator,” the finance

ratio of 16.02 per cent), Indian Overseas
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Bank (13.08 per cent), Bank of Maharashtra government could provide to the banks in
(12.17 per cent) and United Bank of India the wake of mounting losses. Mr. Kumar
(11.96 per cent) — have reported higher

said there were other avenues for banks to

co
m

net NPA ratio than even Dena Bank (11.52 raise funds like selling of non-core assets.
per cent) for the December quarter. The 11

Last year, the government had announced

stressed banks make up for 30 per cent of

a

deposits and 29 per cent of advances of all

plan for the public sector banks for two

the 21 PSBs.

years, including Rs. 1.35 lakh crore via

2.11

lakh

crore

capitalisation

m.

Rs.

recapitalisation bonds. The government
had already allocated the capital of the
previous financial year.
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Capital remaining for banks is
‘sufficient’: Govt.

Vol. 45 May 2018

Despite huge losses made by large public Following stricter norms on bad loans,
sector banks in the fourth quarter of 2017-

many banks, including the country’s largest

18, the government has indicated it may

lender State Bank of India and the second

not increase the capital allocation beyond

largest, Punjab National Bank, reported a

what had already been budgeted.

loss of Rs. 7,718 crore and Rs. 13,400 crore

“The capitalisation amount which we have

respectively in the Jan.-March quarter.

worked out is sufficient,” said Rajiv Kumar,

Cleaning of books

Secretary, Financial Services in the Finance

“One or two quarters no issues. It’s the

Ministry, on the sidelines of an event.

cleaning

of

the

books,

transparently

“We have with us which is nearly Rs. recognising everything, and in the process
65,000 crore which is the leftover of Rs. even if there is a provisioning requirement
2.11 lakh crore. That capital is intact, or even if there is a loss, it’s okay. We are
that’s budgeted and it is with us,” he said

ready to take this,” Mr. Kumar said. “The

when asked what kind of support the

future and the roadmap is only that worst
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is over and it’s only the positive which can in the process of selecting the candidates.
take place now. It is visible in the credit We are in the process of bringing the best
possible talent to the banking industry,”

The Finance Ministry is also planning to

Mr. Kumar said. The CEO’s post in Dena

co
m

offtake.”

rate public sector banks based on their Bank, Andhra Bank and Punjab and
Sind Bank is vacant, while the board of

on public domain. “We are ranking all

Allahabad Bank has divested its MD &

the banks on the reforms and at the end

CEO Usha Ananthasubramanian of power

m.

performance and make the rating available

after investigative agencies named her in

public. So, its a report card to the citizen

the charge sheet filed in the Nirav Modi

on the health of each bank,” Mr. Kumar

scam.

said.

Mr. Kumar said that the BBB was also
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of every year, we will make that ranking

The government may start announcing the in the process of selecting a new CEO for
ranking from the next financial year taking

Allahabad Bank.

into account this year’s performance.

depend on how the bank fares in these

‘Share of diesel vehicles to fall
below 25% post BS VI’

rankings.

The share of diesel vehicles in the domestic

CEO appointments

automobile market is likely to fall below

Future capital infusion in banks may

Vol. 45 May 2018

With the CEO post in three public sector 25% post implementation of BS VI norms,
banks remaining vacant and another according to research agency ICRA.
divested of portfolios, the Finance Ministry The share of diesel vehicles declined to
said the Bank Board Bureau was in the

38% in FY18 and is expected to fall further

process of selecting the candidates. “We are to 35-36% in FY19, ICRA said, adding that
aware of it and the banks board bureau is it will eventually go lower.
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“Regular increase in the retail price of diesel coal supply to power plants will greatly
in small doses every month since January

hurt other industries dependent on coal

2013 has significantly narrowed down the

such as cement and aluminium, according

retail price gap between petrol and diesel to industry players who had written to
Railways and Finance Minister Piyush

a diesel passenger vehicle (PV) relatively

Goyal to voice their grievances.

co
m

fuels, making cost economics of owning

less favourable now than in the past,” said The Ministries of Coal, Railways, Power,
and Finance held a meeting on May 17

Sector ratings, ICRA. Mr. Ray added that

in which they decided, given the shortage

m.

Subrata Ray, Sr. Group VP, Corporate

the lower fuel price gap has resulted in of coal with power plants, to instruct
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customer preference shifting away from companies such as Mahanadi Coalfields
diesel vehicles. “Moreover, given superior Limited (MCL) to deploy rakes of coal only
fuel economy of hybrid cars, hybridization

for power plants and not to do so for other

has also reduced importance of diesel

consumers of coal. The letter to MCL,

models. Lastly, the implementation of BS

accessed by the The Hindu , says that

VI norms too will significantly widen the this decision would be in force “till further
cost differential between petrol and diesel

directives”.

cars, leading to the eventual decline of Stock position
share of diesel vehicles.”

According

to

data

with

the

Central

Vol. 45 May 2018

With preferences shifting towards petrol Electricity Authority, 17 power plants had
models, some OEMs recently introduced

super-critical (less than three days’ worth)

petrol SUV models.

of coal stocks as of May 22 while three

Govt. order on coal supply may hit
non-power sectors

The government’s decision to prioritise

power plants had critical (less than five
days’ worth) of stocks.
The Railway Board wrote to all zonal
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railways on May 18 saying that “it has

producers (IPPs) had grown every year and

been decided that loading of coal for power

by as much as 8.1% in 2017-18, the supply

houses (i.e. plants of Central/State power to captive power plants contracted by 6.2%
in 2016-17 and saw no growth in the next

be accorded higher priority till June 30,

year.

2018”. These instructions were made

Coal shortage

applicable from May 19 onwards.

What we have requested the government is

Fuel supply pacts

that we understand that there is a genuine

m.

co
m

utilities and IPPs) from goods sheds should

“The CPP (captive power plant) consumers

issue of IPPs running short of coal and

have signed fuel supply agreements (FSA)

that this would affect the end-consumers

asp
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ntf
or
u

with CIL (Coal India Limited), which is a and that they should be given priority,
legally binding agreement with long-term

but this should not mean zero supply to

coal supply assurance and hence abrupt

other sectors, and it shouldn’t be without

stoppage of supply will bring the industry any advance notice,”said Samir Cairae,
to a grinding halt which will have a severe chief executive officer of Diversified Metals
impact on the downstream industry like

(India),Vedanta Limited said.

transmission and distribution, packaging,

“As [a] normal practice, you can tell us

Vol. 45 May 2018

cement, consumer products, paper, tyre about one month in advance to make
manufacturing, resulting in a loss of jobs

alternative arrangements, but in this case

for millions,” the Indian Captive Power

we got a notice of just a few hours!”

Producers Association wrote in a letter to

Other industry analysts lay the blame for

Power, Coal and Finance Minister Piyush

the shortage of coal stocks in power plants

Goyal.

on

the

government’s

laxity

regarding

The letter goes on to show how, while maintaining critical stocks and its untimely
CIL’s coal supply to independent power decision to stop all coal imports for power
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generation, increasing the pressure on business

opportunities.

Bangladesh

is

India’s biggest trade partner among the

“Even when there was adequate supply

SAARC countries.

of coal, many power plants did not keep

It is learnt that she stressed the importance

co
m

domestic supplies.

sufficient stocks of coal because they felt of creating a conducive, win-win situation
that there was enough supply,” one sector for investors from both the countries to set
up units in either country. Speaking for

of anonymity. “The government took no

about 20 minutes, she said that three land

m.

analyst told The Hindu on the condition

action against them for this. And then, the banks — near Dhaka, near Kusthia on
government, last year decided to bring down

the West Bengal-Bangladesh border, and

asp
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coal imports for power to zero, which has near Chittagong — have been created for
resulted in this shortage now. Everybody

investors.

knows that Coal India’s supply falls short

The government was also creating road

in the May to June period, which is then

and railway infrastructure to improve

followed by the monsoon when supply is

connectivity, she said.

naturally low.”

She also spoke of the improvements in

Vol. 45 May 2018

her economy and the emerging consumer

At the business end of visit

market.

Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina

Ms. Hasina has been listing the several

met captains of industry and urged them

advantages

to explore business opportunities in her

could reap through investments in her

country.

country. These include a steady economic

She interacted with a section of the industry

growth, competitive cost structure and a

in a closed-door meeting whose main

large market. Her government is offering

agenda was to explore India-Bangladesh

attractive incentives to Indian investors like

that

the

Indian
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100% repatriation of profits and invested

changes in key metrices of the Indian

capital, she said at a joint meeting with economy are visible over a period of time.
For example, there has been a sharp

Industry and the Associated Chambers of

increase in the number of both direct and

co
m

members of the Confederation of Indian

Commerce and the Federation of Commerce indirect taxpayers, which is significant as
and Industry in April 2017.

the tax base and payrolls are usually taken

She said Bangladesh was on its way to as indicators of the formal nature of an

m.

becoming a middle-income country by economy.

2021 and was targeting a GDP growth of The government also encouraged start-ups
8% by 2020.

and cashless payment modes, which aided
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the natural growth already taking place in

Indian economy gets more formal in
four years of Modi government

the digital economy, especially in sectors

A series of structural economic reforms,

The number of people who got access to

the crackdown on black money and the use

bank accounts under the Jan Dhan Yojana,

of technology for delivery of public services

which lays the foundation for facilitating

by the Narendra Modi government, which

services such as credit, insurance and

such as e-commerce.

coincided with a natural explosion in the pension for account holders, witnessed a

Vol. 45 May 2018

digital economy, have integrated more sharp jump from 125 million at the end of
people into the formal financial system,

January 2015 to 316 million in the second

boosted cashless transactions and added

week of May 2018.

more taxpayers.

When people migrate to the formal sector,

Though demonetisation and the goods

they get access to some social security

and services tax (GST) led to a short-term

benefits. “With the number of persons

disruption in economic activity, positive coming under direct tax and the activities
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coming
a

result

indirect
of

tax

increasing in an increase in indirect taxpayers by

demonetisation

and

3.4 million, Economic Survey 2017-18

implementation of GST, one could expect

explained. GST also encouraged small

that the component of the formal sector

taxpayers, who are not legally required to

in the economy has gone up,” said N.R.

register, to go for voluntary registration as

co
m

as

under

Bhanumurthy, professor at the National it allowed them to get tax rebates on their
purchases.

New Delhi-based think tank.

More firms and individuals coming into

Effective

number

of

direct

m.

Institute of Public Finance and Policy, a

taxpayers, the tax net also helped to boost the share
of central government taxes in the gross
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including those who have not filed returns

but had their taxes deducted by employers

domestic product to go up from 9.9%

at source, had gone up from 64.7 million in in 2014-15 to 11.6% in 2017-18, as per
FY2015 to 82.7 million at the end of FY2017, budget documents.
according to Union budget documents.

Bhanumurthy

said

that

the

visible

Indirect taxpayers, too, increased sharply

favourable outcome of structural reforms

though the numbers at first sight do

is only at a nascent stage and one needs

Vol. 45 May 2018

not tell the entire story. As of December to wait for some more months to see its
2017, there were 9.8 million unique GST

full impact. The GST Council is now in the

registrants, slightly more than the 9.4

process of making it easier for businesses

million taxpayers in the earlier indirect to file returns, which is expected to improve
tax system. However, in the old system, compliance further.
taxpayers were registered under different
taxes, leading to double or triple counting.
If this is accounted for, GST has resulted

Blockchain being used in banking,
contracts
A number of companies and banks are
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adopting blockchain technology to reduce to address the trade finance process
documentation and increase operational requirements of banks.
efficiency.

Another
trade

finance

of

business

where

the

involves distributed ledger aspect of blockchain

complex documentation processes, high

co
m

“Traditionally,

area

technology is appealing to Indian companies

transaction costs, high settlement times is in contracts.

and low authenticity rates with physical “Why it is required is to answer the question
of how do you ensure that data does not

m.

documents,” Rajashekara V. Maiya, AVP,
global head of products strategy, Infosys

get tampered,” said Kaushik Srinivasan,

Finacle, said in an interview. “As a result, a director, eMudhra, a company that offers
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bank’s customer is straddled with delays, blockchain-based smart contract solutions.
high costs and risks.”

Smaller countries

“Blockchain technology allows all stages of

International

transactions to be securely shared between

looking to enter the Indian market, such

blockchain

companies

network members, as opposed to each as Indonesia-based Pundi X, say that the
bank working independently, which is

Union government could learn more about

more expensive and increases the chance

how best to regulate cryptocurrencies and

of error,” added Mr. Maiya.

blockchain from smaller countries that

“Cost reduction, risk mitigation, speed, have adopted the technology.

Vol. 45 May 2018

traceability and security are among the

“Blockchain is a very new technology and

multiple benefits the participants are what one will see is that the use cases will
seeing from the pilot.”

principally come from smaller countries

Infosys created India Trade Connect, which

that are more receptive to adopting new

is being used to run a pilot of a blockchain-

technologies, such as Estonia, Lithuania,

based

and Sweden,” said David Ben Kay, chief

solution

developed

specifically
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counsel at Pundi X.

including government and bank accounts,

Land records

corporate strategy and budget and will

Blockchain

technology

can

be

used report to Deputy Governors Viral Acharya

co
m

to digitise and authenticate currently and B.P. Kanungo, an official at the RBI
said on condition of anonymity.

like many countries, has problems with

An e-mail seeking comments from the

land titles and ownership and this is where

central bank remained unanswered till the

blockhain is developing,” Mr. Kay said.

time of going to press.

m.

complex records like land holdings. “India,

“The best use case is Sweden, which is

The

Reserve

Bank

of

India

Officers’

putting all its land records on blockchain

Association had earlier opposed the move
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and it will quite quickly move towards doing on the ground that there was no statutory
land transfers and ownership verification or legal requirement for the appointment
using blockchain, which is a major issue in

of a CFO. It had also contended that since

India currently.”

no accounting standards were strictly
applicable to a central bank, the need for a

Sudha Balakrishnan starts as RBI’s
first CFO

CFO appeared superfluous.

Sudha

The central bank had been advertising the

Balakrishnan,

a

former

vice

Job profile

president at National Securities Depository position since May 2017. The advertised

Vol. 45 May 2018

Ltd., assumed charge as the first Chief job profile includes timely presentation
Financial Officer (CFO) of the Reserve Bank

and reporting of financial information,

of India (RBI) on May 17.

establishing

Ms. Balakrishnan, who has been appointed

ensuring

in the rank of an executive director,

regulations and standards.

accounting

compliance

is tasked to oversee several portfolios
Visit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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Moody’s cuts 2018 growth forecast
to 7.3%

prices and a normal monsoon.
“The private investment cycle will continue

Moody’s Investors Service cut India’s 2018 to make a gradual recovery, as twin balancesheet issues — impaired assets at banks

estimate of 7.5%, saying the economy is in

and corporates — slowly get addressed

co
m

growth forecast to 7.3% from the previous

cyclical recovery but higher oil prices and through deleveraging and the application
of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,”

the pace of acceleration.

it said.

m.

tighter financial conditions will weigh on

Moody’s, however, maintained its 2019

Also, ongoing transition to the new Goods

growth forecast at 7.5%.

and Service Tax regime could weigh
on growth somewhat over the next few
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‘Cyclical recovery on’

“The Indian economy is in cyclical recovery quarters, which poses some downside risk
led by both investment and consumption.

to the forecast, it said. “However, we expect

However, higher oil prices and tighter these issues to moderate over the course of
financial conditions will weigh on the pace the year.” For the world economy, Moody’s
of acceleration.

expected 2018 to be a year of robust

“We expect GDP growth of about 7.3% in

global growth, similar to 2017. “However,

Vol. 45 May 2018

2018, down from our previous forecast of global growth will likely moderate by
7.5%. Our growth expectation for 2019

the end of 2018 and in 2019 as a result

remains unchanged at 7.5%,” it said in an

of a number of advanced economies

update of its ‘Global Macro Outlook: 2018-

reaching full employment, and because of

19’

rising borrowing costs and tighter credit

Moody’s said growth should benefit from

conditions in both advanced and emerging

an acceleration in rural consumption, market countries that will hamper further
supported by higher minimum support acceleration,” it said. The G-20 countries, it
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said, would grow 3.3% in 2018 and 3.2% in

tightening monetary policy path.

2019. The advanced economies will grow at Three additional increases in the U.S.
federal funds rate this year are expected

while G-20 emerging markets will remain

to be followed by three more in 2019. The

the growth drivers, at 5.2% in both 2018

European Central Bank will likely stop

and 2019, down from 5.3% in 2017.

additional asset purchases by the year-end

‘Market turbulence’

and start increasing the deposit facility

co
m

a moderate 2.3% in 2018 and 2% in 2019,

m.

“The ongoing financial market turbulence rate in the first half of 2019. The Bank of
in emerging market countries poses risks

Japan will maintain its current monetary

of a broader negative spillover effect on

policy over the next two years.
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growth for a range of countries beyond

Argentina and Turkey, while there is a risk
that high oil prices will be detrimental to

NCLAT
stays
insolvency
proceedings against RCom

consumption demand. A re-escalation of In
trade tensions between the U.S. and China

a

major

relief

to

Reliance

Communications, the National Company

is another risk factor to growth. Political Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT)

stayed

Vol. 45 May 2018

concerns add to downside risks in Brazil, insolvency proceedings against the debtMexico and Italy,” it said.

laden company, paving the way for sale of

“Overall, we expect 2018 to be a year of

RCom’s assets worth Rs. 25,000 crore to

robust global growth, similar to 2017,” said

Reliance Jio.

Moody’s VP senior credit officer Madhavi

This

Bokil.

equipment maker Ericsson, an unsecured

The outlook for global monetary policy is

was

after

the

Swedish

telecom

creditor of RCom, agreed to an out-of-court

broadly unchanged with the U.S. Federal settlement with RCom for Rs. 550 crore
Reserve on a predictable and gradual

against its claims of Rs. 1,150 crore.
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120-day deadline
A two-judge NCLAT bench headed by Justice S.J. Mukhopadhyay directed the chairman/
managing director/ directors of the RCom to give an undertaking that they would pay
Ericsson the settlement amount within 120 days, failing which the sale of assets or money

co
m

recovered by banks from sale to Reliance Jio, would be reversed. Confirming the move, a
legal source in the know of the development said, “Both parties put their settlement deal
in front of the appellate tribunal, after which NCLAT stayed the insolvency proceedings
against RCom.”

m.

The NCLAT has scheduled the next hearing for October 4, when Ericsson needs to confirm
it has received the settlement amount. “RCom’s management and Board of Directors have
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been reinstated vide this order,” the company said in a statement. The asset sale includes
spectrum, fiber, telecom towers, MCNs and certain real estate assets in Delhi and Chennai.

Vol. 45 May 2018

RCom shares rose 9.7% to close at Rs. 17.5 in a weak Mumbai market.
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Iran says it can produce higher
enriched uranium if US exits
nuclear deal
Iran has the technical capability to enrich
uranium to a higher level than it could

3.6 percent.
Iran stopped producing 20 percent enriched
uranium and gave up the majority of its
stockpile as part of the agreement with the
United States, Britain, France, Germany,
China and Russia. Uranium refined to 20
percent fissile purity is well beyond the 5

m.

before a multinational nuclear deal was

level of enrichment must remain around

co
m

International

reached to curb its nuclear programme,
state TV quoted the head of Iran’s Atomic

saying.

US President Donald Trump has given

European signatories to the 2105 deal a
May 12 deadline to “fix the terrible flaws” in

the agreement, or he will refuse to extend
U.S. sanctions relief on Iran.

Salehi warned Trump against taking that
course. “Iran is not bluffing. … Technically,
we are fully prepared to enrich uranium

Vol. 45 May 2018

nuclear power plants, although still well
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Energy Organisation, Ali Akbar Salehi, as

percent normally required to fuel civilian

higher than we used to produce before the
deal was reached. … I hope Trump comes

to his senses and stays in the deal.” Under
the deal, which led to the lifting of most
international sanctions in 2016, Iran’s

short of highly enriched, or 80 to 90
percent, purity needed for a nuclear bomb.
Tehran has ruled out any possibility of
negotiating over the country’s ballistic
missile programme, its nuclear activities
beyond 2025 and its international role in
the Middle East, as demanded by Trump.
Britain, France and Germany back the deal
as the best way of stopping Tehran getting
nuclear weapons, but have called on Iran
to limit its regional influence and curb the
missile programme.
A British government spokesman defended
the accord, saying in a statement: “We
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have never been naive about Iran and its Secretary Inamul Haque.
nuclear intentions.” “That is why the IAEA The interactions took place between April
28 and 30 in Islamabad, sources said.

nuclear deal is one of the most extensive

“The two sides discussed all aspects of

co
m

inspection regime agreed as part of the Iran

and robust in the history of international bilateral relations and agreed that all
nuclear accords,” the spokesman added.

issues between the two countries should

“It remains a vitally important way of be resolved through talks,” said a source.
verifying

that

Iran

is

m.

independently

adhering to the deal and that Iran’s nuclear
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programme is exclusively peaceful.”

Three countries, a nuclear deal and
a ‘clerical error’
Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

Track II team holds talks in Pakistan

alleged on April 30 that Iran had lied

A group of Indian experts visited Pakistan about its pursuit of nuclear weapons, and
to discuss all aspects of bilateral ties and was continuing to carry out a clandestine
revive the Track II diplomacy process with

programme. Soon after, White House press

Islamabad, amid the chill in the relationship

secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders issued

after a number of terror attacks in India by

a written statement (at 7.30 pm, or 5 am

Pakistan-based outfits.

IST, May 1), saying “Iran has a robust,

Vol. 45 May 2018

The original Track II initiative, Neemrana clandestine nuclear weapons program”.
Dialogue, received a fresh start with the

But within two hours, the White House

visit, diplomatic sources here said.

issued a changed statement online, now

The Indian side was led by former Foreign

saying “Iran had a.”

Ministry Secretary Vivek Katju, while the

The White House waved away the change in

Pakistan side was led by former Foreign tense as a “clerical error” — but not before
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and presentations dealing with nuclear

policy implications of the statement and

weaponry. The data dump was now in a

the change.

“safe place”, Netanyahu added, implying

Policy implications

that Israel — and possibly the US — had

US President Donald Trump has been

them. “The presentation seemed intended

co
m

a furore had broken out on the possible

talking about pulling out of the 2015 to create the impression of a shocking
deal

with

Iran,

brokered

by

Iranian violation in how it portrayed a

President Barack Obama and European nations

handful of obscure and technical issues

m.

nuclear

related to the deal,” The New York Times

and Russia. On their recent trips to the US, both

said in the column ‘The Interpreter’.

French President Emmanuel Macron and German

Why Israel chose to act now

Chancellor Angela Merkel pleaded with Trump to

Trump needs to make a declaration by
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like the UK, France and Germany, as well as China

keep the deal with Iran. It is widely speculated that May 12 to prevent international sanctions
Netanyahu’s declaration in Tel Aviv was done in

from being applied on Iran. Trump’s recent

coordination with the White House.

appointees, US Secretary of State Mike

The Israeli PM is clearly wants Trump to Pompeo and National Security Adviser
dump the deal. His PowerPoint presentation

John Bolton, are self-declared hawks on

was delivered from the Ministry of Defence

Iran. In the wake of the Israeli PM’s press

in English: “Tonight I am here to tell you conference, Pompeo said, “Now that the

Vol. 45 May 2018

one thing. Iran lied — big time,” he said, world knows Iran has lied and is still lying,
referring to 100,000 files pertaining to Iran’s

it is time to revisit the question of whether

nuclear weapons programme, kept in an

Iran can be trusted to enrich or control any

“innocent-looking compound” in Tehran’s

nuclear material.”

Shorabad district. The files, he claimed,

How the world reacted

contain “blueprints, charts, photos, videos America’s European allies — UK, Germany
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and France — which helped broker the
highly

intrusive

verification

of

to present itself as a responsible global

Iran’s power, could indicate that it is willing to

nuclear weapons programme, are upset at

shoulder the extra burden of bringing Iran

co
m

Israel’s attempt to scuttle the deal. British to the negotiating table — just like it did
Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson said the with North Korea.
Israeli PM’s claims only underlined the
importance of keeping the “constraints” on

m.

Tehran’s nuclear ambitions. The French

U.S. pushes ahead with West Asia
peace plan
The Trump administration is aiming to roll

and robust” while the International Atomic

out its much-hyped but long-delayed West

Energy Agency, which is charged with

Asia peace plan next month amid signs it

keeping tabs on the spread of nuclear

may further alienate the Palestinians by

weapons across the world, declared “it

slashing millions of dollars in funding for

had no credible indications” that Iran was

humanitarian and development projects in

developing a nuclear device since 2009.

the West Bank and Gaza.

What happens now?

Five U.S. officials and a congressional aide

Trump can refuse to sign a waiver of

say the administration intends to release

sanctions on May 12, effectively dump the

the peace plan in mid- to late-June, shortly
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said the inspections were “most exhaustive

Vol. 45 May 2018

deal and announce his determination to after the end of the Muslim holy month
sign a tougher new agreement. If he does

of Ramadan, although they cautioned

this, new uncertainties will unfold. With

that the timing could slip depending on

Islamic State barely vanquished in Iraq, developments in the region.
terrorist groups in the Middle East may feel

They say the plan’s main authors President

emboldened to unleash a new wave of anti- Donald Trump’s son-in-law and senior
US actions. China, always on the lookout

adviser Jared Kushner and Mr. Trump’s
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special envoy for international negotiations Limited purposes
Jason Greenblatt have already begun

The office was ordered closed by former

quietly briefing select allies and partners

Secretary

on elements of the proposal.

November, but has been allowed to stay

any

Palestinian

willingness

State

Rex

Tillerson

last

co
m

Yet

of

to open for limited purposes under the
administration’s interpretation of the law

conditions to improve and anger to subside

requiring it to be shut down in the absence

considerably in the coming weeks, an

of peace talks.

m.

even consider the plan would require

The prospect of Palestinian interest in the

evidence of one-sided Mr. Trump giveaways

peace proposal appears dim, however,

to Israel continues to pile up.

particularly
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unlikely scenario as the Palestinians say

since

Palestinian

leader

U.S. allies in Europe and the Gulf also have

Mahmoud Abbas recalled the mission’s

felt compelled to criticise the administration

chief earlier this week to protest’s opening

for its approach. Ostensibly, Mr. Trump

of the new U.S. Embassy in Jerusalem.

would need buy-in from those same

Saeb

Erekat,

the

chief

Palestinian

countries to build enough momentum for negotiator, said any deal needs to be
any peace plan to succeed.

between the Palestinians and Israel not

The administration has been resisting the U.S. “I don’t need Jason Greenblatt. I
congressional demands to fully close the

don’t need Kushner,” Mr.Erekat said. “It’s

Vol. 45 May 2018

Palestine Liberation Organisation office in our lives.”
Washington because Mr. Greenblatt and

That

sense

of

betrayal

may

deepen

Mr. Kushner want to keep that channel significantly this summer as millions of
open in case the Palestinians are open to dollars in U.S. assistance to the Palestinians
re-entering negotiations with Israel based

appears likely to be cut and the funds re-

on the plan.

allocated to other regions. That money has
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been on hold since last year and existing

Senate in April, Facebook founder and

funding for some projects will start to run CEO Mark Zuckerberg appeared before
out in just months if it is not approved in the European Parliament in Brussels last

If

that

does

not

week.
happen,

the

State

co
m

the next two weeks.

Though many of the MPs were well-

Department and the U.S. Agency for prepared to quiz Mr. Zuckerberg, the whole
International Development will have to process appeared to be farcical. In the

m.

notify aid recipients that continued U.S. U.S., lawmakers took two days to ask Mr.
funding is not forthcoming and those

Zuckerberg critical questions about his

programme will begin to be shut down. company’s data policies. In contrast, the
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Local staffers would be laid off and U.S. hearing in Brussels was scheduled for 90
officials running the projects would be minutes.
reassigned elsewhere.

The question format was problematic, too.

Of $251 million in U.S. aid planned for the

First, the MPs asked all their questions,

Palestinians in 2018, only $50.5 million has which

itself

took

62

minutes.

Mr.

been reported spent. The remaining more

Zuckerberg then summarised his answers

than $200 million is currently on hold, a

in 23 minutes, leaving many questions

figure that does not include an additional unanswered.
$65 million in frozen U.S. assistance to

Nevertheless, many European politicians

Vol. 45 May 2018

the UN Relief and Works Agency, which appeared to be more critical than their
provides services to Palestinians in the

American

counterparts

on

Facebook’s

West Bank, Gaza, Jordan and Lebanon.

handling of data. Guy Verhofstadt, a
member of Belgium’s Flemish Liberals and

The European Union vs. Facebook

Democrats, asked Mr. Zuckerberg about

After facing the U.S. Congress and the

his company keeping shadow profiles of
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the persons who are not on Facebook. Mr.

hearing in Brussels. In a long statement,

Verhofstadt added that Facebook has to

he apologised for his company’s gaps and

face regulation from outside.

promised to fix all problems. But the whole

co
m

“I really think we have a big problem here, process was embarrassing for the EU, as
and it’s not going to be solved by saying ‘we several observers put it
are gonna fix it by ourselves’. You have to

“That was exactly what to expect. It is in

ask yourself how you will be remembered, as line with the company’s communication
which

earns

its

money

by

m.

one of the three big Internet giants together strategy

marketing the private data of 2 billion

enriched our world and our societies, or

people. For many years, journalists are

on the other hand, [...] as the genius who

making this experience with Facebook.

created a digital monster that is destroying

They are fobbed off with general phrases

asp
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with Steve Jobs and Bill Gates, who have

our democracies and societies,” he told Mr. or with links to the Facebook help pages.
Zuckerberg.

Openness is at best simulated,” wrote Jo

Jan Albrecht from the German Green

Bager, a veteran IT journalist.

Party asked for assurances that user data According to him, Mr. Zuckerberg used
of Facebook and WhatsApp are not used

every

weakness

to

benefit

from

the

Vol. 45 May 2018

by the company. But like many other situation. In the U.S., politicians were
questions, this one remained unanswered.

badly prepared, while the Europeans gave

Mr. Zuckerberg ended the hearing by

him the opportunity to pick the question

himself and pointed out that it was

he wanted to answer.

already 15 minutes overdue. Similar to his

Problematic hearing

Congress hearing, he promised to answer

“The whole concept of Zuckerberg’s hearing

open questions in writing.

in Brussels was problematic. Facebook

Overall, Mr. Zuckerberg had a comfortable

dictated Parliament on how the hearing
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should be,” said Ann Cathrin Riedel,

targeted mainly at followers of Buddhism

chairwoman of the Berlin-based Think

and Taoism, two of China’s five officially

Tank for Liberal Digital Policy. “It was an

recognised religions.

insight for us.”

co
m

easy play for Zuckerberg, without any real “The meeting required all localities to take
up the regulation of large outdoor religious

Perhaps soft language is the wrong way to statues as their top priority in preventing
the further commercialisation of Buddhism

data privacy law has been implemented

and Taoism,” the directive said.

m.

deal with Facebook. Since Friday, a new

Thousands of Buddhist and Taoist temples

Regulation aims to give control to citizens

and shrines, along with mosques and

over their personal data. Companies which

churches, were damaged or destroyed

violate the new law could face punishment.

under communism, especially during the

The first batches of complaints about

violent 1966-76 Cultural Revolution.

Google,

Promoting atheism

asp
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in the EU. The General Data Protection

Facebook,

Instagram

and

WhatsApp have already been listed.

Although many have been restored and
reopened since then, new regulations

China orders regulation of ‘large
religious statues’

Vol. 45 May 2018

China’s

ruling

Communist

Party

and a bureaucratic overhaul earlier this
year have put the day-to-day running of

has religious affairs directly under the officially

ordered local governments to better regulate

atheistic party. That’s been accompanied

the construction of large outdoor religious

by a renewed campaign promoting atheism

statues amid increasing restrictions on and loyalty to the party.
religious expression of all kinds.

The anti-religion drive of the party overlaps

The directive from the United Front Work

with campaigns carried out to promote

Department viewed on its website appears patriotism

and

party
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m.

co
m

separatism among ethnic minorities and fight Western liberal values.
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India and
The World

towards its conclusion; perhaps President
Trump’s

recent

warming

towards

the

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is acting as

co
m

a trigger for China to make that extra effort

India must focus on manufacturing
turnaround at RCEP talks in
Singapore

in RCEP and to its imprint on the mega-

For much of the first week of May, countries

distant from this talk of getting RCEP over

regional alliance.

m.

India is the only major economy seemingly

engaged in the negotiations for formalizing the line. A reluctant participant from the
very beginning, India finds that its own

Partnership (RCEP) will meet in Singapore

interests are almost entirely at a variance

for their 22nd round of negotiations. The

with that of the principal proponents of

asp
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the Regional Comprehensive Economic

Singapore meeting is significant, for several RCEP. India drew its own divergent line in
participants in RCEP are keen to wrap up

the tariff negotiations, when most countries

the negotiations quickly, especially since spoke of undertaking trade liberalization in
the negotiations have gone well beyond the

both agricultural and industrial products.

original deadline of end-2015.

India’s major concern was the presence

In the recent weeks, Japan, Korea and of China, and was therefore reluctant to

Vol. 45 May 2018

China concluded their trilateral meeting offer lower tariffs on too many goods to its
on trade, with a message to recognize the

northern neighbour. The concern was not

importance of deepening regional economic

without basis: even without preferential

cooperation and to realize the trade and

tariffs, India’s imports from China had

investment liberalization and facilitation increased nearly 11-fold (from $7.1 billion
in East Asia through RCEP. China seems to $76.2 billion) between 2004-05 and
to be particularly intent in pushing RCEP

2017-18. During the same period, increase
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in India’s exports to China was relatively as well as they could have”. Ambassador
modest, from $5.6 billion to $13.3 billion, Jaishankar

had

sounded

a

note

of

caution “about the manner in which such

vis-à-vis China, from $1.5 billion to $63

arrangements (FTAs) work out in respect

billion.

of our imports as well as on our efforts to

Adding to this is India’s none-too-happy

increase the share of manufacturing sector

co
m

resulting in steep increase in trade deficit

experience implementing the three FTAs in our economy”.

This assessment was entirely correct as

m.

with Asean, Japan and Korea. India
had agreed to eliminate tariffs on about

successive governments have failed to

80% of its products in each of these make

agriculture

manufacturing

agreements and the outcome was quite

competitive.

similar—consistently rising trade deficits.

government undertook for reviving the

The implementation of these agreements

manufacturing sector, starting with the

asp
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Since

and

mid-2000s,

each

shows that while India lowered its tariffs National Manufacturing Strategy (2006),
to allow easier market access to its partner National Manufacturing Policy (2011), Make

Vol. 45 May 2018

countries, Indian entities were unable to in India (2014) and the proposed industrial
secure enhanced market access using the

policy, but India’s manufacturing sector

lower tariffs offered by the FTA partners.

has, by and large, been unable to measure

An official endorsement of the lack of gains

up to global competition.

from the FTAs with Asean, Japan and Korea

One way of looking at the state of the

came from the former foreign secretary S.

manufacturing sector is to analyse the

Jaishankar, who had submitted before

trends in the manufacturing balance of

the

Parliamentary

trade. In 1991, there was a deficit of $3.4

Standing Committee on Commerce that

billion, which remained below $10 billion

“a lot of our agreements have not served

until 2003. But once tariffs began to drop

Department-Related
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In 1997, India joined the Information

sectors were crudely exposed. In 2016, the

Technology agreement of the WTO and

deficit had increased to nearly $80 billion.

eliminated tariffs on electronic goods,

What is particularly disconcerting is that

dealing a fatal blow to the fledgling

co
m

rapidly, the weaknesses of the individual

among the large manufacturing sectors, domestic industry. Two decades later, the
only four registered trade surpluses in

government should desist from walking

2016, namely, pharmaceuticals, textile down the same path, allowing RCEP to

automobiles.

However,

of

it should do instead is to negotiate the policy

these industries has its own problems.

space that is imperative for supporting the

Pharmaceutical

turnaround of domestic manufacturing.

industry

each

depends
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and

hollow out the manufacturing sector. What

m.

and clothing, iron and steel products

on imported bulk drugs; textiles and

environment as export subsidies have been

India to face impact of U.S. decision
on Iran

challenged in the World Trade Organization

Despite U.S. President Donald Trump’s

(WTO); and iron and steel industry has

decision

been struggling of late. The automobile

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) on

industry has been among the largest

Iran, the deal itself will not be scrapped as

exporters, but it needs tariff protection

long as Iran and the other signatories — the

clothing faces challenges in a subsidy-free

to

pull

out

of

the

Joint

Vol. 45 May 2018

to overcome its disadvantages, including U.K., France, Russia, China, Germany and
several policy-induced ones, in order to be

the European Union — remain committed

competitive. But RCEP negotiations, which to it.
are threatening to eliminate tariffs on 90-

Even so, India will face the impact of the

92% of the tariff lines, may pose existential U.S. decision.
challenges to sectors like the automobiles.

Oil prices
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Iran is India’s third biggest supplier (after

could slow or even bring those plans to a

Iraq and Saudi Arabia) of crude oil, and

halt. India has already committed about

any increase in prices will hit both inflation $85 million with plans for a total of $500
million on the port.

$67.48 after the decision was announced.

India is a founder member of the 18-year-

Crude

barrel,

old International North South Transport

touching a four-year high. After Iranian

Corridor (INSTC) that starts from Iran

President Hassan Rouhani’s visit to New

and aims to cut right across Central Asia

crossed

$76

a

m.

prices

co
m

levels and the rupee, which slumped to

Delhi in February, India committed itself to to Russia over a 7,200-km multi-mode
network.

were expected to double to about 3,96,000

Plans for INSTC gathered momentum
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increasing its oil imports from Iran, which

bpd (barrels per day) in 2018-19 from after the JCPOA was signed in 2015 and
about 2,05,000 bpd in 2017-18.

sanctions on Iran were lifted. New U.S.

Non-oil trade with Iran, which stood at

sanctions will add to possible sanctions

about $2.69 billion of the total trade

from the U.S.’s new CAATSA law of

Vol. 45 May 2018

figures of $12.89 billion in 2016-17, may January 2018 that threatens strictures
not be affected as much, as New Delhi and

on countries doing military trade with the

Tehran have instituted several measures

U.S.’s “adversaries”: Russia, North Korea

in the past few months.

and Iran.

Chabahar port

SCO membership

India’s moves over the past few years to

India joined the Shanghai Cooperation

develop berths at the Shahid Beheshti Port

Organisation last year, and will be formally

in Chabahar was a key part of its plans to

admitted in June.

circumvent Pakistan’s blocks on trade with

This year, Chinese officials say they will

Afghanistan, and the new U.S. sanctions

consider inducting Iran into the eight-
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member Eurasian security organisation. If U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew his
country from the deal. Russia, China, the

a member of a bloc that will be seen as

U.K., Germany, Italy and France are the

anti-American.

other signatories to the deal.

Rules-based order

“We

co
m

the proposal is accepted, India will become

are

India has long been a proponent of a developments.
“rules-based

order”

that

depends

on

closely
We

monitoring

are

assessing

the
the

implications this might have on our

m.

multilateral consensus and an adherence interests. The government will take all
to commitments made by countries on

necessary measures to safeguard our

the international stage that the Trump

interests,” said MEA official spokesperson
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administration has breached by walking Raveesh Kumar. He said it was too early to
out of the JCPOA, as well as earlier from come to a full understanding of the situation
the Climate Change agreement. New Delhi

that arose after the U.S. withdrawal from

will have to consider a new understanding

the deal.

of its ties with Washington in this context.

Fear of stricter sanctions
India’s statement came in the backdrop of

India studying effect of
withdrawal from Iran deal

U.S.

the possibility of stricter sanctions on Iran
by the U.S. government.

India will safeguard its interest following However, officials indicated that India

Vol. 45 May 2018

the withdrawal of the U.S. from the Iran is awaiting the final outcome of the
nuclear deal, the Ministry of External

discussions that Iran will hold in the next

Affairs said .

few days with other partner-countries.

India

has

maintained

that

peaceful Foreign Minister Javad Zarif said he would

negotiations should be carried out to

undertake discussions with other partner-

resolve the situation that has risen after

countries if they can save the Joint
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Comprehensive Plan of Action following sign of high priority that India attaches to
the country.

Zarif will also visit India given the close

“As Nepal enters a new era of consolidating

cooperation that exists between New Delhi

gains of democracy and achieving rapid

and Tehran.

economic

The

spokesperson

said

India

co
m

Mr. Trump’s move. It is not yet clear if Mr.

growth

and

development,

would

India will continue to remain a steadfast

take necessary steps in case the U.S.

partner of Nepal to implement its vision

m.

withdrawal from the JCPOA were to impact of ‘Samriddha Nepal, Sukhi Nepali’,” said
Indian projects in the port of Chabahar Prime Minister Modi in a statement. The
where India is involved in upgrading and

visit will be the first by the leader after
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developing infrastructure. The future of Nepal elected a new government under the
India’s work at the port would depend on

2015 constitution.

how strictly the U.S. implements sanctions

Mr. Modi will land in Janakpur by noon of

on countries that maintain business ties

May 11 and will visit the famous temple

with Tehran.

of Sita and attend a civic reception in the

Vol. 45 May 2018

city where he is expected to announce

India will be a steadfast partner of
Nepal, says Modi

measures to integrate the city to the

India will be a strong partner of Nepal

Main highlight

as Kathmandu consolidates the benefits

Starting the Arun III hydropower project is

of democratic rule, said Prime Minister

the main highlight of the visit.

Narendra Modi indicating the agenda

“The two Prime Ministers are expected to

Ramayana tourism circuit.

for the May 11-12 trip to the Himalayan jointly lay the foundation stone for the 900
country.

Mw Arun III power project. This is the largest

The Prime Minister described his visit as a

hydropower project to be undertaken in
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Nepal,” said an official spokesperson .

intermittent differences that are natural

Both sides are likely to discuss the between neighbours.”
Pancheshwar power project as well, said a Mr. Oli was apparently referring to the
strain in bilateral ties after the adoption

co
m

high level official.

of a new Constitution by Nepal in 2015

India stands for a united, rich, strong
Nepal: PM Modi

that divided Nepal into seven provincial

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

largely of Indian-origin and inhabitants of

m.

said

units and marginalised Madhesis, who are

India supported a “united, prosperous

the Terai.

and strong” Nepal as he strongly backed

The

his Nepalese counterpart K.P. Sharma

agitation — from September 2015 to

Oli’s vision to transform the land-locked

February 2016 — during Mr. Oli’s first

triggered

a

six-month-long
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move

Himalayan nation into a land-and-water- tenure, in which more than 50 people were
linked country.

killed. The protests also crippled the land-

Mr. Modi made the remarks at a joint press locked country’s economy as supplies from
conference after a one-on-one meeting with

India were blocked.

Mr. Oli, followed by marathon delegation- Mr. Oli said the two sides had agreed to
level talks during which the two sides had address “all matters” by September 19,
extensive discussions on all aspects of the Nepal’s Constitution Day.

Vol. 45 May 2018

bilateral relationship.

Mr. Modi’s expression of support came after

A tightrope walk over China for PM

Mr. Oli, in his remarks, said that Nepal’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi is expected
desire is to create a strong relationship to make a “major” speech on India’s defence
underpinned by mutual trust so that and security outlook at the Shangriit is not affected by any “occasional or La dialogue in Singapore, which brings
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together Defence Ministers, officials and Mr. Modi will rub shoulders with President
military chiefs of the Asia-Pacific region

Xi Jinping, Russian President Vladimir

each year. Mr. Modi will deliver the keynote Putin, and leaders from Pakistan and
Central

Asian

countries

at

the

SCO

based think tank International Institute of

security summit, which has been called

Strategic Studies and funded and hosted

the “Eastern NATO”.

by the Singapore government, on June 1.

During a three-day visit to Indonesia,

co
m

address at the event, run by the London-

m.

Mr. Modi’s speeches as well as his travels the PM is expected to discuss security
east this summer are expected to reflect the cooperation as well as information and
tightrope balance India is walking between

expertise

sharing

on

terrorism

and
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the U.S. and its allies, and China. Before countering violent extremism.
his visit to Singapore on June 1 and 2, he

Mr. Modi and President Joko Widodo will

will travel to Indonesia from May 29 to 31, be meeting for the fourth time since 2014,
and later that month, will fly to Qingdao when both leaders were elected to power
city in China for the Shanghai Cooperation in their countries. They first met on the
Organisation (SCO) summit on June 9 and sidelines of the East Asian summit in 2014,
10.

and subsequently Mr. Widodo travelled to

His visit to Singapore and Jakarta is India twice, for a state visit in December
expected to focus more on the possibilities 2016 and for the ASEAN-India summit in

Vol. 45 May 2018

of security cooperation in the Indo-Pacific

January this year.

and the recently convened “Quadrilateral” In preparation for Mr. Modi’s visit to Jakarta,
with the U.S., Japan and Australia. U.S. the Indonesian National Security Adviser
Defence Secretary James Mattis is also

held detailed discussions on counter-

expected to attend the conference.

terrorism

Security summit

Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj travelled to

cooperation,
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Indonesia for the joint commission meeting

Narendra Modi is the first Indian Prime

between the two countries. Indonesia is

Minister to accept the invitation to speak

seen as a focal point in the Indo-Pacific,

at the event.

co
m

and has recently strengthened ties with Significantly, his speech comes a year after
India pulled out of the dialogue, upset after

President Jokowi are expected to discuss

the Union Minister of State for Defence

China’s growing footprint in the Pacific

Subhash Bhamre was refused a speaking

region as well.

spot, while allowing the Pakistani Joint

m.

Australia and Japan, and Mr. Modi and

As a result, experts expect the Prime

Chiefs of Staff to address a plenary.

Minister’s speech at the Shangri-La dialogue

the region, with an emphasis on balancing

U.S. sanctions on Russia may be
discussed in Sochi

ties with both the China-led coalition as

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will travel

well as the western forums seen to be

to the Russian seaside resort of Sochi to

countering China.

meet President Vladimir Putin
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to set the course for India’s engagement in

for what

“Most countries in the region will see government sources called an “exchange
Prime Minister Modi’s initiative to engage

of views” on various international issues

President Xi in Wuhan last month after

including the U.S. sanctions on Russia

standing up to China over the Doklam

and Iran, and India’s commitment to its

Vol. 45 May 2018

standoff last year as pragmatic, and will defence ties with Russia.
welcome India’s stand at this important

“We are not going to allow our defence

platform,” said columnist Sanjaya Baru, requirements to be dictated by any other
formerly with the IISS.

country. Whatever is in India’s interests in

Though India has sent Defence Ministers terms of procuring equipment for national
four times to the Shangri-La Dialogue, security is what will determine how we
Visit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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act with various countries,” a source

will be signed.

said, referring to the U.S.’s twin actions of
passing the CAATSA law (that provides for

‘India couldn’t send observers’

co
m

sanctions on countries conducting defence India was unable to send top-level election
officials to observe Sunday’s polling in

well as pulling out of the six-party nuclear

Venezuela because of Karnataka election,

agreement with Iran, which will also affect

a diplomatic source informed.

India.

“Venezuela had requested the Election

m.

and energy trade with its “adversaries”) as

Commission of India to send a high-level

is also standing by Russia on the latest

team as part of the international observers

standoff with western countries over the

for Sunday’s polling. But the election body

Salisbury case of chemical poisoning of

informed that the dates of the election in

two Russians in the U.K., as well as alleged

Caracas would coincide with the Karnataka

Russian support to the Assad regime for

election process and therefore expressed

chemical attacks in Syria. The External

inability to send a high-level representative

Affairs Ministry has demanded evidence of

or a team,” said the diplomatic source.
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The government has made it clear that it

the allegations by the U.S. and European Maduro’s call

Vol. 45 May 2018

countries before “apportioning blame”, a President Nicolas Maduro in February
stand which has been viewed with some

called for international observers from

concern in Washington.

all over the world including from the

Mr. Modi will fly to Sochi

morning and

European Union (EU) and the Organisation

return the same evening after an estimated of American States (OAS).
four to six hours of talks with Mr. Putin.

Previously,

these

two

regional

Most of the talks will be between the leaders

were barred from Venezuelan polls due to

aloneNo agreements or joint statements allegations of one-sided reports.
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Venezuela reportedly insisted on official Sea port city, at the invitation of Russian
representatives especially from the Election President Vladimir Putin. The informal

“The

request

representatives

summit is the second that Modi has had
was
and

made
not

for
civil

official

in recent weeks — last month the Indian

co
m

Commission.

society prime minister had travelled to China for
an informal meet with President Xi Jinping.

expertise of Indian election officials,” said

India’s ties with Russia and China were

the diplomat.

seen as unsteady with the key opposition

m.

members keeping in mind the technical

China is among of the several countries Congress party slamming Modi for the
seeming deterioration in ties. Russia was
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that have sent observers for the election.

Polling for Venezuelan citizens in India was

seen as a key partner of India for decades

held in the Embassy of the country here.

but of late, Moscow had been warily eying
New Delhi’s warming ties with Washington.

India, Russia agree to intensify
coordination on key issues

India on its part has been looking on

India and Russia

links with China — given its sliding ties

agreed to intensify

uncomfortably as Russia developed closer

Vol. 45 May 2018

consultation and coordination with each with the West— and Pakistan.
other on key issues, including the Indo-

The summit also comes amid increasing

Pacific region, an Indian statement said

geo-political flux — with the US pulling out

after a rare informal summit between

of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal. It also comes

Indian and Russian leaders.

as the US readies for talks with North Korea

The statement was issued at the end of next month.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s According to the Indian statement, the
day long visit to Sochi, the Russian Black

summit “provided an occasion for both
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open and equitable world order”.

to exchange views on international and

“In this regard, they recognized each other’s

regional

the

respective roles as major powers with

tradition of high level political exchanges

common responsibilities for maintaining

between India and Russia”.

global peace and stability”, it said.

issues,

in

keeping

with

co
m

leaders to deepen their friendship and

The two leaders had “in depth discussions” Modi and Putin were on the same page on
terrorism and radicalisation, the statement

said, adding that there was agreement on

said, adding: “In this context, they endorsed

m.

on major international issues, the statement

“the importance of building a multipolar

the importance of restoring peace and

world order.”

stability in Afghanistan in an atmosphere
free from the threat of terrorism, and

coordination with each other, including on

agreed to work together towards achieving
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“They decided to intensify consultation and

the Indo-Pacific Region. Prime Minister this objective.”
Modi and President Putin also agreed

Both sides had detailed exchanges on their

to continue working together through

respective national development plans and

multilateral organisations such as the priorities.
United Nations, SCO, BRICS and G-20,” “They expressed satisfaction over the deep
the statement said.

trust, mutual respect and goodwill that

The two leaders agreed that the “Special and

characterises relations between India and

Vol. 45 May 2018

Privileged Strategic Partnership between Russia,” the statement said.
India and Russia is an important factor for

The two countries also agreed to add more

global peace and stability”, the statement

muscle to their economic ties that have

said, adding that Modi and Putin shared

languished despite efforts to strengthen

the view that India and Russia had “an

them.

important role to play in contributing to an

“Both leaders agreed to institute a Strategic
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will host along with the members of the

of India and the Ministry of Economic

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO),

Development of the Russian Federation,

sources have said.

to identify greater synergy in trade and

The confirmation came hours after Pakistan

investment. They noted with satisfaction

in a formal statement confirmed India’s

the expanding cooperation in the energy

participation.

sector and, in this regard, welcomed the

Shows commitment

arrival of the first consignment of LNG

“The consultation in Islamabad is part

m.

co
m

Economic Dialogue between NITI Aayog

under a long-term agreement between of our commitment to fight international
Gazprom and GAIL, next month. The two terrorism along with the members of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
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leaders also reiterated the significance of

longstanding partnership in the military, and therefore, we are likely to send senior
security and nuclear energy fields and

officials for the event in Pakistan,” said a

welcomed the ongoing cooperation in these

government source here, indicating that

areas,” the statement said.

India will make a powerful case on fighting

The two leaders welcomed the idea of

terrorism in the world. The confirmation

holding informal summits as an additional

came

engagement at leadership level, besides the

experts from India, China and other

after

Pakistan

welcomed

legal

annual summits between the two leaders, member countries who will participate in

Vol. 45 May 2018

it added.

the Shanghai Cooperation OrganisationRegional Anti-Terrorist Structure (SCO-

India to join anti-terror meet in Pak.

RATS) that will be meeting in Islamabad

India is likely to send senior representatives

from May 23 to 25.

to discuss legal modalities of counter-

“The legal experts will discuss terrorist

terrorism for a meeting that Pakistan

threats facing the region and ways and
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means

to

enhance

counter-terrorism India and other members of SCO to discuss

cooperation between SCO member states,” a response to terrorism.
said the spokesperson for Pakistan in a

“Pakistan

supports

SCO’s

efforts

for

‘Rohingya entering India through
Bengal’

co
m

statement.

regional cooperation in fighting terrorism, The

police

drug trafficking and organised crime. that

from

Rohingya

Myanmar’s

Manipur

have

refugees,

Rakhine

said

displaced
region,

are

m.

We are ready to share our experiences in

in

tackling the menace of terrorism through

increasingly entering India through human

the SCO-RATS,” he added.

trafficking corridors along the West Bengal-

Core agenda
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As

Bangladesh border.

members

of

the

SCO,

countries

More than 300,000 Rohingya have fled from

are expected to be active in the SCO Myanmar and taken refuge in Bangladesh.
Secretariat and also participate in the

The Manipur police came to know about

RATS,

Tashkent.

the trafficking routes after the arrest of

Counter-terrorism has been on the agenda

eight Rohingya in Imphal . The eight had

headquartered

at

of the SCO since its inception in 2001 but fake Aadhaar cards in their possession.
has been boosted since membership was

Of the eight, Md. Younus and Md. Anwar

granted to India and Pakistan in 2017.

had arrived in Manipur last week. Md.

Vol. 45 May 2018

The RATS held its meeting in the first week Ismail followed them with five minors,
of April to finalise a draft for counter-terror

travelling from West Bengal to Guwahati

cooperation for 2019-’21. The organisation by train and to Imphal by road.
also held a discussion in Delhi during While Younus and Anwar took refuge in
January 31 to February 2. The event will Bangladesh three years ago, Ismail fled
be the first such time Pakistan will host

Rakhine last year. A Bangladeshi agent
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helped them to enter India.

Prime Minister was expected to focus on

“A series of drives against illegal immigrants agreements in defence, skill development
led to the arrest of several Rohingya from and connectivity.
“As

far

as

defence

cooperation

with

co
m

the (India-Myanmar) border town of Moreh,

Tengnoupal and Imphal during the past Indonesia is concerned, there is interest on
few months,” Manipur DGP L.M. Khaute

maritime domain awareness and Navy-to-

said.

Navy cooperation is an important element
police

are

also

examining

the

(in this). We are also talking in terms of

m.

The

the renewal of the defence cooperation

arrested Rohingya said a Bangladeshi

agreement,” said Priti Saran, Secretary in-

agent, Md. Ayub, had helped them cross

charge of the eastern hemisphere in the

over to Bengal. Ayub’s wife Sultana is a

Ministry.

resident of Imphal, and the police said she

The official said that defence interaction

arranged the stay of the immigrants.

between India and Indonesia had intensified

The Manipur police had arrested nine

in recent years. “There are some agreements

Rohingya

that are under discussion in the areas of
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involvement of local agents after the

last

week.

They

had

fake

Aaadhaar cards prepared by two Moreh- defence, space and science and technology
based locals who were later arrested.

which are still being negotiated,” Ms. Saran
said.

Vol. 45 May 2018

Modi to visit Indonesia, Singapore

She confirmed that India was in talks to

In a boost to India’s Act East policy, Prime upgrade ports and airports of Indonesia.
Minister Narendra Modi will pay a visit to

The

maritime

affairs

minister

of

the

Indonesia and Singapore between May 29

country had informed that India would

and June 2. The External Affairs Ministry soon be getting access to the strategic port
announced that during the tour the of Sabang on the Strait of Malacca.
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Sabha Anand Sharma is leading the six-

from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata

member delegation that includes former

would be the cultural highlights during the

ministers Mukul Wasnik and Pallam Raju,

visit of the Prime Minister.

party’s chief whip in the Rajya Sabha

The second part of the tour will include a

Bhubaneshwar Kalita and the former

co
m

She said a kite-flying festival featuring tales

visit to Singapore. “Prime Minister Modi will Kerala MP and former KPCC chief K.
Murleedharan.

La Dialogue on June 1. The dialogue is a

‘Important partner’

m.

deliver the keynote address at the Shangri

platform to articulate regional security “China is our important neighbour and
issues and our Prime Minister will convey

we hope to have meaningful discussions
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India’s view on peace and security in the with them when we meet with the senior
region,” Ms. Saran said.

leadership of the Chinese party,” Mr.

Ms. Saran said the Shangri La Dialogue

Sharma told The Hindu before leaving for

would

Shenzhen in South China’s Guangdong

be

attended

international

leaders

by

but

several

other

declined

to province.

confirm if Mr. Modi would be holding any Mr. Sharma didn’t elaborate on the nature
bilateral meeting with counterparts from

of discussions but the visit is significant

other countries.

as the Congress target Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for not raising the issue

Vol. 45 May 2018

Congress team to visit China

A Congress delegation left for China

of Chinese troop build-up near Doklam

to during his recent meeting with Chinese

take part in the Shanghai Cooperation

President Xi Jingping at Wuhan.

Political Parties Forum in the Chinese city Many countries
of Shenzhen.

The political parties forum (PPF) is part of

Congress’ deputy leader in the Rajya

the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
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economic and security cooperation among

Mamata, Hasina talk culture and
education

the member countries such as Kazakhstan,

Bangladesh

Kyrgyzstan,

Hasina, who completed her two-day visit

Russia,

Tajikistan,

and

Prime

Minister

Sheikh

co
m

(SCO), a Eurasian grouping for political,

Uzbekistan, apart from neighbour China.

to West Bengal, emphasised the cultural

Last June, India and Pakistan became

ties between Bengal and Bangladesh but

full members of the SCO at a summit in maintained silence on the crucial issue of
sharing of Teesta river water.

m.

Astana, Kazakhstan.
The Congress delegation is visiting at the

On the second and last day of Ms. Hasina’s

invitation of the Central Committee of the visit, West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee met Ms. Hasina for about 40
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ruling Communist Party of China (CPC).

Hosted by the international department minutes. Ms. Banerjee was asked about
of the Central Committee, the political the Teesta issue following her meeting, but
conference is scheduled to take place

she did not comment on it.

between May 25-28.

‘Improving relations’

Interestingly,

a

CPC

delegation

had

“We discussed issues relating to culture and

attended the Congress’ Plenary held in

education, and how to improve relations

New Delhi.

between two countries,” Ms. Banerjee told

Other political parties such as the BJP and

presspersons. The Bangladesh PM, who

Vol. 45 May 2018

CPI(M) have also been invited and the meet attended two public events during the
is expected to facilitate exchanges between

day, emphasised India’s support to the

different political parties in an attempt at

Bangladesh war of independence.

opening up by China.

Akin to what she had said at VisvaBharati University , Ms. Hasina said that
Bangladesh had provided shelter to over
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a million Rohingya people from Mynamar,

Kolkata, which served as the first office of

and that she wants an early settlement to

the Bangladesh Government in 1971, Ms.

the issue.

Banerjee said that the matter can be taken

co
m

At the Netaji Research Bureau, where up with the trust that has jurisdiction over
authorities had said that Ms. Hasina would

the property.

take questions from media, the Prime

Earlier in the day, the Bangladesh PM, while

Minister did not entertain any questions.

receiving an honorary D. Litt. from Kazi

m.

“She is one hour behind schedule, and Nazrul University in Asansol, emphasised
before meeting Chief Minister Mamata

the “secular” mindset of Kazi Nazrul Islam,

Banerjee, she does not want any wrong the national poet of Bangladesh.
“Nazrul was inspired by a secular way

at Netaji Bhavan told journalists.

of thinking and we are trying to take

Political observers feel that the Teesta

Bangladesh forward on a similar line
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signals sent,” a key organiser of the event

may have figured in the talks between of secular thinking. Everyone there [in
Ms. Hasina and Ms. Banerjee, but they Bangladesh] enjoys equal rights, regardless
may not want to go public with the issue, of religion and caste,” Ms. Hasina said.

Vol. 45 May 2018

which remains sensitive to both sides of ‘Poverty and terrorism’
the border.

She also said that her government was

The West Bengal Chief Minister proposed

striving to rid Bangladesh of poverty and

setting up a museum on ‘Bangabandhu’

terrorism, besides protecting youth from

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in Kolkata. “If

the menace of drug abuse. Ms. Hasina said

both countries agree and give us the

poverty was the main enemy and a barrier

permission, we will do it,” she said.

to development not only in Bangladesh,

On the proposal by Bangladesh to restore but across the subcontinent.
the Aurobindo Bhavan located in central

“We want to transform Bangladesh from
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and 1980.

soon,” she said, while expressing hope

“Two of the documents they destroyed were

for a strong and everlasting Indo-Bangla

called ‘Sri Lanka/India relations’ from 1979

friendship.

steadily

and 1980,” said researcher Phil Miller, who

improved its literacy rate, from 66% in 2009

discovered the files were missing as part of

to 72% now, Ms. Hasina said. She also

a freedom of information request.

sought cooperation from all the countries

The documents are expected to have had

Her

country

had

co
m

a developing nation to a developed nation

m.

in the subcontinent in putting an end to references to India’s relations with Sri
militant activities.

Lanka, including the work of the Indian
Peace-keeping Force.
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India-Sri Lanka files among 195
destroyed by U.K.
Maritime talks to be held in Delhi
Around 195 files, including documents today
relating to relations between India and

India and Pakistan are scheduled to hold

Sri Lanka during the civil war, have

a maritime dialogue, a diplomatic source

been destroyed by the U.K. Foreign and

has confirmed. According to the officials,

Commonwealth

the bilateral talks to be held here mark

Office

(FCO),

sparking

concern among archivists and researchers. a positive turn in ties and indicate the
While the FCO said any decision would continuity of existing dialogue.

Vol. 45 May 2018

have been taken based on the records “Rear Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman, Directorpolicy, experts believe the loss of the files

General of Pakistan Maritime Security

means there is no record of an important

Agency, is scheduled to reach New Delhi for

period of history. Britain’s MI5 and the

talks with his counterpart from the Indian

Secret Air Service had reportedly advised

Coast Guard,” a diplomatic source said.

Sri Lanka’s security forces between 1978 The development is significant as it comes
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a year after India refused to participate in together,” Mr. Thornberry said in an
interaction with a group of journalists.

following the controversy over the former

He said these concerns were separate from

Indian Navy official Kulbhushan Jadhav,

any sanctions and legislation that the U.S.

co
m

the annual talks scheduled for July 2017

who is in custody in Pakistan. Despite the has imposed on Russia.
ongoing tension on the Line of Control, Mr.
both sides restarted the Track II Neemrana

Thornberry

is

in

India

with

a

Congressional delegation en route the

m.

Dialogue in April where a common desire Shangri-La dialogue in Singapore.
to continue with normal exchanges was Earlier this month, India and Russia
conveyed.

concluded commercial negotiations for
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the purchase of five S-400 Surface-to-

‘S-400 deal may affect high-tech
cooperation’

Air Missile systems estimated at over Rs.

The U.S. has serious reservations about

The deal is expected to be announced later

Russia’s S-400 missile system and India

this year.

39,000 crore.

moving ahead with the deal could complicate
high technology cooperation, Chairman

No sanctions on Iran: Sushma

of the U.S. Arms Service Committee Mac India will not accept sanctions imposed, or
Thornberry said.

to be imposed, by the United States on Iran,

Vol. 45 May 2018

“There is a lot of concern in the U.S., in External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj
both the administration and the Congress,

said

. The remarks were a categorical

over the S-400 system. There is concern rejection

of

Washington’s

from

the

decision

six-nation

to

that any country and not just India that

withdraw

Joint

acquires that system will complicate our

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)

ability to work towards interoperability nuclear agreement and its plans to impose
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massive new sanctions on Iranian entities.

trade of about $13 billion of which about

Ms. Swaraj’s comments came just ahead

$5 billion was in non-oil trade in 2016-17.

of a meeting with Iranian Foreign Minister

Although the figures reduced in 2017, India

co
m

Javad Zarif, who has been travelling to has committed to increasing its offtake
several capitals including Moscow, Beijing of oil from Iran this year, after President
Hassan Rouhani and Prime Minister Modi

agreement despite the U.S. move.

held talks in Delhi in February.

Not under pressure

In a statement issued after Ms. Swaraj’s

m.

and Brussels, in an effort to salvage the

“Our foreign policy is not made under meeting with Mr. Zarif

, the MEA said

the Ministers had “positively assessed the

told journalists at a press conference. “We

implementation of decisions taken during

recognise UN sanctions and not country-

the visit of President Rouhani to India…
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pressure from other countries,” Ms. Swaraj

specific sanctions. We didn’t follow U.S. [including] in the areas of connectivity,
sanctions on previous occasions either.”

energy, trade and promotion of people to

In a statement on May 13, U.S. National people contacts.”
Security Adviser John Bolton said clearly

“EAM conveyed that all parties to the

those countries that “continue to deal with

[JCPOA]

Iran could face sanctions”.

constructively for peaceful resolution of

Agreement

should

engage

Vol. 45 May 2018

Iran is India’s third largest oil supplier, the issues that have arisen with respect to
and India has many areas of strategic

the Agreement,” the statement added.

engagement

Ms. Swaraj’s comments and the visit by

management

with

of

the

Iran,

including

Shahid

Beheshti Mr. Zarif to Delhi indicate the government

Port in Chabahar, co-development of the

intends to continue its engagement with

International

Iran despite U.S. sanctions. However, Ms.

North-South

Transport

Corridor to Russia, as well as bilateral Swaraj did not explain how India would
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hope to get around banking and insurance

Asked about the conversation, British and

restrictions that may come about as the

Indian officials said the Mallya case is

U.S. increases pressure on European now entirely within the purview of British
courts.

on.

“There is little Ms. May, or the British Home

co
m

banks which the India-Iran trade depends

Office can do in the case, and the Crown

India, U.K. to talk amid rows

Prosecution Service has been commended

m.

Two days after External Affairs Minister for putting together what is considered to be
Sushma Swaraj divulged contents of a
conversation

between

Prime

a strong case for Mr. Mallya’s extradition,”

Minister an official, who asked not to be named,
told The Hindu . The next hearing in the
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Narendra Modi and his British counterpart,

Theresa May, over the extradition of fugitive Mallya case is expected on July 11, after
businessman Vijay Mallya, Indian officials which the court may issue a decision date.
are willing to push the case to deport Mr. More requests
Mallya with British officials at the Home

During the talks, India is also expected to

Affairs dialogue in Delhi .

enquire about progress in other extradition

The dialogue has already run into several requests, including the cases of IPL owner
controversies.

, Ms. Swaraj said Mr. Modi had snubbed

Lalit Modi and diamond merchant Nirav
Modi, now believed to have taken refuge in

Vol. 45 May 2018

Ms. May during their meeting in London in the U.K., as well as Mutual Legal Assistance
April when she had raised concerns over Treaty (MLAT) cases, where India awaits
the poor condition of Indian jails, saying

responses to queries on Khalistani groups

they were the “same jails that Mahatma including the Babbar Khalsa operating in
Gandhi, Pandit Nehru and other leaders”

the U.K.

had been kept in during British rule.

The other contentious issue likely to
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Officials in London and New Delhi said

subject of return of undocumented Indian

that India is yet to give its objections to the

immigrants in the U.K.

agreement in writing.

The original agreement, which was inked

The Home Affairs dialogue, which was first

co
m

occupy centre-stage at the talks is the

as an MoU by Minister of State Kiren Rijiju held in May 2017, has also run into trouble
in London in January, had to be shelved at

this year because of all the changes within

the last minute on the eve of Prime Minister

the British Home Office in recent weeks,

decided to review its terms.

m.

Modi’s visit in April, after the Cabinet including key officials in charge of dealing

According to officials, the agreement’s

with issues with India.
In April, Home Secretary Amber Rudd
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stipulation that undocumented immigrants was sacked after it emerged that she had
would be returned in a “70-day” timeline

misled a parliamentary committee over the

was “unrealistic and unachievable”, and

deportation of Caribbean immigrants.

India preferred not to sign the agreement

Permanent

after the May-Modi meeting, causing some

Wilkinson,

confusion at the time, as it was the key

delegation to Delhi, will leave her post in

agreement expected to be completed.

June.

Undersecretary
who

will

lead

the

Patsy
British

Vol. 45 May 2018

“The agreement paves the way for a quicker

and more efficient process for documenting

MoD tightens rules on road closures

and returning Indian nationals who are

Further tightening the regulations over

in the U.K. illegally. We look forward to

road closures in cantonments, the Defence

further discussions with the government Ministry told the defence services that
of India on this MoU and hope that it will closures cannot be undertaken without its
be ratified and implemented soon,” said a

prior approval.

British Home Office statement.

“It is absolutely essential to follow the
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procedure prescribed in Section 258 of the accorded a red carpet welcome morning at
Cantonments Act, 2006. No public road

the Merdeka Palace, one of the presidential

in the cantonments shall be closed by the

palaces in Indonesia. The two leaders

co
m

Local Military Authorities (LMA) without discussed areas of strategic cooperation
and ways to ensure better economic ties and

it said in a letter.

closer cultural relations, besides regional

Earlier this month, the Ministry, after

and global issues of mutual interest.

consultations with the Army and members

In a joint press statement after the meeting,

m.

following due procedure as set out below,”

of Cantonment Boards, decided to open up

Mr. Modi said India’s Act East Policy and

all roads in cantonments for public use.

the vision of SAGAR (Security and Growth
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for all in the Region) matched Mr. Widodo’s

India, Indonesia elevate ties

Maritime Fulcrum Vision.

India and Indonesia

“As mutual partners and neighbours, our

elevated their

bilateral ties to Comprehensive Strategic worries are similar. It is our duty to ensure
Partnership. The two countries condemned

maritime security and safety. This is also

terrorism in all its forms, as Prime

for the safety of our economic interests,”

Vol. 45 May 2018

Minister Narendra Modi held “productive he said.
discussions” with President Joko Widodo.

30-day free visa

The

15

Mr. Modi announced a free 30-day visa

agreements, including one to boost defence

for Indonesian citizens and invited the

cooperation, and called for freedom of

diaspora to travel to their country of origin

two

countries

also

signed

navigation in the strategic Indo-Pacific to experience the ‘New India.’
region.

Addressing a gathering of the Indian

Mr. Modi, who reached Jakarta

night on

diaspora at the Jakarta Convention Centre

his first-ever official visit to Indonesia, was in the Indonesian capital, he said, “not
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only do the names of our nations rhyme, but also there is a distinct rhythm in the IndiaIndonesia friendship.”
“We will grant free of cost visa for Indonesian citizens for travel of up to 30 days,” Mr.
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m.

co
m

Modi said, amid applause.
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service. This comes close on the heels of

Science,
Tech. and
Environment

a controversy earlier this year where CSC
village-level entrepreneurs (VLEs) allegedly

provide Aadhaar services to people for a
charge.

government’s

Common

Service

Centres (CSCs) scheme, which employs

built by CSC e-Governance Services India
Ltd, a special purpose vehicle set up by the
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rural entrepreneurs to offer a slew of

digital services to those in the hinterlands,
has come under the scanner for the second

time in four months with the Aadhaarseeding

portal

built

for

Employees’

Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) being

suspended after suspected security-related
“vulnerabilities”.

A subsequent disabling of the portal,

aadhaar.epfoservices.com, due to security

Vol. 45 May 2018

The Aadhaar-seeding portal for EPFO was

m.

EPFO flags data breach after IB
sounds alert
THE

co
m

gained illegal access to UIDAI data to

concerns has impacted the process of
Aadhaar authentication for the “Jeevan
Pramaan” or life certification scheme for

pensioners in rural areas where post offices
are the only other option for availing this

Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology

to

oversee

implementation

of the CSC scheme, under which there
are over 1.70 lakh service centres that
are sometimes the only sources of digital
services such as seeding of Aadhaar with
various instruments in many villages.
Even as the portal has been suspended, the
three agencies involved with the process,
EPFO, CSC and UIDAI, have denied any
theft of data. According to the EPFO, CSC
services are limited to seeding of Aadhaar
with Jeevan Pramaan — the biometric
enabled digital service for pensioners of
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the EPFO. On March 22, the Intelligence

He requested Tyagi to immediately deploy

Bureau, in a note, flagged the issue to an “expert technical team” to plug the
of

Labour

and

Employment,

following which EPFO’s Central Provident

breach.

“Strut

vulnerability”

indicates

loopholes associated with Apache Struts,

Fund Commissioner V P Joy wrote to CSC a

co
m

Ministry

software

toolkit

for

creating

Java-

CEO Dinesh Tyagi on March 23 pointing based web applications (the nature of the
vulnerability was not detailed in the letter).

website, aadhaar.epfoservices.com.

A “backdoor shell” is a piece of code that

m.

out the vulnerabilities in the seeding

When contacted, Joy told The Indian

can be uploaded to a site or a web page

Express that the suspected data leak “did to gain access to files stored on that site.
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not happen on the server or software run by , the EPFO said that the news is related
EPFO” but “on the CSC software”, following to “the services through common service
which the CSC services were curtailed on centres and not about EPFO Software or
March 22.

data centre”.

But Dinesh Tyagi, CEO of CSC, denied any

“…No confirmed data leakage has been

role in the reported breach and said that the

established or observed so far. As part of

concerned application is on the EPFO server

the data security and protection, EPFO has

and that the CSCs did not have anything to taken advance action by closing the server
do with the incident. Joy, in the March 23 and host service through Common Service

Vol. 45 May 2018

letter, had said, “…it has been intimated Centres pending vulnerability checks,” the
that the data has been stolen by hackers

EPFO said. On the letter sent to him by

by exploiting vulnerabilities prevailing in EPFO’s Joy, Tyagi said, “The letter was sent
the website (aadhaar.epfoservices.com) of to us but this was basically saying that
EPFO which are (i) strut vulnerability and

somebody has pointed out vulnerabilities

(ii) backdoor shells”.

in the system, so, therefore we are disabling
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indigenous atomic clock, at a cost of a

application was audited by an auditor, by

few hundred crore rupees, was part of the

a security audit. They have not pointed out

NavIC concept, he added.

anything specific, we are looking to find out

The rubidium atomic clocks from Europe

if some vulnerability is there or not. We are

started failing on the first navigation

getting another auditor to audit it.”

satellite, IRNSS-1A, around 2016, soon

co
m

this service and kindly look into it. This

The UIDAI, which is the nodal agency after ISRO put the last and seventh satellite
in orbit. Until a few months ago, three more

m.

for the Aadhaar project, said: “The said

satellites were said to have suffered “one

manner whatsoever. This matter does not

or two dysfunctional clocks” each, while

pertain at all to any Aadhaar data breach

two satellites did not have any problematic
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website does not belong to UIDAI in any

from UIDAI servers. There is absolutely no clocks. Each satellite carries three atomic
breach into Aadhaar database of UIDAI. clocks, including a standby.
Aadhaar data remains safe and secure.”

ISRO is concerned that if more clocks fail, it
may render the Rs. 1,400-crore fleet a dud.

ISRO’s clock to prop up India’s own
GPS

NavIC, which will be controlled by India,
unlike the U.S. GPS or Russian Glonass

He added that once it passes qualification systems, will serve the armed forces.
tests, “We will first demonstrate the

satellite, along with the imported ones.

NASA launches spacecraft
explore depths of Mars

Work on them is going on in full steam.”

NASA

Vol. 45 May 2018

indigenous clock in an upcoming navigation

to

launched its latest Mars lander,

The cost and timing of the new satellites InSight, designed to perch on the surface of
are not finalised, Mr. Sivan said. The

the red planet and listen for ‘Marsquakes’.

development and eventual use of an

The $993 million project aims to expand
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human knowledge of conditions on Mars,

Agency with the participation of the Polish

inform efforts to send human explorers Space Agency.
there, and reveal how rocky planets like The probe will bore down 10 to 16 feet
below the surface, NASA said, 15 times

co
m

the earth formed billions of years ago. The

lander should settle on Mars on November deeper than any previous Mars mission.
Future plans

Its name, InSight, is short for Interior

Understanding the temperature on Mars

Exploration using Seismic Investigations,

is crucial to NASA’s efforts to send people

Geodesy and Heat Transport. “How quake-

there by the 2030s, and how much a

prone is Mars? That is fundamental

human habitat might need to be heated
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m.

26.

information that we need to know as

under frigid conditions, said Mr. Green.

humans that explore Mars,” Jim Green, Daytime summer temperatures near the
NASA chief scientist, said.
The

key

instrument

on

Martian equator may reach 20 degrees

board

is

a Celsius, but then plunge by night to -73

seismometer, called the Seismic Experiment degrees Celsius.
for Interior Structure. After the lander

“It is an important part of knowledge of how

Vol. 45 May 2018

settles on the Martian surface, a robotic this planet is evolving,” Mr. Green said.
arm is supposed to emerge and place the

The solar and battery-powered lander is

seismometer directly on the ground.

designed to operate for 26 Earth months,

The second main instrument is a self- or one year on Mars, a period in which
hammering probe that will monitor the

it is expected to pick up as many as 100

flow of heat in the planet’s subsurface.

quakes.

Called the Heat Flow and Physical Properties The spacecraft was initially supposed to
Package, it was made by the German Space

launch in 2016 but had to be delayed after
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temperature tests showed a problem with

Technology.

part of the seismometer, which engineers

“Bacteria found in domestic sewage are

have since fixed.

quite regularly exposed to low levels of this

co
m

pesticide. So the bacteria adapt themselves
Bacteria isolated from domestic sewage to pesticide exposure for survival. This is
remove organophosphorous pesticide

the reason why we turned to domestic

Using three bacterial species isolated from

sewage to isolate the bacteria,” says Prof.

m.

domestic sewage, researchers from India Singh.
have successfully removed chloropyrifos
pesticide

from

both

water

and

To isolate the bacteria that can absorb

soil. the pesticide, the researchers exposed
the bacteria found in sewage to different
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Chloropyrifos is an organophosphorous
pesticide and is moderately toxic to humans.

Poisoning from chlorpyrifos may affect the

central nervous system, the cardiovascular

concentrations of pesticide along with

system and the respiratory system.

nutrient media. The next day, seven

The highlight of the work is the wholesome bacteria that showed tolerance to 50 mg/
removal of the pesticide by the three species

ml of pesticide were isolated.

of bacteria, without leaving behind any

The next step was to check whether the

toxic metabolites that persist in the soil

isolated bacteria species could coexist with

Vol. 45 May 2018

for a long time. This was because, unlike each other or displayed antagonism. Only
other studies, none of the three bacteria

three bacteria species were found to coexist

used by the team led by Prof. Mukesh without any antagonism.
Singh from Haldia Institute of Technology,

Water and soil tests

Haldia, degraded the pesticide. The results The ability of the bacteria to remove the
were published in the journal Bioresource

pesticide was then tested by using very high
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concentration of 500 mg/l of the pesticide.

water, the pesticide released from the dead

In the case of pesticide added to water, all

microbes will be absorbed by the newly

the three bacteria both individually as well formed ones. So it is quite possible that the

90% of the pesticide in three days.

co
m

in a mixed culture were able to remove over soil or water will be free of the pesticide,”
says Shabbier.

In the case of soil containing 300 mg/kg The three bacteria and the mixed culture
in soil containing did not inhibit the

could remove up to 50% in 30 days. “The

germination and growth of mung bean

m.

of pesticide, the mixed culture of bacteria

seedlings. While sample containing the

showed better uptake of pesticide compared

pesticide destroyed red blood cells of

with individual species,” says Prof. Singh.

goat blood, the samples treated with the
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mixed culture comprising all three bacteria

Studies were carried out to confirm the bacteria did not cause any damage to red
accumulation of the pesticide inside the

blood cells.

bacteria and to know the location where it

“This once again confirmed that the bacteria

was found. “The pesticide bioaccumulates

had completely removed the pesticide from

in the cell as well as being bound on the the sample,” Prof. Singh says.
cell surface without any degradation,”

of Technology and first author of the

Partial success for Gram Swaraj
Abhiyan

paper. The greater ability of the bacteria

At the end of a three-week drive to

Vol. 45 May 2018

says Md. Shabbier from Haldia Institute

to absorb the pesticide arises from their bring seven flagship schemes to 16,850
ability to reduce the hydrophobic nature

villages with a high number of poor, SC

of the pesticide through the production of

(Scheduled Caste) and ST (Scheduled

biosurfactants.

Tribe) households, less than 30% of the

“Since the bacteria multiply in the soil or

target households received an electricity
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connection, while less than 40% got a gas households to enrol them in various welfare
connection, according to government data. programmes.” Villages in Karnataka and
Targeted outreach
financial

beneficiaries

to

get

schemes
Jan

for

Dhan

rural conduct is in effect, were left out of it.
bank

co
m

However,

West Bengal, where the election code of

The Saubhagya scheme to give every

accounts and sign up for life and accident household
achieved

a

high

level

electricity

connection

of

reached 4 lakh homes, as against a target

saturation. A scheme to fully immunise all

of 14.5 lakh homes, thus reaching 27%

m.

insurance

an

pregnant women, and all children less than

of the intended beneficiaries. Under the

two years, also reached almost all targeted Ujjwala scheme to give gas connections
to all homes, 39% or 5.6 lakh households
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beneficiaries.

The Gram Swaraj Abhiyan was launched

were reached out of a total target of 14.4

by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on

lakh.

April 14, the birth anniversary of Dr. B.R. Till full saturation
Ambedkar, to reach out to villages, most of A senior official at the Rural Development
which have a majority of Dalit and tribal Ministry

said

that

KYC

(Know

Your

homes.

Customer) processing was still ongoing

The official objective of the outreach

for many applicants, especially for the

programme,

Ujjwala scheme, where a total of 11 lakh

which

was

launched

a

Vol. 45 May 2018

fortnight after nationwide protests against applications were received. The official
the dilution of the Scheduled Caste and

added that while the Gram Swaraj Abhiyan

Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) officially ended, the government planned to
Act, was to “promote social harmony,
spread

awareness

about

continue until full saturation was achieved.

pro-poor Financial

initiatives of government, reach out to poor

schemes

also

saw

high

saturation, with a higher number of Jan
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Dhan bank accounts being opened. The

carbon stored in the forest ecosystem. It

Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana, helps mitigate the impact of greenhouse
a life insurance scheme, enrolled 73% of gases, which lead to global warming and
targeted beneficiaries, while the Pradhan climate change. Soil carbon – the amount
of carbon stored in soil – is the basis of

insurance scheme for accidental death or

fertility.

disability, enrolled almost 88% of target

A study by USA-based think tank Woods

beneficiaries.

Hole Research Center (WHRC), used satellite

co
m

Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana, a risk

m.

(30-meter resolution) remote sensing data
to estimate soil carbon emissions.
“Our analysis revealed that soil carbon
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Carbon stock loss in mangrove
forests: India ranks 8th

Mangrove forest destruction caused as stored in mangrove forests across the
much as 122 million tonnes of carbon to world holds more than 6.4 billion tonnes
be released to the atmosphere globally

of carbon globally, which is about 4.5

between 2000 and 2015. As a result

times the amount of carbon emitted by

of 3,957 hectares of mangroves being

the US economy in one year,” said Jon

deforested between 2000 and 2015, India

Sanderman, lead author of the study and

ranked eighth worldwide for the amount of

associate scientist at WHRC.

carbon stock loss.

According to the India State of Forest

Vol. 45 May 2018

However, since India has been effective in Report 2017 compiled by the Forest
its efforts to curtail mangrove deforestation, Survey of India (FSI), mangrove cover in
it is also among the top 20 for the amount India was calculated at 4,92,100 hectares,
of soil carbon storage in mangrove forests

which 0.15% of the country’s geographical

globally.

area. FSI estimated soil carbon stock for

Carbon stock refers to the amount of mangrove forests in India to be 3,979
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ISRO making green propellant

all forests in India is 7,082 million tonnes.

Scientists at the Indian Space Research

Loss of soil carbon depends on how the land

Organisation (ISRO) have reported progress

is used. Sanderman said, “Deforestation

in the development of an environment-

due to wood harvesting or conversion to

friendly propellant to power satellites and

rice will results in much lower losses of

spacecraft.

the soil carbon than conversion to shrimp

The effort is to replace the conventional

aquaculture or draining, filling for urban

hydrazine rocket fuel, a highly toxic and

m.

development.”

carcinogenic chemical, with a greener

In India, the study found that soil carbon
in

mangrove

forests

propellant for future missions. Initial tests

varied by a research team at the Liquid Propulsion
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storage

co
m

million tonnes. Overall, carbon stock from

dramatically depending upon location.

Systems Centre (LPSC) here have shown

“The Sundarbans in West Bengal have very

promising results in the formulation and

low soil carbon stocks primarily due to

associated tests of a propellant blend based

the fact that there is high sediment input

on hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN).

Vol. 45 May 2018

from the Ganges River system. A similar Due to its high performance characteristics,
system is observed along the west coast of

hydrazine

has

dominated

the

space

India. Whereas, mangroves down the coast

industry as the choice of propellant for

in Tamil Nadu, such as the Pichavaram

over six decades, despite its environment

mangroves, contain almost four times as

and health hazards and the challenges

much carbon in a given hectare of forest faced in its manufacturing, storage, ground
due to low sediment deposition,” said

handling and transportation.

Sanderman.

The LPSC team comprising Arpita Dash,
B. Radhika and R. Narayan formulated the
HAN-based monopropellant and carried
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out a variety of tests to investigate its
characteristics, like thermal and catalytic
decomposition

and

compatibility

IMD to add 30 doppler radars across
country

with The

India

Meteorological

Department

(IMD) will add 30 doppler radars in the

a chemical propulsion fuel which does

next two-three years across the country, of

co
m

different materials. A monopropellant is

not require a separate oxidizer. It is used which 14 will be in the northeast, a senior
department official said. A doppler radar is

correction and orientation control.

a tool to provide precise information about

m.

extensively in satellite thrusters for orbital

The in-house formulation consists of HAN,

thunderstorms, dust storms, hailstorms,

ammonium nitrate, methanol and water. rainfall and wind patterns. With a radius
of 250 km, it helps in issuing nowcasts

combustion instability, the choice of AN

two-three hours prior to severe weather

was dictated by its capacity to control the

conditions.
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While methanol was added to reduce

burn rate and lower the freezing point of
the propellant.

In a paper presented at the national
conference

on

Future

Directions

More tests required for GM mustard:
regulator

in The Centre has demanded more tests

Vol. 45 May 2018

Propulsion, organised by the Aeronautical for genetically modified mustard, a year
Society of India here, the researchers said

after clearing the crop for “commercial

the propellant formulation was tested for

cultivation.”

compatibility with four metal samples over

The

a period of six months.

Committee, the apex regulator of genetically

Genetic

Engineering

Appraisal

The LPSC is planning further tests in flight modified crops, in a March meeting said
configuration.

that in light of several representations
both “for and against” the release of GM
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that “…subsequent to receipt of various

“Applicant may be advised to undertake

representations from different stakeholders,

field demonstration on GM mustard in an

matters related to environmental release of

area of 5 acres at 2-3 different locations

transgenic mustard are kept pending for

co
m

mustard, there was a need for more tests.

with a view to generate additional data further review.’’
on honey bees and other pollinators and

Union

Environment

Minister,

Harsh

honey, and on soil microbial diversity,” said Vardhan — who had the final say on the

m.

the minutes of the meeting made public on matter said that wider consultations on
May 13.

the release of the crop were needed.

Activists said the demand fell short. “What Dhara Mustard Hybrid (DMH -11), the
transgenic mustard in question, had been

never been tested as a herbicide tolerant

developed by a team of scientists at Delhi

crop, for its environmental and health

University, led by former Vice-Chancellor

ramifications… a point that has remained

Deepak Pental under a government-funded
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about the fact that GM mustard has

unaddressed

by

the

regulators,”

the project.

Coaltion for a GM-Free India queried in a
statement.

The clearance for GM mustard has been

NASA spacecraft provides new
evidence of water plumes on Europa

Vol. 45 May 2018

mired in confusion. On May 12, last Scientists re-examining data from an old
year the then GEAC chairperson Amita

NASA spacecraft have found evidence that

Prasad said that the crop had been

the liquid water reservoir under the surface

recommended for cultivation. In October, of Jupiter’s moon Europa are venting
the government did a volte-face and said

plumes above its icy shell. Data collected

there was an “inadvertent error” in the

by NASA’s Galileo spacecraft in 1997 was

announcement regarding mustard and said

put through new and advanced computer
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model to untangle a mystery – a brief, years ago, sure enough, high-resolution
localised bend in the magnetic field – that

magnetometer data showed something

had gone unexplained until now.

strange.

Previous ultraviolet images from NASA’s

learned from exploring plumes on Saturn’s

Hubble Space Telescope in 2012 suggested

moon Enceladus – that material in plumes

the presence of plumes. However, the new

becomes ionised and leaves a characteristic

analysis published in the journal Nature

blip in the magnetic field – they knew what

on

what

scientists

co
m

Drawing

m.

Astronomy, used data collected much to look for. Scientists detected a brief,
closer to the source and is considered localised bend in the magnetic field that
strong, corroborating support for plumes. had never been explained.
They layered the magnetometry and plasma

evidence to dismiss plumes at Europa,”

wave signatures into new 3D modelling
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“There now seem to be too many lines of

said Robert Pappalardo, Europa Clipper developed at the University of Michigan in
project scientist at NASA’s Jet Propulsion the US, which simulated the interactions of
Laboratory (JPL) in the US. “This result plasma with solar system bodies. The final
makes the plumes seem to be much more

ingredient was the data from Hubble that

real and, for me, is a tipping point. These

suggested dimensions of potential plumes,

are no longer uncertain blips on a faraway NASA said. The result that emerged, with
image,” said Pappalardo.

a simulated plume, was a match to the

Vol. 45 May 2018

At the time of the 1997 flyby, about 200 magnetic field and plasma signatures the
kilometers above Europa’s surface, the

team pulled from the Galileo data. The

Galileo team did not suspect the spacecraft

findings are good news for the Europa

might be grazing a plume erupting from

Clipper mission, who may launch as early

the icy moon. When they examined the

as June 2022, NASA said.

information gathered during that flyby 21

From its orbit of Jupiter, Europa Clipper
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will sail close by the moon in rapid, low- the surplus production phase,” the release
altitude flybys, it said. If plumes are indeed

added. “Taking this into account, the

spewing vapour from Europa’s ocean or policy allows use of surplus food grains
for production of ethanol for blending with

sample the frozen liquid and dust particles.

petrol with the approval of National Biofuel

co
m

subsurface lakes, Europa Clipper could

Coordination Committee.”

The Union Cabinet

The policy also provides for a viability gap
funding scheme of Rs. 5,000 crore in six

m.

Cabinet approves new policy for
biofuels

approved a national years for second generation (more advanced)
ethanol bio-refineries in addition to tax

help farmers dispose of their surplus stock

incentives and a higher purchase price as

in an economic manner but also reduce

compared to first generation biofuels.

India’s oil-import dependence.

“One crore litres of E10 [petrol with 9-10%

“The policy expands the scope of raw

ethanol blended in it] saves Rs. 28 crore

material for ethanol production by allowing

of forex at current rates,” the government

use of sugarcane juice, sugar containing

said. “The ethanol supply year 2017-18 is

materials like sugar beet, sweet sorghum,

likely to see a supply of around 150 crore

starch containing materials like corn,

litres of ethanol which will result in savings

cassava, damaged food grains like wheat,

of over Rs. 4,000 crore of forex.”
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policy on biofuels that seeks to not only

Vol. 45 May 2018

broken rice, rotten potatoes [that are] The release added that one crore litres
unfit for human consumption for ethanol

of E10 saves reduces carbon dioxide

production,” the government said in a

emissions by about 20,000 tonnes.

release.

“For the ethanol supply year 2017-18, there

“Farmers are at a risk of not getting will be lesser emissions of CO2 to the tune
appropriate price for their produce during

of 30 lakh tonnes,” it said. “By reducing
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crop burning and conversion of agricultural

uterus during the time of pregnancy) are

residues/wastes to biofuels there will immune-previleged,
in that they effectively prevent the entry

emissions.”

and exit of cells, the immune cells included.

co
m

be further reduction in greenhouse gas

In the case of the eye, the blood-retinal

TB infection in the eye can lead to
autoimmunity

barrier does the job of blocking the entry of
immune cells. The immune privilege of the

m.

Researchers from Bhubaneswar have for eye is exploited for corneal transplantation
the first time found evidence of how TB from cadavers without the need for tissue
infection of the eye leads to autoimmunity matching, unlike in the case of other organs
such as kidney.

cells of the body instead of protecting them

“It’s generally believed that infection and

— causing widespread disease of the eye

autoimmunity are two separate entities and
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— wherein the immune cells attack the

(uveitis). According to the NIH’s National follow different paths during the evolution
Eye Institute, U.S., uveitis is a group of of disease. But we found TB infection of the
inflammatory

diseases

that

produces eye was responsible for the activation of

swelling and destroys eye tissues. Uveitis

autoimmunity,” says Dr. Basu who is one

can cause mild to severe vision loss.

of the corresponding authors of a paper

“TB-associated uveitis is the most common

published in the journal Investigative

Vol. 45 May 2018

cause of infectious uveitis in India. It Ophthalmology & Visual Science. The work
causes about 10% of all infectious uveitis,”

was done in collaboration with Dr. Satish

says Dr. Soumyava Basu from L V Prasad Devadas from the Institute of Life Sciences,
Eye Institute, Bhubaneswar.

Bhubaneswar.

Certain parts of the body such as the eye, The TB infection of the eye per se does
brain, and reproductive organs (testes and

not cause autoimmunity. Instead, it is
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likely that TB infection damages the blood- Though
retinal barrier thereby allowing some of

both

TB-specific

and

retinal-

specific immune cells are present in the

the autoimmune cells that are present in eye, the researchers found only the retinal-

the eye, the autoimmune cells specifically

co
m

the blood to reach the retina. Once inside specific immune cells were responsible for
the inflammation and eye disease.

target the retina where they proliferate in In subsequent experiments, the researchers
large numbers and produce inflammatory found retinal-specific immune cells (T cells)

widespread eye disease.

m.

chemicals called cytokines, leading to were also resistant to cell death. While the
TB-specific T cells were dying at a normal
rate, retinal-specific autoimmune T cells

get exposed to different cell types present

that were activated weren’t dying easily in

in the body. While most T cells that act

the eyes. The ability of the retinal-specific

against body cells (autoimmunity) naturally

autoimmune cells to persist in the eye

die in the thymus, a few escape and enter

for longer duration results in persistent
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“T cells are generated in the thymus and

the blood circulation,” says Ravichandra inflammation and prolongation of the
Tagirasa who is first author of the paper.

disease process. This adversely affects

The researchers isolated vitreous humor

the long-term prospects for restoring good

(gel) from the diseased eye of patients with

vision in the affected eyes.

ocular TB and stimulated the immune cells “As there are many retinal-specific T

Vol. 45 May 2018

using either TB antigen or retinal antigen. cells, prescribing only anti-TB drugs is
“We thought only the TB antigen can

not enough. The patients must be given

activate the T cells. But to our surprise, adequate anti-inflammatory therapy as
both antigens were able to activate the T

well,” says Dr. Basu.

cells. This was completely unexpected,”
says Tagirasa.
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At the end of August 2017, there were
over 1,186 million wireless telephone
subscriptions in India. Alongside growth,
public concern on potential adverse health
effects of cell phone radiation also grew.

and caused changes in enzyme systems,
protein content, total free amino acids.
The researchers used two separate plastic
containers of equal size and put 15 healthy
male cockroaches in each box. They exposed
the test box containing cockroaches to
radiation from a mobile phone for 1, 3 and

m.

Government of India and its agencies such

radiation induced sedation in cockroaches

co
m

Questionable studies on adverse
effects of mobile phone radiation

as the Indian Council of Medical Research

more seriously; ICMR extended modest

funding to a few institutions to carry out
projects on the adverse effects. These

studies indicated some adverse effects.
Regrettably, there was no critical appraisal

of these questionable studies, though

ICMR repeatedly asserted that there is no
conclusive evidence for any harm.

As studies often appeared in obscure/
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minutes to the mobile phone that was kept
inside the box.
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(ICMR) started addressing these issues

6 h by a full call (nearly 1 minute) every 5

predatory journals, expert bodies such
as International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) mostly ignored them.

A paper in Current Science (December
27, 2017) claimed that mobile phone

In the April 10, 2018 issue of Current
Science, Dr Vijayalaxmi, University of
Texas Health Science Center, U.S. listed
seven basic weaknesses of the study,
which

included

poor

design,

lack

of

positive controls, failure to correlate the
changes observed in several tests to their
significance in human health and farfetched exaggeration of observations to
warn humans.
She served the working group of the
International
on

Cancer

Agency
(IARC),

for
which

Research
classified

radiofrequency electromagnetic fields as
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“possibly carcinogenic” (Group 2 B) as an instance, the two papers by Gandhi and
Singh (2005), Gandhi, and Anita (2005)

She pointed out that in the cockroach-study

claimed that they found cytogenetic and

“there was absolutely no dosimetry giving

genetic damage respectively in mobile

co
m

expert.

the actual exposure to electromagnetic phone users.
radiation in the cockroaches. It is impossible

The IARC monograph 102, an authentic

to replicate/confirm these observations review on the subject, had pointed out

information presented in the article.”

m.

by independent researchers using the “several inconsistencies and weaknesses
in laboratory methods, data collection,

“Overall, the study on cockroaches provides

exposure

no

publications”.

information

for

the

safety
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useful

evaluation of EMR exposure because of

assessment,

etc.

in

both

Another ICMR-funded project reported

Vol. 45 May 2018

the several weaknesses mentioned above. headache, dizziness, numbness in the
It is not possible to draw any meaningful

thigh, and heaviness in the chest among

conclusions related to human health and

mobile

cell phone use to justify the warning,” she

unusual results! Specialists must examine

added.

whether the investigations satisfy the

Other studies

criteria recommended for research studies

On March 2, 2015, in response to questions

by the WHO framework for developing

in the Rajya Sabha, ICMR gave a list of 15

health-based EMF standards (2006).

papers from ICMR-funded projects. These

Since a few countries chose guidelines

projects claimed that they found evidence

stricter

for adverse biological effects.

the International Commission for Non-

Apparently,

the

ICMR

ignored

phone

than

users.

those

These

are

recommended

very

by

IARC’s Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), a

criticism of some of these papers. For few groups in India demanded countryVisit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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specific safety guidelines. On 12 February

phone radiation.

2014, the 53rd report of the Standing

entrust the scientific study on impact of

A common herb of the Himalayas, the

telecom towers and handsets on humans

Himalayan trillium, could soon go locally

to a reputed Government organization in a

extinct in many parts of its range in India

time-bound programme.

if its excessive harvests are not regulated,

Information

Technology

m.

on

co
m

recommended that Government should

Unregulated harvest threatens a
Himalayan herb

Committee

An ICMR-led, All India Institute of Medical claims a recent study in the Journal of
Sciences-partnered

multidisciplinary Ethnopharmacology.
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project is poised “to study the effect of RFR The Himalayan trillium — found across
emitted from cell phone on cancer, heart,

India, Bhutan, Nepal and China — is a

reproductive organs, ear and brain related

natural source of steroidal saponins which

problems, if any”. It must be borne in mind

are important components of steroidal

that the $25 million, US National Toxicology drugs. The plant is popular in traditional

Vol. 45 May 2018

Project which carried out studies of cell Chinese

medicine.

Increased

demands

phone radiation on rats and mouse, with

over the last decade has made its illegal

precise control over all variables, is yet to

collection from the wild a rather lucrative

produce a conclusive report.

business in India: a kilogram fetches about

The infinitely complicated, ICMR study is

Rs.3,000-5,000.

unlikely to offer any actionable inputs to

A

team

including

researchers

at

arrive at India-centric guidelines. Since Uttarakhand’s Kumaun University studied
the present guidelines have a safety factor

the techniques used to gather the plant in

of 500, we need not lose sleep over the

Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh. They

potential adverse effects of cell tower/

accompanied plant collectors on gathering
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Harsh Chauhan from Kumaun University

interviewed 579 plant gatherers and 19

and lead author of the study. Unregulated

traders. They found that current gathering

harvests combined with such low levels

practices are entirely destructive: a single

of reproduction and other pressures like

team uproots all plants in an area lest

grazing could cause local extinction of the

co
m

trips (usually between April-May) and

other collecting teams get to them later. plant in many regions.

Gatherers also noted that they now have “We did not find trilliums in many regions
where

it

was

recorded

before,”

said

m.

to travel further away from their villages

to collect the plants. Traders, who buy the Chauhan.

“The scale at which it is collected will surely

that it moves through a well-established

result in a huge reduction in population

illegal network to Tibet.

and even local extinctions,” said Navendu

The team also studied the occurrence and

Page, a plant ecologist independent of the

regeneration of the plant through field

study. It would be important to include it

surveys of 17 populations growing in three

as a schedule species under the Wildlife
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plants in sacks from villagers, reported

different regions. They found trilliums Protection Act to ensure more protection,
growing mostly in moist hill slopes with

he added.

dense tree cover. The plants germinated

snow melt in April and became dormant in

Gene variations can influence risk
of obesity

September as winter set in.

A team of researchers from New Delhi have

Mature plants (which can live to 30 years or

found an explanation for why one sibling

more) usually produce only one flower per

may develop obesity faster than the other

year and vegetative reproduction through

though brought up under similar home

Vol. 45 May 2018

from underground tubers immediately after

tubers occurs only in very old plants, said environment with almost similar diet and
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In the first stage, 1,283 adolescent boys

The team analysed the genetic variations

and girls divided into two groups based

in genes of over 3,500 urban school going

on their BMI — normal weight and obese/

children (11-17 years) and found certain

overweight were studied.

alterations in two genes — ARID1A and

Blood sample was collected and DNA was

KAT2B — that can delay or hasten the

isolated. Using bioinformatics tools, the

process of obesity development with respect

team studied the genes and looked for any

to the daily habits.

variations. A total of 179 variations in the

m.

co
m

habits.

35 chromatin modifier genes were tested

modifier genes. This is one of the groups of

for their role in obesity. Twenty-eight

genes that signal the healthy and unhealthy

variations in 13 genes were found to confer
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“We analysed the variations in 35 chromatin

habits to the body. In response to your habits risk with overweight. To further validate
(overeating, sedentary lifestyle, exercise) the findings additional 2,247 adolescents
these genes modify the architecture of DNA

were studied in the second phase.

and its associated protein-complex called Finally, a comparative analysis showed
chromatin leading to change in expression

significant associations of two variants in

Vol. 45 May 2018

of several biomolecules responsible for the ARID1A gene and one variation in the
obesity development,” explains Anil K Giri,

KAT2B gene. The ARID1A gene regulates

first author of a paper published in Scientific

transcription of many genes that influence

Reports, from Institute of Genomics and

metabolism while the latter has been

Integrative Biology. These two genes need

reported to code for a protein that controls

to be further analysed to fully understand bodyweight & hyperglycemia in mice.
the mechanism of obesity development in

“The variation in the gene increases

adolescents.

the

obesity

risk

by

enhancing

the

The study was carried out in two stages. effect of environmental factors. Several
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factors

like

sedentary

lifestyle, junk food can further increase the
risk independently. We have found just few
gene variations. Many more to be explored,”
says Anil
“The study was primarily carried out on
Indian

adolescents

of

Indo-European

is

different

from

ours

and

we

are

predominantly starch eating people. Diet

genome

For the first time, the genome of the Royal
Bengal tiger, an endangered big cat, has
been sequenced as part of plans to generate
a high-quality draft genome sequence of
the animal. Although endangered and
threatened by various extinction risks, this
tiger subspecies is the most populous one
with the highest genetic diversity and the
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has been known to play a direct role
in influencing genes related to obesity”

explains Prof. Dwaipayan Bharadwaj from
CSIR-IGIB and corresponding author of
the paper who is currently working at JNU.

“Most of the obesity measures in our study
were significantly associated with these
three variants. Every human behaviour
is dependent on the gene-environment
interaction in some form or other. We are

Vol. 45 May 2018

tiger

m.

origin. Diet of the western population

Royal Bengal
sequenced

co
m

environmental

now working on understanding the various
facets of the environment.”

strongest chance of survival in the wild.
The high coverage genome sequencing and
identification of genome variants in Bengal
tiger (Panthera tigris tigris) were carried out
by scientists from the Centre for Cellular
and Molecular Biology (CSIR-CCMB) and
a Hyderabad-based private company. The
details of the study were published online
in BioRxiv recently. This genome was
compared with the genome of Amur or
Siberian tiger. These two subspecies occur
in diverse environments and the new data
also reveals major variations between the
two. While Amur tiger occurs exclusively in
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sub-temperate and snow-covered habitats, variations and immunity”.
the Bengal tiger occupies diverse tropical

The researchers claim that this is the first

habitats ranging from Himalayan foothills report on the discovery of copy number
variants and large structural variants in

Ghats.

the genome of a wild, endangered species.

Genome data provides an insight into

The comprehensive data of Bengal tiger and

the

genetic

differences

at

co
m

to Central India plateau and the Western

individual Amur tiger genome sequences “will initiate
our understanding on genomic changes

m.

level — ranging from single nucleotide

variations to large structural variants. and the species ability to adapt to discreet
habitats”, the scientists write.

of how the gene variants play a role in

The identification of numerous Simple

adaptation to the environment and disease

Sequence Repeats (SSRs) will help in gaining

susceptibility. In other words, it will reveal

a better insight into population genetics

the changes triggered in the genes due to

and gene flow. Dr. P. Anuradha Reddy,
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It also provides a better understanding

Vol. 45 May 2018

the adaptability to different environments the lead author of the paper said that the
in the evolutionary time scale.

numerous SSRs and SNVs identified in the

The study observed “For a very long time

genome can be used to strengthen forensic

it was believed that single nucleotide

evidence in tiger poaching cases.

variants (SNVs) contribute to a majority

Such studies will also help in improving

of the individual genomic variations. Now

conservation management as authorities

it is recognized, albeit poorly understood,

attempting to relocate an endangered

that much larger changes in the genome animal will have a better understanding of
like structural variants and copy number
variants
to

also

disease

contribute
susceptibility,

its adaptability to the new environment.

significantly CCMB Director, Dr. Rakesh Mishra said
phenotypic

that genome sequencing will help in precise
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understanding of the evolutionary linkage
of

the

organism.

Besides,

Powering change

epigenetic Birgaon is proof of change. This tiny tribal
hamlet — home to about 100 people in

is available.

20 households — lies in the hilly Gumla

co
m

analysis becomes possible once the genome

District of Jharkhand. It is one of the 249

Solar microgrids light up remote
Jharkhand villages

remote villages which got solar microgrids
last year, thanks to a Rs. 110-crore project
the

Jharkhand

Renewable

Energy

m.

When the lights went on in Birgaon for the by

first time on a chilly winter evening late Agency (JREDA), as part of the Centre’s
Deendayal Upadhyay Gram Jyoti Yojana.

to announce in April this year that every

Private solar provider Azure Power won the

village in India now had electricity. Every

bid to build and maintain microgrids in 11

home in Birgaon actually has power,

villages in Gumla and Hazaribagh districts.
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last December, it allowed the government

thanks to a solar microgrid set up in the The 20 photovoltaic panels glint in the
village centre and wired into every home.

scorching sun, out of place amid the old

By government definition, a village is

mud houses of Birgaon. Power lines snake

electrified if 10% of its homes have a power out of a shed which stores the batteries
connection. This means that while all its

and inverter.

villages are officially electrified, 42% of

“We are on the elephant route to the Basa

Vol. 45 May 2018

Jharkhand households — the highest in river and they rampage through the village,
the country — do not have power, yet. mostly before harvest,” says Srisai Kawar,
Now, the State government is mulling a the villager who donated the land on which
new policy, encouraging solar microgrids, the microgrid stands. A few street lights dot
even in villages that are already connected the common areas of the village, while each
to the traditional grid.

home has three LED bulbs and two power
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sockets. “We haven’t had any elephant km road through dense jungles and across
attacks since the light came,” he adds.

three rivers. “These kinds of villages will

For most of the 25 children at the local be almost impossible to reach with regular
transmission lines. Microgrids are the only

means they can occasionally watch films

way,” he says.

on the village’s only television. For Dahari

JREDA director Niranjan Kumar has bigger

Kawal, a Class 6 student, it allows her

plans. “We are coming out with a new solar

co
m

primary school the arrival of electricity

m.

to study at night, leaving the day for microgrid policy in a month. People want
quality, 24/7 power. If a microgrid can

education at a high school in a bigger

provide that, they are willing to pay,” Mr.

village five km away. “I want to become a

Kumar adds. He cites a pilot project where

teacher,” she says.

10 villages are paying up to Rs. 10 per
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other chores. She hopes to continue her

With free power, villagers save Rs. 200 unit for solar microgrids that power small
to Rs. 300 per month otherwise spent

enterprises: rice hullers, oil extractors,

on kerosene. They are willing to pay the wheat mills and poultry farms.
nominal tariff of Rs. 30 per month.

“When the government says that all villages

‘The only way’

are electrified, it’s not really true,” says

Vol. 45 May 2018

When Azure Power’s deputy manager Gabriel Pujur, pradhan of Galu, another
Bikash Kumar first reached Birgaon after

electrified village.

a 200-km journey from Ranchi, he was

He points to Pakartoli, a village on the

appalled by the last stretch. “I wasn’t sure

government’s “electrified” list, where only

how we would get the components of the 21 out of the 114 households actually have
grid over that bumpy track,” he says. To

power according to government data.

exacerbate, to reach Hisir, another project
village, Azure was forced to build a fiveVisit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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India successfully test-fires BrahMos
missile along Odisha coast
India

technologies developed for the first time in
India,” her office said in a twitter post. The

successfully test-fired the Indo- successful test will result in huge savings
of replacement cost of missiles held in the

cruise missile from a test range along the Odisha

inventory of the Indian Armed Forces, it

coast to validate some new features. The missile

said.

was test-fired from a mobile launcher stationed at

The two-stage missile—first being solid

co
m

Russian joint venture BrahMos supersonic

m.

Launch pad 3 of the Integrated Test Range (ITR) at and the second one, a ramjet liquid
propellant—has already been introduced

Research and Development Organisation

in the Army and Navy, while the Air Force

(DRDO) officials said.

version had witnessed successful trial, the
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Chandipur near here at 10.40am, Defence

The trial was conducted to validate its DRDO scientists said. BrahMos variants
“life

extension”

technologies

developed

can be launched from land, air, sea and

for the first time in India by DRDO and

under water.

team BraHmos, said an official of the ITR.

India successfully launched the world’s

Defence

Sitharaman

fastest supersonic cruise missile from

congratulated DRDO scientists and team

a Sukhoi-30 MKI combat jet for the first

BrahMos for the successful launch of

time against a target in the Bay of Bengal

minister

Nirmala

Vol. 45 May 2018

BraHmos missile with new technology in November, 2017, they said. The missiles
today.

land and naval variants are already in

“Smt @nsitharaman congratulates Team

service. At least two Su-30 squadrons with

Brahmos & @DRDO_India for successful 20 planes each are planned to be equipped
flight test carried out at 1040 hrs on

with

the

air-launch

variant

21 May 2018 from ITR, Balasore to

missile, 500kg lighter than land/naval

validate BRAHMOS missile life extension

variants.
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India has already extended the range of submarine launch version of the missile
the three-tonne missile from its earlier system are in progress.
So far, the Army has placed orders for the

fired the variant in March 2017. Increasing

BrahMos missile which are to be deployed

the missile’s range from 400km to further

by three regiments. Two of them are

800km

India’s

already operational. The last land-based

induction into the Missile Technology

trial was conducted from the same base on

Control Regime (MTCR) in June 2016, they

11 March, 2017 successfully.

now

possible

after

m.

said.

is

co
m

290km to 400km and successfully test-

that limited the range of the missile, which

SEBI proposes stringent norms for
debt disclosure

is an Indo-Russian joint venture product,

Listed companies might soon have to make
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Prior to that, India was bound by restrictions

to less than 300km. Currently the Army is a quick disclosure in the event of a default
equipped with three regiments of Block 111

on debt securities or even if the company

version of Brahmos missile. Induction of

is merely expecting a possible delay or

the first version of BrahMos missile system default in the payment of the interest or
in Indian Navy began with INS Rajput in the principal amount.
2005. It is now fully operational with two The Securities and Exchange Board of India
regiments of the Army, said the scientists.

(SEBI), whose attempts last year to tighten

Vol. 45 May 2018

After two successful test trials of BrahMos the disclosure norms for default of loans
missile from INS Kolkata in June 2014 taken from banks or financial institutions
and February 2015, the test firing from

met with opposition and failed ultimately,

INS Kochi on 30 September, 2015, had

plans to amend the listing regulations to

validated the newly commissioned ship’s make such disclosures mandatory.
systems. The air launch version and the

SEBI has proposed amending the Listing
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Finsec Law Advisors. “This time though,

Regulation 2015, with which all listed

the regulator has acted within its powers

companies have to comply.

and has proposed changes to tighten the

The watchdog has proposed changes that

regulations for disclosure by amending the

would make it compulsory for a company

LODR regulations, which every listed entity

co
m

Obligations and Disclosure Requirements

to disclose within 24 hours, any default or has to comply with,” he added.
“With the proposed changes, the regulator

of interest or dividend on debt instruments

aims to move from principal-based to

m.

an expected default or delay in the payment

such as non-convertible debt securities regulation-based disclosure requirements.
(NCDs)

or

non-convertible

While there are obvious incentives for
companies to suppress such disclosures,
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preference shares (NCRPS).

redeemable

‘24-hour timeline’

the proposed changes would explicitly state

Further, if there is any action or proposal

the compliance requirements for the listed

that

could

affect

the

redemption, entities.” said Mr. Parekh, who has earlier

conversion, cancellation, retirement in worked with SEBI as an executive director
whole or in part of the debt securities then

in-charge of legal affairs.

Vol. 45 May 2018

it will also have to be disclosed “as soon Among other things, the regulator wants
as reasonably possible but not later than

listed companies to disclose five days prior

twenty-four hours from occurrence of event

to every quarter details related to interest

or information”, as per SEBI’s discussion

or dividend payable on all NCDs or NCRPS

paper.

during the quarter. Thereafter, within two

“There was a view that SEBI’s circular

working days from the end of the quarter a

last year on debt default disclosure went certificate needs to be provided confirming
beyond the securities market and so got

all such payments.

stalled,” said Sandeep Parekh, founder, Companies will also be required to report
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the current requirement of providing such

The rare Nipah virus has killed at least 10

information every six months.

people out of 12 confirmed cases in Kerala. Chief

“Material deviations in the use of proceeds

Minister Pinarayi Vijayan assured assistance

is a serious issue and needs to be intimated

to the victims’ kin and added that the

more frequently than the instant provision,”

government was handling the issue with

SEBI said in the paper.

‘utmost seriousness.’ “All efforts are also

‘Discrepancy addressed’

being made to ensure that more lives are

Chitlangi,

senior

m.

Tejesh

co
m

proceeds on a quarterly basis instead of

Nipah virus: How foreign media is
covering the outbreak in Kerala

any material deviation in the use of

partner,

IC not lost,” he said. Health Minister KK
Shailaja, meanwhile,
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Universal Legal, is of the view that the

told reporters that

proposals, if accepted in the form proposed, no new cases have been reported in the
would address certain discrepancies in the

last 24 hours and that the World Health

manner disclosures are currently done.

Organisation (WHO) has been informed

“SEBI has sought to address two key

about the outbreak. The Centre has also

issues in relation to the listed companies rushed a rapid response team to contain
who have their debt securities listed. the outbreak.
First, to tighten up the disclosure and The Nipah virus outbreak has triggered panic
governance norms whilst leaving no room not only in Kerala but has also attracted global

Vol. 45 May 2018

for delay in dissemination of material
information...

[and]

second,

to

attention.

also Henk

Bekedam,

WHO’s

representative

rationalise the disclosure norms to mitigate

to India, said the agency is monitoring

the unwarranted hardships faced by the

the outbreak. “Both the central and the

issuers,” he said.

state health authorities have been quick
in responding to the situation and have
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promptly deployed teams and experts to

the deaths in Kerala.

the village to further assess the situation.

experts deployed to the affected areas. We

Amarinder talks tough on molasses
leak in the Beas

co
m

WHO is in close contact with the teams of

await the assessment reports of the teams Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh
to clarify the situation and guide further warned against any laxity in the probe into
action,” he said.

the leakage of molasses into the Beas river
and directed the agencies concerned to

m.

Follow Nipah virus outbreak in
Kerala LIVE UPDATES

state of panic after many cases of the killer
Nipah virus were detected.” The report also
has a mention of nurse Lini Puthussery

who succumbed to the virus and the letter
to her husband Sajeesh that has been
widely shared on social media.

In a report, the BBC also called it a
‘deadly virus’ which is on ‘top of the list’

of 10 priority diseases that the WHO has

Vol. 45 May 2018

offenders.

The Chief Minister sought a detailed
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Gulf News reported that Kerala “is in a

pursue legal and penal action against the

identified as potentials for the next major
outbreak. Calling Lini “India’s hero nurse”,

BBC added, “Her death is being hailed on

social media as a sacrifice.” Aljazeera and
The Independent have also reported about

report by May 24 from the environment
department on the inquiry initiated into
the incident. Several tonnes of molasses,
a by-product of sugarcane processing,
from a mill in Beas town leaked into the
river, damaging aquatic life, polluting the
river water and disturbing the canal-based
water supply in the southern districts of
Faridkot, Muktsar and Fazilka in Punjab.
A large number of fish were found dead in
the Beas on May 17.
Formal hearing
An official release stated that the Punjab
Pollution Control Board is scheduled to
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hold a formal hearing in the matter on The sugar mill representatives have been
May 24. Prosecution has already been

asked to appear before the PPCB authorities

initiated by the department of wildlife for , the official further said.

co
m

the loss of aquatic life. The department Quality of water
of water resources has also initiated legal Reports of water samples collected by the
PPCB from different places in the State

Sugar Mill — under the Canal and Drainage

suggest the quality of raw canal water

Act.

had almost normalised. The departments

Notice issued
The PPCB

m.

proceedings against the factory — Chadha

of water supply, sanitation and local

issued a notice to the mill government, which are responsible for
water supply to villages and towns in

not be initiated against it for the alleged

the affected districts, are, meanwhile,

violations detected by a probe committee.

continuing with regular testing of water

asp
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seeking its reply on why action should

The committee, which submitted its report quality, said the statement.
to the State government , found violations Contaminated water with dead fish and
in the storage of molasses at the factory.

snakes from Punjab had also entered

“Notice has been issued to the Chadha

Rajasthan through Indira Gandhi Canal,

Sugar Mill, Kiri Afghana in Gurdaspur to

affecting water supply to Hanumangarh,

seek reply of its representatives on the

Sriganganagar,

Bikaner,

Jodhpur,

Vol. 45 May 2018

findings of the probe committee,” a senior Jaisalmer and other districts.
official said here.

The water sourced from the Indira Gandhi

The mill belongs to Jasdeep Kaur Chadha, Canal is still unfit for drinking despite a
daughter of former Delhi Gurdwara Sikh drop in contamination levels, officials said
Parbandhak Committee chief Harvinder

.

Singh Sarna.

“The drinking water supply has been
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venture into southeast Arabian Sea from

MLD in Sriganganagar city as we are

May 26 as winds may strengthen in the

not using the canal water for supply

region.

due to contamination,” said Vinod Jain,

In its forecast for the monsoon, the IMD

superintendent

engineer

co
m

reduced from 50 MLD per day to 15

(additional had said the country would receive normal

charge), Public Health and Engineering

rainfall: 97% of the Long Period Average

Department. He said the water is being (LPA) with a model error of ± 5%. “The
country is likely to get 97% of the 89 cm it

m.

supplied on alternate days.

The situation was similar in Hanumangarh.

normally gets between June and September.

Superintendent

Last year, it got 95%,” the forecast had

PHED
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Engineer

(Hanumangarh) Amar Chand Gehlot said said, ruling out “deficient rainfall.”
5 MLD water was being supplied against The forecast was part of the first stage
the regular quota of 13 MLD.

report and the IMD said it would update
the report in June, with separate forecasts

Vol. 45 May 2018

IMD stands by monsoon forecast

for July and August, and for rainfall over

“Mekunu is likely to develop into a very

the country as a whole and seasonal

severe cyclonic storm in the next 24 hours.

(June-September) rainfall over the four

It is very likely to move northwestward and

geographical regions. The IMD uses a

cross south Oman and southeast Yemen.

statistical model for its forecast. Another

As the system is away from the Indian

model,

coast, no adverse weather is expected

forecasts 99% rainfall.

along and off the west coast of India and
Lakshadweep,” she said.

The IMD has advised fishermen not to

called

the

dynamical

model,

What if India hadn’t made friends
with science?
Seventy-two years ago, colonial empires
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collapsed, and close to 80 countries across

benefits of their advice to this day and have

Africa, Asia and Latin America became free

added more. What if we hadn’t?

nations. And each new nation had to plan

Was India prepared for this daring initiative?

co
m

for its future. Yet, among these 80, India As it turns out, modern (Baconian) science
was the lone nation that “made friends had already taken root in Colonial India
since the mid 1700s. (In a forthcoming issue

No other nation did so; it was unique and

of the journal Indian Journal of History

far-reaching!

of Science, stories of about 35 successful

m.

with science” as a policy for development.

Indian practitioners of ‘Western Science’

Nehru declared: “The future belongs to

in colonial India will be highlighted). And

science and those who make friends with

many of its distinguished practitioners

science.” For our growth and welfare as

and their students were Indians in India. It
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Our first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal

an independent, democratic nation, we was the meeting of minds of these scholars
chose science and technology as major

and the political leaders that made India

instruments. A gallery of distinguished modern.
and patriotic scientists, technologists and

It is now 70 years since Independence.

thinkers were approached for advice, and

How well has the practice of science

their advice heeded. Within a decade of

transformed India? It is on this theme

Vol. 45 May 2018

independence, our food production tripled; that the Indian National Science Academy
small pox was eradicated; harmonious

(INSA) has come out with the book: “Indian

sharing of the five Indus rivers with Pakistan

Science: Transforming India — A look back

was agreed upon; dams and waterways

on its 70-year journey; impact of science

was built and five IITs, two agricultural in independent India”. It has 11 stories,
universities and one AIIMS were set up.

written in a lucid and non-jargonian fashion

(Readers will surely add more). We reap the by Drs. Adita Joshi (biologist and educator),
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Dinesh Sharma (journalist and science Pakistan).
writer),

Kavita

Tiwari

(biotechnologist Dinesh

Sharma

gives

an

eminently

and writer) and Nissy Nevil (physicist readable chapter on how the information
technology (IT) revolution came about. It

articles showcase how: (i) modern science

comes as a revelation to read that Dr P.

co
m

and science policy consultant). These

is the key; (ii) large scale applications are C. Mahalanobis (who started the Indian
Statistical Institute, ISI) helped fabricate

of a nation; (iii) community participation

computing machines locally in 1943, and

m.

possible which can transform the economy

how one of the earliest (analog) computers

practice, (iv) a sense of daring or challenging

was the joint baby of ISI and Jadavpur

existing mores is important and (v) how a

University. Sharma recalls the untiring

ready adaptation of ‘modern biology’, and

efforts of Dr R. Narasimhan at TIFR

its use for general welfare is appreciated

Bombay in developing the TIFRAC digital

even by rural populations.

computer, and salutes the legendary Dr V.

Adita Joshi writes on how the indelible ink,

Rajaraman, without whose timely books

used to identify voters, was first developed

India would not have advanced so fast in
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is vital for understanding, acceptance and

by Dr Salimuzzaman Siddiqui, way back in IT. His books became the “Grey’s Anatomy”
the 1940s for the CSIR in Calcutta. (On an

for IT students!

Vol. 45 May 2018

aside, it is worth noting here that after he Kavita

Tiwari

describes

how

organic

moved to Pakistan in 1951, he became the

chemistry gave birth in India to generic

father of modern science and technology

drugs, and how Dr Yusuf Hamied of

of that nation, establishing the Pakistan

Cipla dared major multinational pharma

Academy of Sciences, Pakistan CSIR, companies and began making and selling
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission and

anti-HIV drugs to needy patients in Africa

others. He was thus Colonial India’s gift to

for a dollar a day per patient — a Gandhian
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dare! A similar, though less dramatic, dare engaged in the famous Indian practice of
is the story of Shantha Biotechnics, who “reverse engineering”— open up a machine,
study its parts, understand them well and

than Rs 50 a shot.

then start making the machine yourself.

Kavita also writes about India’s White

There are surely more such examples that

Revolution,

and

how

co
m

make and sell hepatitis vaccines for less

community transformed India, and we hope INSA will
bring out these too. The pdf of the present

about by Mr Verghese Kurien, making

book is available free at http://www.

m.

partnership and ownership was brought

India the largest milk producer in the
world.

Community

participation

insaindia.res.in/scroll_news_pdf/ISTI.pdf

again and the hard copy from Dr. Seema Mandal
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becomes the major source of success in the at < sci-soc@insa.nic.in> for a price. Books
Lab-to-Land story by Adita on the Samba

of this kind are important since they give a

Mahsuri rice (developed by Dr Ramesh

perspective of what all a country dedicated

Sonti), and the story of Kavita on the to science can achieve. We need more
shrimp aquaculture by the Coastal Indian

science and even more science to make our

fishermen.

country shine. Technology helps a country

An unusual and not well known success

grow, but science is vital for technology to

Vol. 45 May 2018

story, narrated by Nissy Nevil, is that of be born and to grow. It is for this reason
two engineers Arvind Patel and Dhirajlal

that Prof. C. N. R. Rao persuaded the

Kotadia, who along with the computer expert

government to establish several Indian

Rahul Gayvala, invented the technique

Institutes

of laser-assisted cutting of diamonds and

Research (IISER), similar to the IITs but

quickly made Surat the capital of diamond

with a focus on science. Many of them are

of

Science

Education

and

processing technology of the world. It is also already among the best centres of science.
interesting to note that Patel and Kotadia

There is one gripe that many of us have,
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and that is, while the Central government

of operation.

is the major, indeed lone, supporter of

The current produced by the nickel-

research in these areas, why do the states coated paper electrodes remained constant
even when the material was subjected to

houses and foundations not spend even a

extreme deformation — bending up to 180

rupee to fund competitive research? The

degree. Similarly, the electrodes remained

co
m

not pitch in? And why do private industrial

late Dr K. Anji Reddy was a refreshing stable even when the electrolyte (potassium

m.

exception. He said: “you do good science, hydroxide) was made highly corrosive —
and I will give you the money”. When will more than 10 days of continuous operation
today’s industrialists ever learn?

at 1M (pH 14) and at least 12 hours at 10
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M concentration.

Paper-based electrodes show
superior water-splitting efficiency

The

Using

nickel

Department of Chemical Sciences showed

nanoparticles and model catalysts as

that their method could be extended

paper

coated

with

researchers

Bhattacharyya

led

by

from

the

Prof.

Sayan

Institute’s

electrodes, researchers at Indian Institute to other common substrates such as a
of Science Education and Research (IISER)

cotton cloth which has similar structural

Kolkata have been able to split water and

characteristics like paper.

generate oxygen and hydrogen gas with

“Besides using it as paper-based electrodes,

Vol. 45 May 2018

very low overpotentials (voltage applied this is a platform technology for multiple
over and above the theoretical voltage

applications. We are currently testing the

to split water). The flexible electrodes nickel-coated paper as a glucose biosensor
recorded 98% water-splitting efficiency for detection of diabetes. It can be used
and maintained robustness and durability in
even after more than 10 continuous days

resource-poor

settings,”

says

Prof.

Bhattacharyya. The team has used their
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electrodes to fabricate wearable paper- stable catalysts that have high activity —
generate higher current at lower applied

Porous surface

voltage. The more current produced the

“The paper-electrode has highly porous

more will be amount of water split and

catalytic surface and this increases the

hydrogen gas produced.

kinetics of the reaction — ability of water

The researchers were able to split water

co
m

based batteries.

molecules to reach the active sites in the and generate oxygen when the voltage
electrode. The high porosity is responsible

applied (on top of the theoretical voltage to

m.

for the high efficiency of the paper- split water) was as low as 240 millivolt to
get a current density of 50 milliamperes per

from the Department of Chemical Sciences,

sq.cm. In the case of hydrogen, the applied
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electrode,” says Atharva Sahasradudhe

IISER Kolkata and first author of a paper voltage was just 32 millivolt to generate 10
published in Nature Communications.

milliamperes per sq.cm current density.

The porous nature of the paper and

“The porosity increases the ability of the

Vol. 45 May 2018

abundance of functional groups on cellulose water molecules to reach the catalytic sites
microfibres help in strongly binding different

where the molecules get split into hydrogen

metal ions and finally nickel nanoparticles

and oxygen gas,” says Sahasradudhe.

in a three-step immersion process. Coating

The researchers also used nickel-coated

the paper with nickel makes it electrically

paper electrodes that had no catalysts.

conductive. The nickel-coated paper is then

According to Prof. Bhattacharyya, the paper

coated with two different catalysts (nickel- electrodes coated with only nickel, which
iron oxyhydroxide and nickel-molybdenum

can be used both as anode and cathode for

alloy) to serve as an anode and a cathode.

splitting water, had far better performance

Splitting water to generate oxygen and

than other such catalysts reported till date.

hydrogen gas requires cost-effective and The

team

achieved

“excellent”
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splitting

ability

when

nickel-paper away using crackers, loud noises and even

electrodes coated with catalysts were used

vehicles. The resulting stress signatures,

in electrolysis cells.

including

The total cell voltage required was merely

glucocorticoids, are evident in elephant

hormones

such

as

co
m

specific

1.51 V at 10 milliamperes per sq.cm current poop.
density. “The lower cell voltage required

To find out how stressed wild elephants in

to split water reflects the performance of

human landscapes are, a team of scientists

m.

the electrodes. This is one of the lowest from institutes including the National
reported values for water splitting in basic

Institute

of

Advanced

Studies

(NIAS)

medium,” says Prof. Bhattacharyya.

followed 69 elephants in Tamil Nadu’s
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Valparai – a place of intense man-elephant

Elephant drives lead to spikes in
stress levels

conflict – and picked up fresh elephant

Despite adapting to stressful human-

Similarly, they also studied elephants in

dung deposited right after elephant drives.

Vol. 45 May 2018

dominated landscapes, elephant stress the evergreen forests of Vazhachal nearby,
levels increase drastically after ‘elephant

where there is no prolonged exposure to

drives’ – where people actively chase away

human presence. At the Laboratory for

elephants – find scientists.

the Conservation of Endangered Species,

Like humans, elephants also experience

CCMB, Hyderabad, they quantified faecal

stress. Humans are also one of the

glucocorticoid metabolite (fGCM) levels,

causes of this stress: as their habitats

higher levels of which imply more stress.

are encroached, elephants have no option

Contrary to their expectations, elephants

but to use human-dominated landscapes, in human-dominated regions had similar
which brings them in contact with people

baseline stress levels as those dwelling in

regularly. People react by driving elephants

the fairly undisturbed forests of Vazhachal.
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drives should be discouraged and the

stressful incidents in human landscapes,

free movement of elephants facilitated, to

the stress levels of elephants there are

reduce stress, write Vijayakrishnan and

comparable

undisturbed

his colleagues in their study published

regions,” says Sreedhar Vijayakrishnan

in General and Comparative Endocrinology.

to

those

in

co
m

“This tells us that despite facing more

(NIAS), lead author of the study. “So “The study provides good insight into
elephants in human-dominated regions

how driving operations could influence

seem to have adapted to the stress.”

elephants’

m.

health,”

commented Sanjeeta Sharma Pokharel,

to adapt to the stress that elephant drives

who was not part of the research and has
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But interestingly, they have not been able

cause, adds Vijayakrishnan.

studied faecal glucocorticoid metabolites

After drives, the stress levels of adults and

in elephants in the Nilgiris.

sub-adults increased by 24% and 54%

respectively. Calves showed the highest
stress: more than 100% higher than
normal. Males too showed almost 40%
higher stress.

“Such negative interactions that cause

consistently high levels of stress can affect

Vol. 45 May 2018

physiological

elephant survival and reproduction,” says
Vijayakrishnan.

Elephant immune systems starts shutting
down and even the estrus cycle in females
can cease due to stress. Hence, elephant

IIT Guwahati: Disposable biosensor
selectively detects alcohol
There is a lot of interest now in developing
biosensors that have short response time,
selectivity and sensitivity. Researchers
from IIT Guwahati have developed a paperbased biosensor that can detect ethanol.
The short response time of about 10
seconds to detect ethanol and the range
of concentrations to which the response
was

proportional

make

particularly attractive.
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With available hand-held devices such as

can capture electrons from donors and

breath analysers being non-specific, non- transfer them to electron acceptors. When
selective, requiring extra power sources, sprayed

the

cyanobacterial

layer,

ethanol interacts with the cell membrane

co
m

being expensive to fabricate and so on,

on

cheap and effective biosensors become causing it to degrade and release the
necessary. The research has been published

electron transfer proteins, which come

in the journal ACS Applied Materials & in contact with the anode. They transfer
electrons to the anode, causing a potential

m.

Interfaces.
The team fabricated the device using

difference between the anode and the

chromatography

patterned

cathode. The researchers confirm that this

anodic and cathodic zones on it. A silk-

potential surge increases with increase

based nano-biocomposite layer was fixed

in the concentration of ethanol. Further,

and
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paper

in the anodic zone, and when it was half- the response of the device to ethanol and
dry, the team coated it with cyanobacteria

methanol was markedly different. This

— a group of photosynthetic bacteria.

selectivity was also established by the

The bacteria could stay alive and conduct

group.

their metabolic activities because of the The magnitude of the surge in potential when

Vol. 45 May 2018

silk-based composite. “The miniaturised the device is sprayed with ethanol could
device allowed a decrease in response time

be correlated with ethanol concentrations

to about 10 seconds,” says Dr Pranab

(0.001 to 20%). The device has a detection

Goswami of the Department of Biosciences

limit of 0.13%.

and Bioengineering, IIT Guwahati, who led “The paper-based device is prepared in a
the study.
The

cell

disposable format and can be used only

membrane

of

cyanobacteria

once,” says Sharbani Kaushik, who is at

contains electron transfer proteins that the Centre for Energy, IIT Guwahati and
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is the first author of the paper. The team different giving each type a different
plans to make the biosensor commercially

shape, size and crystal facet or plane,”

available.

explains Sourav Ghosh, Ph.D. student at

IISc team
enzyme

synthesises

artificial

published in Angewandte Chemie.
The team then studied the ability of the

Nanomaterials that can behave like human
have

now

been

nanozyme to catalytically reduce hydrogen

successfully peroxide, as high levels have been reported

m.

enzymes

co
m

the institute and first author of the paper

to generate reactive oxygen species and

Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru.

subsequently

They produced the new nanozyme —

which can damage the DNA, proteins and
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synthesized by a team of researchers from

induce

oxidative

stress,

nanomaterial with enzyme-like activity — lipids.
by using vanadium pentoxide nanocrystals The
of just 150-200 nm size.

enzyme

glutathione

peroxidase

maintains the levels of hydrogen peroxide

The nanozyme was able to act like the in our body and prevents cell damage.

Vol. 45 May 2018

natural antioxidant enzyme glutathione But under oxidative stress condition,
peroxidase in our body and help maintain

the amount of enzyme is not sufficient

the hydrogen peroxide levels within the

to maintain the hydrogen peroxide level.

threshold. They synthesised the nanozyme

“Under these circumstances, the nanozyme

with

that precisely functions as the natural

four

different

morphologies

—

nanowires, nanosheets, nanoflowers and enzyme can be used,” explains Prof. G.
nanospheres.

Mugesh from the Department of Inorganic

“All four morphologies are basically made

and Physical Chemistry at the institute

of the vanadium and oxygen in the same and corresponding author of the paper.
ratio. The methods of production is slightly Kinetics and spectroscopy studies showed
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down the level of hydrogen peroxide. The
nanozyme uses the same pathway as the
natural enzyme but without generating
any free radicals.
The team then studied if the change in
morphology affected the catalytic ability

India is failing to meet its conservation goals
amid declining global biodiversity, even as
the world celebrates the International Day
for Biological Diversity (IBD) .
IBD

marks

“25

the highest activity among the four types,

indicating that the surface-exposed crystal

The

study

was

primarily

aimed

at

understanding the effect of different crystal
facets of nanozymes on their enzyme
mimetic activity. The team plans to carry
out studies on mice models to understand

more about the four nanozyme forms and
their potential as therapeutic agents.

Nanozymes with tunable catalytic properties

are emerging as the next generation of

Vol. 45 May 2018

Convention

on

artificial enzymes that find applications
in neuroprotection, cardioprotection and
cancer therapy.

of

Action

for

Biological

Biodiversity

(CBD). A total of 196 countries, including
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facets play crucial roles in the catalysis.

Years

Biodiversity” initiated by the United Nations

m.

and found that the nanospheres showed

India falling short of meeting
conservation goals on biodiversity

co
m

that the nanozyme was able to bring

India, are signatories of the CBD and will
highlight their achievements as part of the
programme.
India is a treasure trove of biodiversity,
hosting 7-8% of all recorded species
globally, including over 45,000 species of
plants and 91,000 species of animals. It
is also among the few countries that have
developed a biogeographic classification for
conservation planning, and has mapped
biodiversity-rich

areas,

a

government

report says.
“India currently spends about $2 billion
per

year

on

biodiversity
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efforts, but the country requires between

increase by 1% or 8,021 sq. km in forest

$5-15 billion more every year to meet its and tree cover in 2015-2017.
biodiversity conservation targets,” said

Yet there are glaring examples of how

coordinator for India.
All

196

signatories

co
m

Yuri Afanasiev, United Nations resident natural forest is getting fragmented by
linear infrastructure. Rampant poaching
are

part

of

the of endangered species, excessive pollution,

Strategic Plan for Biodiversity for 2011-

unplanned

infrastructure

and

urban

m.

2020. However, with only two years left development are indicating a decline in
biodiversity, experts say.

to celebrate when the actual figures and

Globally, biodiversity continues to decline

status are considered.

in every region of the world. “Nature’s
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for completion, experts say there is little

India is falling way short of fulfilling capacity to contribute to people is being
conservation goals. In the last three years,

degraded, reduced and lost due to a

it has lost 36,500 hectares of forest land

number of common pressures – habitat

to development. Expansion of National loss; overexploitation and unsustainable
Highways 6 and 7 in central India is use of natural resources; air, land and
destroying at least six crucial tiger corridors,

water pollution; the impact of invasive alien

including the Pench-Kanha corridor. The

species and climate change. This alarming

submergence of a part of the Panna tiger trend endangers economies; livelihoods,

Vol. 45 May 2018

reserve

by

river

interlinking

projects, food security and the quality of life of

proposed denotification of tiger reserves

people everywhere,” said over 550 global

for mining and hydropower projects are

scientists and experts in a statement at the

also huge setbacks for the conservation of

Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform

biodiversity.

on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services

The government says there has been an

(IPBES) held in March.
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Nasa Curiosity rover drilling Mars
rocks again

innovation from 60 million miles away.

Nasa’s Curiosity Mars rover has successfully

successful,” said Lee.

collected the first rock samples on the red

Drilling is a vitally important part of

planet in over a year, using a new way

Curiosity’s capabilities to study Mars.

co
m

We’re thrilled that the result was so

to drill rocks and extract powder from Inside the rover are two laboratories that are
them. Curiosity tested percussive drilling able to conduct chemical and mineralogical

inches into a target called “Duluth.”

analyses of rock and soil samples. The

m.

this past weekend, penetrating about two

samples are acquired from Gale Crater,

Nasa’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) which the rover has been exploring since
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in the US has been testing this drilling 2012. Curiosity’s science team has been
technique since a mechanical problem took

eager to get the drill working before the

Curiosity’s drill offline in December 2016.

rover leaves its current location near Vera

This technique, called Feed Extended

Rubin Ridge.

Drilling, keeps the drill’s bit extended out

Fortunately, it was near enough to drill

past two stabiliser posts that were originally targets like Duluth to drive back down the
used to steady the drill against Martian

ridge. Sunday’s drill sample represents a

rocks. It lets Curiosity drill using the force quick taste of the region before Curiosity
of its robotic arm, a little more like the way moves on. Demonstrating that Curiosity’s

Vol. 45 May 2018

a human would drill into a wall at home.

percussive drilling technique works is a

“The team used tremendous ingenuity milestone in itself. But that doesn’t mean
to devise a new drilling technique and the work is over for engineers at JPL.
implement it on another planet,” said Steve

“We’ve been developing this new drilling

Lee, Curiosity deputy project manager technique for over a year, but our job isn’t
at JPL. “Those are two vital inches of done once a sample has been collected on
Visit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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Mars,” said Tom Green, a systems engineer Hyderabad.
who helped develop and test Curiosity’s

“Indian monsoon, both southwest and

new drilling method. “With each new northeast is complex. It depends on various
climatic forcings (conditions) like El Nino,

for improvements we can make and then

Indian Ocean Dipole, which affect rainfall

head back to our test bed to iterate on the

in different regions, in different ways. We

process,” said Green.

studied these factors and assigned a value

co
m

test, we closely examine the data to look

to each,” said professor Arun Chakroborty
from IIT Kharagpur.

Scientists have developed a new model

major problems. First, they respond a little

m.

Scientists develop new model to
determine monsoon variations
across India

Researchers highlight that current dynamic
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models used for monsoon forecast face two

for estimating variability and trends in too much to El Nino Southern Oscillation
rainfall over different climate regions of the

(ENSO). Second, the relationship between

country, which is set to help in improving

Equatorial

the existing weather forecasting for both

(EQUINOO) and summer monsoon in

the southwest and northeast monsoons.

models has been found to be opposite to

Indian

Ocean

Oscillation

Vol. 45 May 2018

The new statistical model based on multiple actual observation.
linear regression (MLR) has been developed

“In observation, we find a positive co-

by scientists from the Centre for Oceans,

relation between EQUINOO and monsoon,

Rivers, Atmosphere and Land Sciences but it is opposite in the models. So, if we can
(CORAL),

IIT

Kharagpur,

the

Indian

improve our understanding of EQUINOO’s

Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), impact on monsoon, then we can make
Pune, and the Indian National Centre for corrections in the dynamic model and
Ocean

Information

Services

(INCOIS), improve our teleconnections. This will help
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us get an accurate monsoon forecast,” said ENSO and EQUINOO are two major drivers
for Indian monsoon and explain around

that it is also one of the objectives of the

50% variability in monsoon.

National Monsoon Mission.

With the accuracy of current monsoon

The study published recently in Scientific

forecast models limited because of the

Reports also analysed changes in the

lack of data and adequate information on

co
m

Dr P.A. Francis, from INCOIS, highlighting

monsoon from 1979 to 2017 and found a climatic processes, researchers said such

m.

significant positive trend (0.43mm/day/ studies would help scientists to better
decade) in northwest India for the southwest tune their models for accurate weather
prediction.

and northeastern states,” said first author

The research assumes significance as the

P.J. Nair, from IIT Kharagpur.

monsoon decides the livelihood of more than

“It’s significant to note that the increase/

a billion people and influences the agrarian
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monsoon. “But it showed a decline in south

decrease of rainfall, for both summer and economy which is largely dependent on its
winter monsoon is not uniform in all regions

accurate forecast. The situation warrants

and so is the effect of these climatic factors. continuous surveillance of Indian rainfall.
For instance, for most of mainland, El Niño

the country, it is not that bad,” said co-

Women’s health crucial to combat
stunting: study

author Professor J. Kuttippurath from IIT

A first of-its-kind study across all 640

Kharagpur.

districts of the country highlights the

The research is one of the first to have

impact of women’s health on stunting of

analysed the variability of the Indian

children.

monsoon because of these factors together.

According to the International Food Policy

It confirmed with statistical analysis, that

Research Institute (IFPRI) study, analysing

Vol. 45 May 2018

is bad, but for the northeastern parts of
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data from the National Family Health

and island States account for nearly 2.4

Survey (NHFS)- IV, parameters related to million. Within the States, however, the
women, including education and age at

levels vary with regions in Andhra Pradesh

co
m

marriage, account for 50% of the difference and Karnataka recording high prevalence.
between districts with high and low levels The research highlights the need for
targeted policy intervention to combat

of five.

stunting, with a focus on addressing critical

Across the country, in 239 districts more

determinants in individual districts.

m.

of stunting among children below the age

than 40% of the children are stunted, while “Women related parameters are great
441 districts record between 30% and 40 drivers and these have to be focussed upon.
This will involve interventions through the

between 10% and 20%, most of them in

course of a girl’s life such as her education,

South India, the study reports.

nutrition, marriage as well as when she is

South does better

a mother,” says Purnima Menon, senior

India accounts for approximately a third of

research fellow at IFPRI.

the world’s stunted children at 63 million.

Four parameters

While levels have improved in the country

The four crucial parameters in women that

from 48% in 2006 to 38.4% in 2016, there

together contribute to a 44% reduction
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% of stunting. Only 29 districts have levels

are wide variations among different districts in stunting among children are levels of

Vol. 45 May 2018

ranging between 12.4% and 65.1%.

body mass index accounting for 19% of

The populous northern States account the difference between districts; education
for more than 80% of stunted children accounting for 12% of the difference; age at
at 52.6 million. In comparison, all of the marriage contributing a 7% reduction and
southern States together have 8.1 million

ante-natal care adding 6%.

stunted children and the north-eastern

Among other important factors highlighted
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by the study, authored by Purnima Menon,

The officials said combined Periyar credit

Rashmi Avula, Derek Headey, Phuong

was 2,426 mfct and for releasing water it

Ngyuen, are adequate diet for children (9%), had to go up to at least 4,000 mcft.
If this trend continued for a week, the

(7%).

storage level would go up to facilitate

co
m

household assets (7%) and open defecation

release of water for irrigation of the first

Officials hope to release water from
Periyar dam in time

crop.

Meanwhile,

Agriculture

department

m.

Public Works department officials are officials have started importing required
quantum of fertilizers and other inputs

for irrigation of the first crop in double-

to maintain sufficient stock in all sales
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hoping to release water from Periyar dam

cropping area of Cumbum valley in the first

outlets, including cooperative societies, for

week of June, thanks to the early onset of timely distribution to farmers.
Southwest monsoon and heavy inflow into

Farmers were jubilant over the early onset

the dam.

of the monsoon in Kerala. Summer rain

Catchment areas of Periyar dam and the

helped them plough lands. Intermittent

dam site have been experiencing heavy

showers in the last one week too encouraged

downpour for the past few days. Inflow into

them to start preliminary work, including

the dam shot up to 1,213 cusecs morning preparing fields, for the first crop in the

Vol. 45 May 2018

which was just 488 cusecs.
The

officials,

however,

valley.

reduced

the

Farmers in rain-fed areas are also happy as

discharge from 100 cusecs to 50 cusecs

early onset of monsoon will ensure at least

to improve the storage level. The dam site

single crop this season. They also hope

recorded a rainfall of 73 mm and Thekkadi

that they will not face any water shortage.

38.2 mm.

They have been advised to mechanise farm
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activities in order to tide over labour shortage.
Water level in major dams in Theni district has been increasing steadily. Sothuparai
dam has been overflowing for the past 11 days. Storage level is comfortable in Manjalar

co
m

and Shanmughanadhi dams.
Farmers are hopeful that water will be released from all dams for irrigation.
The PWD officials said they would release water from the dams once they received order
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m.

from the government.
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Misc. News
and Events

Commission from its list of approved
journals.
The Economic and Political Weekly (online),

co
m

journals from NCERT and Indian Council
of Historical Research (ICHR) and many

Subhash
Chandra
Khuntia
appointed as IRDAI Chairman

journals from the Banaras Hindu University,

Former

the Centre’s latest NIRF report, are also on

officer

Subhash

Chandra

m.

IAS

Khuntia was appointed as the Chairman
Insurance

Regulatory

Development Print edition

Authority of India (IRDAI) for three years.
His

the ‘removed’ list.
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of

ranked third among Indian universities by

appointment

was

approved

However, sources say the print edition of

by EPW is still on the approved list.

Appointments Committee of the Cabinet, These instances have come to light with the
IRDAI said in a statement. Mr. Khuntia will UGC bringing out its list of 4,305 ‘removed’
succeed T S Vijayan, who completed his publications

after

“complaints

about

five-year term in February. The post has inclusion of poor-quality or questionable
been lying vacant since February 21.

journals”.
Prestigious names like the Journal of the

Vol. 45 May 2018

Oxford Centre of Buddhist Studies and the

Niche journals out of UGC list

Harvard Asia Pacific Review figure among

Some respected journals from Oxford and

the 4,305 journals that have been removed

Harvard Universities, apart from journals from the list.
from well-known Indian institutions, have The website of the Harvard Asia Pacific
been removed by the University Grants

Review says that it has carried papers by
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world leaders, including former Chinese For the first time in almost 70 years, there
President

Jiang

Zemin,

and

eminent will be no Nobel Literature Prize this year,
after the Swedish Academy that selects

A perusal of its issues shows that it had

the laureate failed to contain a deep crisis

also published a paper titled India’s Future

stemming from the anti-sexual harassment

in Space Exploration, co-authored by K

#MeToo campaign.

co
m

scholars.

Kasturirangan — now head of the panel “We find it necessary to commit time to

m.

to prepare the final draft of India’s new recovering public confidence in the Academy
education policy — in 2008.

before the next laureate can be announced,”
the Academy’s interim permanent secretary
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ICHR’s Itihasa and NCERT’s The Primary

Teacher, Indian Educational Review and Anders Olsson said in a statement , adding
Indian Journal of Teacher Education also

that two prizes would be announced in

figure

2019.

among

‘removed’

journals.

The

Vol. 45 May 2018

UGC-approved list is the recognised one The body has been in turmoil since
for granting points — under the Academic

November, when in the wake of the

Performance Indicators (API) system — to

global

college and university faculty members who

newspaper

get their papers published in them.

testimonies of 18 women claiming to have been

So, papers published in blacklisted journals

raped, sexually assaulted or harassed by Jean-

will not win API points. And domestic

Claude Arnault, an influential figure on the

journals can suffer if they are out of the list,

Swedish culture scene.

as people will not publish in them.

Mr. Arnault, the French husband of Academy

Nobel Literature Prize put off to
2019 after #MeToo turmoil

#MeToo

campaign,

Swedish

DagensNyheter published the

member and poet Katarina Frostenson, has
denied the allegations. The revelations have
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sowed deep discord among the Academy’s

Faulkner received the prize a year later,

18 members about how to handle the matter,

when Bertrand Russell was also honoured.

and in recent weeks, six of them have

The same scenario, in which two laureates

co
m

resigned, including permanent secretary are announced in one year, has also
Sara Danius.

occurred on four other occasions.

“The active members of the Swedish

“I think it’s wise, this is the best decision

Academy are, of course, fully aware that

they could make. They’ll have a chance to

m.

the present crisis of confidence places high restore [the Academy] this year and fill the
empty seats, and come back with a strong

for change,” Mr. Olsson said.

Academy that can award the prize,”Dagens
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demands on a long-term and robust work

Seen as bearers of high culture, the Nyheter’sliterature critic Maria Schottenius
Academy, founded in 1786, is traditionally said.
known for its integrity and discretion, with

Several Academy members had recently

its meetings and decisions shrouded in suggested the 2018 prize could be postponed
secrecy.

because of the crisis, which has dragged the

But the row has turned into a titillating public body’s reputation — and that of the Nobel
spectacle, with Academy members dealing

Literature Prize — through the mud.

ugly blows to each other in the media.

After the women spoke out in the media,

Vol. 45 May 2018

Member Horace Engdahl, for example, the Academy cut all ties with Mr. Arnault’s
called Ms. Danius “the worst” permanent

cultural centre Forum in Stockholm, which it

secretary in the Academy’s history.

had subsidised for years and which was a

Previous instances

key meeting point for the country’s cultural

The last time the institution delayed a prize

elite.

announcement was in 1949, when William Prosecutors announced in mid-March that
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they had dropped parts of their investigation

was the one found in Jack Hill, Western

against Mr. Arnault due to lack of evidence. Australia, which was 4,400 million years
The rest of the investigation is still ongoing.

old and is the oldest known rock sample.

co
m

But the zircon in this case was from

World’s second oldest rock is from

metamorphosed sedimentary rock, unlike

Odisha

the Singhbhum one, which was formed from

A rock sample recovered nearly eight years magma.

m.

ago from Champua in Odisha’s Kendujhar “Thus, the Singhbhum rock from where the
district has put India at the forefront of

zircon was recovered is the second oldest

geological research in the world.

and its zircon, the oldest magmatic zircon
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Scientists have found in the rock a grain of on earth,” Dr.Mazumder said.
magmatic zircon (a mineral that contains

Along

with

Dr.Mazumder,

Trisrota

traces of radioactive isotopes) that is an

Chaudhuri, a scholar with the University

estimated 4,240 million years old — a of Calcutta who is also associated with the
discovery of great promise to study the Geological Survey of India (GSI), had spent
earth’s early years.

years researching the Singhbhum rocks of

Geologists from the University of Calcutta

Odisha.

and Curtin University, Malaysia, along with Dr.Mazumder and Ms. Chaudhuri studied

Vol. 45 May 2018

researchers from the Chinese Academy the samples at the Geological Studies Unit
of Geological Sciences, Beijing, made the

of the Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata.

discovery, which was published last week

The isotopic analysis was a big challenge.

in the journalScientificReports.

They approached many laboratories in

RajatMazumder, geologist and one of the

Australia, Canada, Germany and the US, in

authors of the paper, said that the only vain. They finally turned to China.
instance of zircon older than this discovery

Analysis of samples
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Resolution Ion Microprobe (SHRIMP). It is

Domestic Violence Act for divorced
women too

not available in India. Dr.Yusheng Wan, a

The Domestic Violence Act — meant to punish

“The machine used is called Sensitive High

co
m

Senior Researcher with the Beijing SHRIMP men who abuse women in a relationship —
Center at the Chinese Academy of Geological extends to all man-woman relationships,
and also protects divorced women from

four samples on a collaboration basis,”

their former husbands, the Supreme Court

Dr.Mazumder said.

has upheld.

m.

Sciences, Beijing, agreed to analyse only

The analyses confirmed the presence of two A three-judge Bench of Justices RanjanGogoi,
R. Banumathi and Naveen Sinha confirmed

4,030 million years old.

a Rajasthan High Court ruling of 2013
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zircon grains that were 4,240 million and

“The study of these zircons will add

that the term ‘domestic violence’ cannot be

valuable information about the presence of

restrained to marital relations alone.

water in the first few hundred million years

The Supreme Court’s recent order, based

of the Earth’s history. It will also give us on a question of law raised by advocate
more clues to when plate tectonics began,

DushyantParashar, found no reason to

adding to the speculation stemming from differ with the High Court’s conclusion
the Jack Hill Zircons of Western Australia,” that
Dr.Mazumder said.

Vol. 45 May 2018

The

study

suggests

‘domestic

relationship’

includes

“consanguinity, marriage, a relationship in

that

the

Earth’s

the nature of marriage, adoption or as family

primitive crust was mafic (rich in iron and

members living together as a joint family”.

magnesium).

Not confined
The apex court did not intervene with the
interpretation that ‘domestic relationship’ is
not confined to the “relationship as husband
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and wife or a relationship in the nature of dispossess the woman from a jointly-owned
marriage, but it includes other relationship

property or refuse to return her ‘stridhan’ or

as well such as sisters, mother, etc.”.

valuable security or other property. The Act

relationship

includes

any

relationship between two persons who
either live at the present moment or have
at any point of time in the past lived

ambit.

Uday Express to be flagged off from
Coimbatore on June 10

m.

together in a shared household... Absence

brings all these acts of violence within its

co
m

“Domestic

of subsisting domestic relationship in no

The much-awaited Utkrisht double-decker

manner prevents the court from granting

air-conditioned yatri (Uday) Express will
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certain reliefs specified under the Act,” the be flagged off from Coimbatore on June
High Court’s reasoning was upheld by the

10 by Union Minister of State for Railways

Bench.

RajenGohain.

The court held that domestic violence can

A communiqué received by the Southern

continue even after divorce and the reach of

Railway

General

Manager

R.K.

the Act should not be shackled by confining Kulshreshta, from the Office of the Minister,
only for the protection of women living in

said “the Minister will inaugurate Train

marriage. It illustrated how a divorcee

No. 22665/22666 Uday Express on the

husband could resort to violence by entering Coimbatore-Bengaluru-Coimbatore section

Vol. 45 May 2018

the workplace of his former wife to commit and 16191/16192 Antyodaya SF Express
an act of violence, or even attempt to

on the Tambaram-Tirunelveli

communicate with her, or threaten or cause -Tambaram section on June 10”.
violence to her relatives or dependents or

Train No. 22666 Coimbatore-Bengaluru

any other person. It amounts to domestic Uday Express will leave Coimbatore at
violence if the former husband tried to 5.45 a.m. to reach Bengaluru at 12.40 p.m
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Coimbatore to check its weight carrying

will leave Bengaluru at 2.15 p.m to reach

capacity with maximum speed.

Coimbatore at 9 p.m. The trains will have

The Minister during his two-day visit to

stoppages at Tirupur, Erode, and Salem.

Kerala and Tamil Nadu will also flag

Food vending machines

off Train No. 16355/16356 Kochuveli-

The coaches will have automatic food

MangaluruAntyodaya Express at Cochin,

co
m

and in the return direction train no. 22665

vending machines besides a pantry. It has dedicate

Punalur-Shencotta

gauge

converted section for traffic and also

m.

colourful exteriors and swanky interiors.

the

The train will have 14 coaches, of these four

inaugurate a new station building at

will have pantry.

Changanassery in Kerala on June 9.
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The exterior of the coaches will have vinyl

The coaches have a seating capacity of 120,

Buddha’s teachings shine in golden
manuscript

and those with pantry will have 104 seats.

The Buddha said his teachings should be

The coaches will have WiFi, GPS-based

evaluated as rigorously as people would

wrapping to prevent graffiti.

Passenger Information System through LCD gold. Now, they can be read in gold. A trove

Vol. 45 May 2018

display, diffused LEDs, and solar reflective of more than 600 pages of rare Tibetan
coating on the roof.

manuscripts with his teachings written in

The speed test of the train was conducted

gold letters has been restored at a 100-year-

during the third week of December 2017

old monastery in Alubari in West Bengal’s

between Coimbatore Railway Junction and Darjeeling district.
Somanakkanpatti Railway Station near

Restoration of the gold-inlaid manuscripts

Vellore.

in two volumes at the MakDhog Monastery

During the speed test, the coaches were

started earlier this year. Mingyur T.L. Yolmo,

loaded with 16 tonnes of Rail Neer from general secretary of Yolmawa Buddhist
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Association of India, the body that runs the monastery, said that the manuscripts contain
the ancient Tibetan text called Gyetongba , which contains teachings of Buddhism. The
manuscripts are in the Tibetan script Sambhota, named after its inventor.

co
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Monastery shaken
Mr. Yolmo said that while the Association could restore the damage suffered by the
monastery in the 2011 Sikkim Earthquake, external help was required to restore the
manuscripts, which are centuries older than the monastery itself.

m.

The restoration work is being done by the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural
Heritage (INTACH). “It was while assessing the damage that our experts came across
the manuscripts. They were in a very bad condition and required urgent attention,” G.M.
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Kapoor, convenor, INTACH, West Bengal, said. The trust has provided over Rs. 10 lakh for
the project.

Experts who worked on the restoration said that while one volume contained 322 pages,
the other had 296 pages. They fumigated using anti-fungal chemicals, stitched and used
adhesives on the frayed pages.

PhurbaThinleyYolmo, a priest, said that both the volumes are similar and a few pages are
missing from the 296-page volume. Each volume contains 8,000 verses. “Our forefathers
brought it to Darjeeling from Helambu in Nepal in the early 18th century. When the
monastery was built in 1914 to foster peace, the manuscripts were kept here,” he said.

Vol. 45 May 2018

Vandana Mukherjee, an expert on Tibetan Studies, said that Gyetongba is as important to
Tibetans as the Gita is to Hindus.
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